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tōfultumian adiuuare 
tōīcan adjicere 
tōweorðian adorare 
tōgegrīpan apprehendere 
midswēgan concinere 
samodweaxan concrescere 
efenfrēfran consolari 
andcweðan contradicere, frustrari 
ingefeallan incidere 
oferðrēawian increpare 
inræcan ingesserunt 
onðēodan inhærere 
ontrymian invalescere 
ingecīgan invocare 
yfelcweðan maledicere 
nabban not to have, lack, be without 
nāgan not to have, not to owe; not to be allowed, have no right to; ought not; not to be 
bound; to lose; to be unable 
mishealdan not to keep, neglect; to slight a person 
ðurhfrignan percontari 
ðurhgeendian percontari 
ðurhdōn perficere 
ðurhswerian periurare 
wiðcostian reprobare 
ūpsittan residere 
cylcan ructare 
underfealdan subdere 
underweorpan subjicere 
undersmēagan subrepere, subripere 
underfyligan subsequi 
undersittan subsidere 
underwendan subvertere 
undersingan succinere 
underweaxan succrescere 
underplantian supplantare 
understapplian supplantare 
underwyrtwalian supplantare 
undersettan supponere 
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āswīcan to abandon, desert; to deceive, betray; to irritate, offend, provoke 
wiðrēotan to abhor, clamour against; to resist 
ðurhwunian to abide continuously; to remain, continue, last, settle down; to persevere, 
persist, hold out, be steadfast 
ābīdan to abide, wait, wait for, await, expect; to remain, remain behind, delay; to 
survive 
ofswerian to abjure, deny on oath 
oðswerian to abjure, deny on oath 
sypian 1 to absorb, drink in, take in moisture 
forberan 1 to abstain from, forbear, refrain; to restrain; to suffer, endure; to tolerate, 
humour 
wiergan to abuse, blaspheme, curse, do evil; to outlaw, proscribe; to condemn 
ūtscēotan to abut on; suffer to escape, aid the escape of 
tōgelǣstan to accompany 
samodsīðian to accompany 
(ge)midsīðian to accompany, associate 
(ge)midsīðegian to accompany, associate with 
forðlǣstan to accomplish, fulfil; to persevere, follow out 
fullfyllan to accomplish, fulfill 
ðurhendian to accomplish, perfect 
onōrettan to accomplish, perform with effort 
ðurhdrēogan to accomplish, perform, carry through; to pass (time); to work through 
ābetēon to accuse 
ācusan to accuse 
gescyldan to accuse 
scylidian to accuse 
tihtlian to accuse, charge 
betihtlian to accuse, charge 
tihtan 1 to accuse, charge a person (acc.) with an offence 
behlīgan to accuse, defame, dishonour 
betēon 2 to accuse, impeach 
forwrēgan to accuse; to calumniate 
tēon 1 to accuse; to censure; to procceed against successfully 
(ge)fræpgian to accuse; to reverence; to be afraid of, fear, be in awe of 
(ge)wennan to accustom, habituate, inure, train; entertain, treat; tame; break off, wean 
from. w. mid wynnum treat kindly. w. tō wiste feast, entertain 
(ge)wenian to accustom, habituate, inure; to prepare, train, fit; to entertain, treat; to 
separate, break off, wean from; to draw, attract; to tame 
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acan to ache, suffer pain, pain 
(ge)earnian to acquire, earn, win, merit, deserve; to labour for, strive after; to enjoy 
tōbegietan to acquire, purchase 
geēhtan to acquire, purchase; to follow, persecute 
wiðrǣdan to act against, be an antidote 
misdōn to act wrongly, err, offend, transgress, do evil 
underȳcan to add 
oðēcan to add to 
tōgeīecan to add to, increase 
ætȳcan to add, increase, augment 
(ge)ēacnian to add, increase, augment, be enlarged; to become pregnant; to conceive, 
bring forth; to produce 
(ge)īecan to add, increase, enlarge, augment, prolong, eke; to carry out, fulfil 
tornwyrdan to address abusive words to, to vituperate; to be incensed 
ætclifian to adhere 
ætclīðan to adhere to, stay by 
geðēodlǣcan to adhere, cleave to 
tōgeðēodan to adhere, cling to; adjoin 
clengan to adhere, remain; to exhilarate 
ætfēolan to adhere, stick to, cleave, hang on; to press, impress; to continue, insist 
upon 
onclifian to adhere, stick to, persist in 
ætfyligan to adhere, stick to; to cling to, cleave 
(ge)clifian to adhere, stick, cleave 
cleofian to adhere, stick, cleave 
oðclīfan to adhere, stick, cleave to  
manetian to admonish, reprove 
hrēodan to adorn 
onhrēodan to adorn 
āstǣnan to adorn with precious stones or gems 
(ge)glengan to adorn, decorate, trim, deck, ornament, embellish; to set in order, 
arrange, compose 
(ge)fægrian to adorn, decorate; to become fair or beautiful 
(ge)frætwan to adorn, ornament, deck, trim, embroider; to equip, attire; to dress, 
clothe, cover over 
āfǣgrian to adorn, ornament, make fair or beautiful 
foregesellan to advance (money) 
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(ge)rǣdan to advice, counsel, persuade; to ask advice, consult; to discuss, debate, 
deliberate; to plot, design; to equip; to look to, provide for; to bring, deliver; to help; to 
decide, decree, determine, resolve after deliberation; to have an idea; to guess, forebode; 
to direct, guide, rule, govern, have control over, possess; to arrange, put in order; to 
read; to explain 
misrǣdan to advise wrongly; read wrongly 
begǣn to affirm 
āsēðan to affirm, confirm 
(ge)sēðan to affirm, declare; to testify, prove, attest, state as true 
beswencan to afflict 
foryrman to afflict greatly, harass; to bring low, reduce to poverty 
tōcwylman to afflict grievously, torment 
(ge)nǣtan to afflict, annoy, injury, trouble, crush; to press upon, subdue; to corrupt, 
destroy 
forsēcan 1 to afflict, attack; to punish 
oncnyssan to afflict, cast down 
(ge)swencan to afflict, distress, fatigue, trouble, vex, torment, oppress, harass, mortify; 
to chasten 
(ge)dyrfan to afflict, molest, injure; to imperil, endanger 
(ge)myscan to afflict, offend, injure 
ofsettan to afflict, overwhelm, press hard, oppress; to beset 
foresēcan 2 to afflict, punish, attack; to seek with hostile intent 
(ge)cwielman to afflict, torment, punish, mortify; to destroy, kill 
(ge)tintregian to afflict, torment, punish, torture 
(ge)wītnian to afflict, torment, punish, torture, plague; to chastise 
(ge)eglan to afflict, trouble, grieve, plague, molest, injure, pain 
āhwǣnan to afflict, trouble, grieve, vex 
āswencan to afflict, trouble, vex 
tregian to afflict, trouble, vex, grieve, harass 
(ge)wǣgan to afflict, trouble, vex, harass; to deceive, falsify; to frustrate 
āwǣlan to afflict, vex, harass; to roll back or away 
(ge)wǣlan to afflict, vex, torment 
misgrētan to affront, insult; to greet amiss 
bestyrman to agitate, storm 
(ge)forewyrdan to agree 
gemōdsumian to agree 
gerisnian to agree, accord 
(ge)ðæslǣcan to agree, accord, fit; to become 
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ācordian to agree, accord, make terms, reconcile 
(ge)ðwǣrlǣcan to agree, assent to, consent; to reconcile; to suit, fit 
efencuman to agree, come together; to assemble together, convene 
(ge)ðwǣrian to agree, consent, make harmonious; to reconcile; to suit, fit 
gesprecan to agree, settle; to speak, talk, converse; to address, accost 
andfylstan to aid 
brēgan to alarm, astonish; to frighten, terrify 
ābrēgan to alarm, frighten, terrify 
geācolmōdian to alarm, sadden, cow, terrify 
fremedlǣcan to alienate, estrange 
āfremdan to alienate, estrange; to become alienated 
underlīhtan to alleviate 
tēofrian to allot, appoint 
hlytman to allot, decide by lot 
(ge)ðafian to allow, permit, agree with, approve of, assent to, consent, favour, 
submit to; to admit; to obey; to bear, suffer, endure; to bear with, tolerate 
ālīefan to allow, permit, grant; to hand over, yield up 
(ge)līefan 1 to allow, permit; to concede, grant 
betyllan to allure, lure, decoy 
(ge)wēman to allure, persuade, entice, attract, convince; to lead astray; to turn, 
incline 
āspanan to allure, seduce, persuade, entice, induce; to insinuate, introduce 
secretly; to urge 
oncierran to alter, change, turn; to pervert; to turn off or away, turn aside, avert; to 
turn back, reverse, revoke; to prevent; to go 
āmasian to amaze, stupefy, confound 
bōtan to amend, repair, restore, cure; make good, make amends, reform, reform, 
remedy, compensate, atone, pay bōt for an offence; attend to (fire or light). ðurst b. 
quench thirst 
ābelgan 1 to anger, make angry, irritate, incense; to offend, vex, distress; to hurt; to 
be angry with 
forebodian to announce, declare 
forðsecgan to announce, proclaim 
ābodian to announce, proclaim 
gedȳpan to anoint 
lȳðran to anoint, smear, lather 
(ge)smierwan to anoint, smear, salve 
(ge)andwyrdan to answer 
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andswerian to answer 
andwirdan to answer 
geondweardan to answer 
gēanðingian to answer, reply, speak again 
oncweðan to answer, reply; to resound, echo; to protest 
(ge)andswarian to answer, respond 
æftercweðan to answer, speak after, repeat, revoke; to renounce, abjure 
forscēotan to anticipate, come before, shoot before, prevent, forestall; to advance 
money 
foresēcan 1 to appeal (for justice) 
ætscēawian to appear 
forðhlīfian to appear; to stand out, be prominent 
(ge)sibbian to appease, gladden; to bring together, conciliate, reconcile, pacify, make 
people friends, make peace between disputants; to ally 
wiðfēolan to apply oneself to 
tōdōn to apply, add, put to; to separate, divide, put asunder; to distinguish; to open, 
undo, unbind 
(ge)āndagian to appoint a day or term, cite; to adjourn 
insettan to appoint, institute 
ārǣdan to appoint; to determine, prepare, appoint, arrange, settle, fix, decide; to 
take counsel; to guess, conjecture, interpret; to utter; to read 
tōnēalǣcan to approach 
tōgenēalǣcan to approach 
onnēan to approach 
(ge)nēalǣcan to approach, come or draw near; to be near; to adhere, cling to; to be like; 
to come, happen 
nǣlēacan to approach, come or draw near; to be near; to cling to; to  be like 
ongān 2 to approach, enter into; attack 
ongangan to approach, enter into; attack 
āgnettan to appropriate, usurp 
gehwielfan to arch, vault, bend over 
(ge)cnēatian to argue, dispute, contend 
ārīsan to arise, get up, spring up; to rise, ascend, mount up; to originate, come forth, 
spring from 
(ge)wǣpnian to arm, provide or furnish with weapons 
āwreccan to arouse, awake, revive 
wreccan 1 to arouse, awake; to raise, lift up; to undertake, take up 
misendebyrdan to arrange improperly, put in wrong order 
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gerāwan to arrange in line 
(ge)scīran II to arrange, determine, decide, decree, act in authority;  
dyhtan to arrange, dispose, appoint, direct, dictate, impose; compose, write; make, do 
(ge)dihtnian to arrange, dispose, appoint, direct, dictate, impose; compose, write; 
make, do 
gesidian to arrange, order, set right; to determine 
foretēon to arrange, pre-dispose, pre-ordain 
beforancuman to arrive ahead of, precede (so.) (DOE) 
beforangecuman to arrive ahead of, precede (so.) (DOE) 
gedōn to arrive at; halt, encamp, cast anchor; reduce. d. tō hīerran hāde promote, 
advance to a higher position. d. tō nāhte annul, make of none effect. d. tō witanne cause 
to know  
gelīðan to arrive, come to land, reach port 
lendan to arrive, come to land; to land; to go, proceed 
oferclimban to ascend, climb upon 
āstigian to ascend, mount 
beāscian to ask a aperson (acc.) for advice (gen.) 
beāhsian to ask advice 
ābiddan to ask for, request, demand, require; to entreat, pray, pray for, pray to; to 
obtain, get by asking; to call out (an army) 
gebiddan to ask, beg, pray; to pray, worship, adore 
(ge)giwian to ask, demand 
(ge)frignan to ask, inquire, consult; to learn by inquiry, find out; to hear of 
(ge)āscian to ask, inquire, interrogate; to demand, ask for; to seek for, learn by 
inquiry,; to call, summon, announce; to observe, examine; to discover, hear of; to 
obtain; to experience 
gefrægnian to ask, inquire, question, ask for information; to make famous 
biddan to ask, pray, entreat, beesech; to order, command, require; to bid 
(ge)frāsian to ask, question, inquire, find out by inquiry, interrogate; to try, tempt 
fricgan to ask, question, inquire, investigate, seek after; to find out; to lear, get 
information of 
(ge)fricgan to ask, question, inquire; to find out, seek after, investigate; to learn by 
asking or inquiry; to get information of, hear of 
befrīnan to ask, question, inquire; to learn 
firmettan to ask, request, beg, pray 
efenāmetan to assemble together; compare 
(ge)samnian to assemble, gather or bring together, collect, unite, join, meet; to glean; 
to marry 
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behlēotan to assign by lot 
befelan to assing, allot, commit, commend, deliver 
undercuman to assist 
gestēpan to assist, help, support, sustain 
towettan to associate with 
tōgeefnan to associate with, join oneself to? 
tōðunian to astonish 
āgælwan to astonish, stupefy; to terrify 
āstyltan to astonish; to be astonished 
āgrētan to attack 
hetan to attack 
onwinnan to attack, assail 
onhīgian to attack, assault, despoil 
onfeohtan to attack, assault, fight with 
onhrēosan to attack, fall or rush upon, assail 
oferfeallan to attack, fall upon 
fullcuman to attain 
underbeginnan to attempt; to undertake 
gemæssian to attend mass; to say mass to 
tōðēnian to attend upon, serve 
tyllan to attract, draw; to pay toll 
(ge)loccian to attract, entice, allure, win over by gentle means; to sooth 
ātyhtan to attract, incite, allure, entice; to be attentive; to produce; to stretch, extend 
hlīgan to attribute (to), give one glory or reputation for anything 
cnēodan to attribute to, assign to, load with; to give; to carry out; to call, exalt 
(ge)cnōdan to attribute, assign to, load with; to impute 
dugan to avail, be worth, able, capable of, competent or good for anything, be fit; to 
thrive, be strong; to be good, virtuous, kind, honest, bountiful, liberal 
swīðrian to avail; to prevail, become or be stronger 
ðēodwrecan to avenge thoroughly, take great vengeance for 
fromwendan to avert 
āwendan to avert, turn aside, remove; to change, alter, divert; to exchange; to 
upset; to pervert; to go, depart, turn from, return; to translate 
oferbūgan to aviod, shun 
āwærlan to avoid 
forgǣlan to avoid 
bewarenian to avoid, keep one's self from, guard one's self against, beware; to watch, 
guard 
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onscunian to avoid, shun, fly from; to put away, refuse, reject; to hate, detest, 
execrate, despise; to regard with fear, fear; to irritate; to reprove, convict 
bebūgan to avoid, turn from, shun; to encompass, enclose, surround, encircle, flow 
round; to extend, reach 
gesecgan to avoid?. s. on accuse of, charge with 
cēpnian to await eagerly 
onwacan to awake, cease to sleep; to arise, spring, be born, be derived 
āwæcnian to awake, revive; to originate, arise, spring,  be derived 
onwæcnan 1 to awake; to arise, spring, be born; to arise, be roused, be raised 
āwacian to awake; to make gentle, appease, mollify 
āwacan to awake; to originate, arise, spring forth; to be born 
āweccan to awake; to rouse, excite, incite, stir up; to raise up children; to beget, 
call forth 
bǣtan to bail; to hunt, worry with dogs, bait; to beat, make way against the wind or 
current 
slǣtan to bait, slate 
ābacan to bake 
bacan to bake 
wræclāstian to banish; to be in exile 
(ge)fulwian to baptize 
(ge)fullian 2 to baptize 
(ge)fulligan 1 to baptize 
gefulwihtnian to baptize  
borcian to bark 
geswētlǣcan to batten; to flatter 
sēon 3 to be 
cumlīðian to be a guest; to lodge, to receive as a guest 
mōtan to be able, be allowed, have opportunity to, be compelled to; may; must, be 
obliged 
magan to be able, have permission or power; may (because a thing is possible); to be 
competent, efficacious or strong; to be in good health, be strong 
genōgian to be abundant; to multiply 
(ge)onðracian to be afraid of, fear, dread; to frighten 
(ge)forhtian to be afraid, susprised, tremble; to fear, dread; to frighten; to be in danger 
(ge)weallan to be agitated, rage, toss; to torment, agitate; to boil, be hot, seethe, 
bubble, foam, be ferment 
(ge)styltan to be amazed, astonished, dazed or confounded, hesitate, be doubtful, be 
at a loss; to be silent from astonishment 
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forstyltan to be amazed, be overcome with astonishment 
forwracnian to be an exile 
(ge)iersian to be angry (with), rage; to irritate, provoke, make angry, enrage 
onstingan to be angry with 
carcian to be anxious (about sth) 
becarcian to be anxious (about), to take care of 
ymbhogian to be anxious about or solicitous, exercise the mind 
āscamian to be ashamed, feel shame 
ofwundrian to be astonished 
fālǣcan to be at enmity with, be at feud, show hostility to 
forebēon to be before or over; to preside 
forewesan to be before, preside, rule over 
līðan to be bereft of, suffer loss 
bealdian to be bold or brave, bear oneself bravely 
onhȳrsumian to be busied with 
bestuddian to be careful for, trouble about 
basuian to be clad in purple 
efenrīcsian to be co-regnant with 
willwyrdan to be complaisant 
grimsian to be cruel or fierce, rage 
fræfelian to be cunning 
wealian to be defiant, bold; to be impudent, wanton 
forðolian to be deprived of, lack, want; to go wihout 
(ge)ādlian to be diseased or ill, languish; to ail, cause disease, make ill 
tōflēogan to be disperse, fly asunder, fly apart; to crack, fly to pieces 
dofian to be doting or stupid 
āgeornan to be eager for, desire; to seek 
(ge)giernan to be eager, desire, yearn, long for; to beg, entreat; to strive; to seek for, 
ask for, require, demand, beg, entreat 
ymbwesan to be employed about 
ofðefian to be exceedingly heated 
gewiderian to be fair or fine weather 
(ge)tīðrian to be favourable (to) 
fēferian to be feverish, suffer from fever 
grimman to be fierce, rage; to make angry; to hasten 
gedafenian to be fit, seemly or becoming, befit, behove, beseem 
berīsan to be fitting 
sottian to be foolish 
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(ge)dysgian to be foolish, act foolishly; to err, make mistake; to talk foolishly, 
blaspheme 
fleardian to be foolish; to err, go astray 
āforhtian to be frightened, become afraid, take fright; to be amazed, wonder at 
gramian to be furious, rage; to anger, enrage; to be offensive to, vex 
gewynsumian to be glad or joyful; to make glad or pleasing, rejoice, exult 
gefægnian to be glad, rejoice, exult; to make a movement that expresses joy; to 
fawn; to applaud; to be delighted with; to wish for; to welcome, receive with pleasure 
(ge)blissian to be glad, rejoice, exult; to make happy, gladden, delight, applaud, fill 
with bliss; to endow; to bless 
blyssian to be glad, rejoice, exult; to make happy, gladden; to applaud 
(ge)fēon to be glad, rejoice, exult; to take, seize 
sigerian 1 to be gluttonous, act as a glutton 
frecian to be greedy, eat voraciously 
āwārnian to be grieved or confounded; to be ashamed 
darian to be hidden, lurk 
giestlīðian to be hospitable 
bladesian to be hot, flame, blaze; to emit an odour 
ofhingrian to be hungry 
(ge)hyngran to be hungry, hunger; to hunger for 
nytan to be ignorant, not to know 
ādrincan to be immersed, sunk, drowned; to be extinguished, quenched by water; 
to drink up, quench thirst 
wracian  to be in exile; to travel, wander; to carry on, prosecute 
æfian to be in miserable condition 
ofhagian to be inconvenient 
ēacan to be increase, enlarged, augmented 
(ge)efenlǣcan to be like, equal, match, imitate 
blātian to be livid, pale 
blātan to be livid, pale or dark as with envy 
lusian to be lost, fail, perish; escape, get away; lose; destroy 
(ge)losian to be lost; to lose, be deprived of; to fail, lose strength, faint, perish, 
decay; to destroy; to escape, get away, stray; to be destroyed, come to nothing, die 
fordruncnian to be made drunk 
mysðyncan to be mistaken 
bifian to be moved, tremble, quake, shake 
instandan to be near or present 
(ge)nēodian to be necessary, be required; to require 
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(ge)ðearfan to be need or in want; to starve 
tōgīnan to be opened; to split; to slip; to gape, yawn 
fīgan to be or become an enemy, be at enmity 
(ge)hāthiertan to be or become angry; to make angry, enrage 
(ge)belgan to be or become angry; to provoke, offend, irritate, anger, make angry, 
incense 
snytrian to be or become clever or wise 
ācealdian to be or become cold 
calan to be or become cold 
cēlan to be or become cold; to make cool, slake 
lēofian to be or become dear or pleasant, delight 
dimmian to be or become dim 
āwisnian to be or become dry, wither 
(ge)ðēon 1 to be or become great, prosper, flourish, thrive, succeed, excel; to grow, 
increase; to grow up, ripen; to lengthen (of days) 
(ge)heardian to be or become hard; to harden 
āheardian to be or become hard; to last, endure, hold out; to inure; to be rigid, not to 
be relaxed 
ālāðian to be or become hateful or hostile; to hate, loathe; to threaten 
hāsian to be or become hoarse 
āwlacian to be or become lukewarm 
(ge)wlacian to be or become lukewarm, be tepid 
āwēdan to be or become mad, be angry; to rage; to revolt, apostatize 
fūhtian to be or become moist 
mōdigan to be or become proud or overbearing; t;o exult, glory; to show bravery 
rēadian to be or become red 
rēodian 1 to be or become red 
drēorigian to be or become sad or dreary 
ungerōtsian to be or become sad, be grieved; make sad 
(ge)unrōtsian to be or become sad, be sorrowful or grieved, become troubled or 
discontented; to make sad or sorrowful, grieve, offend, disquiet, trouble  
maffian to be or become shameless; to fall away from right conduct, go astray 
āscortian to be or become short; to fail, diminish, shorten; to elapse, pass away; to 
be exhausted 
(ge)sugian to be or become silent 
(ge)swīgian to be or become silent; to keep silence, be quiet or still; to pass over in 
silence 
slāwian to be or become slow, sluggish or inactive 
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āsūrian to be or become sour, bitter 
stīfian to be or become stiff or rigid 
swīðian to be or become strong, prevail; to fix, make firm 
(ge)wērgian to be or become tired, weary, fatigue, exhausted 
wǣrigian to be or become tired, weary, grow weary, get exhausted 
wācian to be or become weak, lose energy, waver, be cowardly, want resolution or 
courage, flinch; to fail, be not able to endure, languish; to become poor or mean 
wǣtian to be or become wet 
hātian to be or become; to be excited or troubled; to be intense, fierce, raging 
sēocan 1 to be or fall ill 
(ge)druncnian to be or get drunk; to drown, sink 
hrēawan to be or get raw 
hoferian to be or go humpbacked 
mistian to be or grow misty 
elðēodgian to be or live abroad; to travel, wander as a pilgrim 
āblācian to be or look pale, turn pale from fear, weakness &c; to grow faint; to get 
dull or tarnished, lose colour 
wrāðian to be or make angry 
forscamian to be or make ashamed 
wrǣstan to be or make elegant 
āmidian to be or make foolish 
gewæstmbǣrian to be or make fruitful 
āīdlian to be or make idle or useless, frustrate, annul, empty; to profane; to be free from, 
deprive (of) 
gelīcian to be or make like, imitate; to seem likely; to please, delight 
hwītian to be or make white, whiten 
oferbēon to be over, command 
efneforcuman to be overcome in argument, confuted 
geðyldgian to be patient; to bear, endure, sustain, tolerate; to agree; to wait for; to 
give in 
geðyldian to be patient; to bear, endure, sustain; to tolerate, consent to do; to agree; 
to wait for; to give in 
swētian to be pleasant or sweet 
wǣdlian to be poor, needy, in want, indigent, destitute; to beg; to be in want of 
something, to lack 
onhagian to be possible or convenient, be suit; to please; to be at leisure; to be 
fighting 
ætbēon to be present 
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ætwesan to be present 
tōwesan to be present  
forðlūtan 1 to be prone (to) 
(ge)weligian to be prosperous, become rich or abundant, abound; to endow, enrich, 
make rich or wealthy 
oferhygdgian to be proud 
prūtian to be proud 
ofermōdgian to be proud, arrogant or haughty; to be puffed up with pride 
oferwenian to be proud; to become insolent or presumptuous 
(ge)hradian to be quick, hasten, accelerate, rush; to do or come quickly or diligently; 
to further, prosper, forward; to put briefly 
wiððingian to be reconciled to 
gemanian to be restored to health? 
gemanigean to be restored to health? 
gemeargian to be rich; to fill with marrow 
rudian to be ruddy 
gnornian to be sad, lament, grieve, mourn, bewail, regret; to murmur, express 
discontent, complaint 
gēomrian to be sad, lament, sorrow, mourn, bewail; to complaint; to murmur, sigh, 
groan 
undercrēopan to be secretly grasped or seized by something; to penetrate, enter 
surreptitiously; to undermine 
tōsecgan to be separate, differ 
tōsittan to be separated, be placed apart, sit at a distancce from one another 
tōscecgan to be separated; to stamd out distincly 
stirnan to be severe 
fullberstan to be shattered, burst completely 
(ge)licgan to be situated, have a position, remain; to be at rest, lie postrate; to lie, lie 
low, lie dead; to yield; to subside, cease, fail, fall; to extend; to lead; to go, flow, run; to 
belong to, appertain to; to border; to exist, dwell, reside 
(ge)latian to be slow or indolent; to delay, linger, loiter; to hesitate 
forslǣwan to be slow or unwilling; to lose by sloth, neglect through laziness; to 
delay, put off 
bemurnan to be sorry for, bewail, bemoan, mourn, bemourn, deplore; to care for, 
take heed for 
efensorgian to be sorry for, compassionate 
besorgian to be sorry for, regret; to care for; to be troubled about; to fear, dread 
magian to be strong, prevail 
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underlicgan to be subject to, underlie, submit; to give way to 
onbyrgan 2 to be surety 
āborgian to be surety for, be surety, undertake for; to assign, appoint; to borrow 
forsorgian to be too anxious; to despond 
(ge)angian to be troubled, afflicted or in anguish 
getrēowfæstnian to be trusty, faithful; to be firm or strong 
gliddrian to be unstable, slip, totter 
tealtian to be unsteady, totter, shake, stumble, waver; to be untrustworthy; to amble 
tōsǣlan to be unsuccessful, fail; to lack; to want; to happen amiss 
nyllan to be unwilling; refuse, prevent 
onðēon to be useful; to succeed, prosper 
goffian to be vain 
forsweorcan to be very dark, grow dark or obscure; to darken, obscure 
oferwlencan to be very wealthy 
sigorian to be victorious, triumph over, triumph; to vanquish 
wracnian to be wanderer, traveller, or pilgrim 
wrǣnsian to be wanton 
gālian to be wanton or licentious 
tolcettan to be wanton or luxuriant 
wīswyrdan to be wise in speech 
frōdian to be wise or prudent 
(ge)wrǣðan to be wroth or savage, anger; to be angry; to molest, attack 
(ge)weorðan to be, become, be done, be made, come to be, turn to, turn into; to come, 
get; to happen, take place, come to pass, befall, arise, settle; to get on with, please, 
agree; think of, occur to; to grow 
līðian to be, become; to make 
bēon to be, exist, happen, become 
libban to be, exist, live, experience; to subsist, feed 
wesan to be, exist, live; to be, stand, have place, dwell; to be, be done, happen, come to 
pass; to turn out, have result; to belong to; to affect, be the matter with 
byrdian to bear 
offerian to bear or carry off 
beberan to bear or carry to; tp provide, supply with 
āðylgian to bear up, sustain; to be patient, wait patiently 
gebǣran to bear, bear or conduct one’s self, behave, fare 
oncennan to bear, bring forth 
āberan to bear, carry, bring; to endure, suffer, not to give way under trial, suffering, 
&c.; to take away, remove; to reveal; to bear with, tolerate, restrain oneself; to bear (a 
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child), bring forth, bring to light; to do without; to be under an obligation for an 
imposition, &c. 
(ge)beran to bear, carry, bring; to produce, bring forth, carry out; to offer; to take 
away; to extend; to be situated by birth; to wear; to endure, suffer; to support, sustain 
dogian to bear, suffer, endure 
āræfnan to bear, support, endure, suffer; to ponder, keep in mind; to carry out, 
accomplish; to practise, perform 
underhebban to bear, support, lift 
forðyldian to bear, support, sustain; to suffer, endure, be patient, wait patiently 
(ge)bēatan to bear, thrust, pound, strike, dash; to hurt, injure, lash; to tramp, tread, 
trample, beat with the feet 
awegberan to bear; to carry or convey away 
cnīdan to beat 
forðerscan to beat down 
platian to beat into thin plates 
forgnīdan to beat or break into pieces, crush; to rub together, dash or thow down; to 
grind together 
gefȳstlian to beat or strike with the fists; to buffet 
ofbēatan to beat to pieces, beat to death, kill 
tōbēatan to beat to pieces, destroy by beating 
cloccettan to beat, palpitate, throb 
(ge)portian to beat, pound, bray in a mortar 
(ge)pūnian to beat, pound, bray, bruise 
pyrtan 1 to beat, strike 
beswingan to beat, strike, flog, scourge 
cnossian to beat, strike, hit upon, dash 
dēngan to beat, strike, knock, ding 
beslēan to beat, strike; to take away, cut off; to deprive of, bereave 
(ge)wlitigian to beautify, adorn; to grom or become beautiful; to form, fashion 
(ge)cyrtenlǣcan to beautify, make lovely or elegant; (+) to make sweet 
unswētian to become bitter 
lǣlan to become black and blue with blows, be bruised 
(ge)beorhtnian to become bright, glorify 
brādian to become broad, extend; to reach 
rūmian to become clear of obstructions or encumbrance 
cealdian to become cold 
wannian to become dark coloured, turn black; to become discoloured 
swāmian to become dark; to afflict, grieve, trouble 
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ādēafian to become deaf 
āsolian to become dirty or foul 
feologan to become fallow; to become discoloured 
feðrian to become feathered, be fledged 
āergian to become feeble or slothful; to become remiss; to grow timid, turn coward 
dwǣsian to become foolish or stupid 
gelōmlīcian to become frequent  
ācalan to become frost-bitten, to die of cold 
grēatian to become great or enlarged, flourish 
mǣrian to become great, be distinguished 
grȳtan to become great, flourish 
(ge)miclian to become great, increase, extend; to make great or larger, magnify, extol 
micellan to become great, increase; make great, make larger, magnify, extol 
grēnian to become green, flourish 
āstīðian to become hard or strong; to grow up; to dry up, wither 
gestīðian to become hard or strong; to make firm, stiffen; to grow up, mature 
āslāwian to become heavy, dull or sluggish; to be torpid or inert 
āhātian to become hot 
flǣschamian to become incarnate 
āmeallian to become insipid, lose savour; to pass away, vanish 
ondruncnian to become intoxicated, get drunk 
(ge)cȳðlǣcan to become known 
(ge)cūðian to become known, take knowledge of, regard 
āhrēofian to become leprous 
āwannian to become livid or black; to wax wan or pale 
mildian to become mild 
fynegian to become mouldy or musty 
genihtian to become night; to grow dark 
(ge)manigfealdian to become numerous or abundant, multiply, increase, extend; to 
reward 
(ge)manigfealdan to become numerous or abundant, multiply, increase, extend; to 
reward 
āðēostrian to become obscured or eclipsed; to overcloud 
(ge)scortian to become or get short, shorten; to make short; (+/-) to run short, fail 
bōtian to become or grow better 
swearcian to become or grow dark; to grow faint, languish; to make or become 
troubled, dismay 
dēafian to become or grow deaf or dull; to deaden 
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hārian to become or grow grey 
onhātian to become or grow hot 
inlīxan to become or grow light, shine, dawn 
sēarian to become or grow sear, wither, pine away; to sear 
(ge)hlǣnian to become or make lean, starve, thin 
(ge)wearmian to become or make warm 
(ge)weormian to become or make warm 
(ge)leoðuwǣcan to become or to make soft or pliant; to grow calm; to soften, calm, 
appease, assuage, mitigate; to revive 
wlancian to become proud or boastful, exult 
āwoffian to become proud or insolent; to rave; to be delirious or insane, become 
mad 
slāpian to become sleepy; to cause to sleep 
dennian to become slippery; to stream 
(ge)minsian to become small, diminish, lessen 
smalian to become small, thin or slender 
milescian to become sweet or mellow 
(ge)īdlian to become useless, render wothless, come to nought; to become idle or 
vain; to be or become empty, be unoccupied; to profane 
untrymigan to become weak, sick, infirm 
āwildian to become wild or fierce 
(ge)geolwian to become yellow 
āgeolwian to become yellow, make glitter as gold 
becuman to become; to happen, befall; to come, arrive, approach; to come 
together; to meet with; to enter; to fall in with 
bescītan to bedaub, befoul 
befōtian to befoot, cut off the feet 
bedecian to beg 
ðingian to beg, supplicate, plead, pray, ask; to intercede for, intervene; to 
covenant, conciliate, settle, make or come to terms, come to an agreement, compound 
with; to prescribe; to mediate, intercede, reconcile oneself (with); to determine, purpose, 
design, arrange, fix; to talk, speak, discourse, harangue; to destine 
inweorpan to begin (the weft) 
edginnan to begin again 
āslǣpan to begin to sleep, dream, slumber; to be sleepy, fall asleep; to be 
paralysed or benumbed 
onginnan to begin, undertake, set about, set to work; to attempt, endeavour, try 
hard; to attack, assail; to act, proceed, act strenuously 
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underginnan to begin, undertake; to attempt 
beginnan to begin, undertake; to attempt; to attack 
ginnan to begin; to attemp, try hard, endeavour 
begnagan to begnaw, gnaw 
behōn to behang, hang round 
behēafdian to behead 
hēafdian to behead 
behegian to behedge, hedge around 
belōcian to behold 
onhāwian to behold 
ymbscēawian to behold, look round 
ymbsēon 1 to behold, look round 
forðroccettan 2 to belch forth 
ūtroccettan to belch out 
ūtroccian to belch out 
ūprocettan to belch up 
belȳfan to believe 
(ge)trēowan to believe, hope, trust in, rely (on), confide; to exculpate; to suggest, 
persuadē to make true or credible; to be faithful (to), be confident; to prove one’s self 
true; to confederate (with) 
(ge)līefan 2 to believe, trust, confide in; to hope; to allow, give permission, grant 
tōlōcian to belong to 
tōbelimpan to belong, behove 
langian 2 to belong, pertain 
oðlengan to belong, pertain 
forbīgan to ben down, bow down; to depreciate, humiliate, humble, abase, 
degrade, destroy; to pass by, avoid 
wēgan to bend 
onlūtan to bend down, bow, incline 
onhnīgan to bend down, bow; to press down; to worship 
forbūgan to bend from, refrain from, decline; to avoid, shun, eschew; to escape, 
flee from; hold down 
ālūtan to bend or bow down, incline 
(ge)hnǣgan 1 to bend or bow down: curb; to humble, humiliate; to subdue, vanquish; to 
cast down 
(ge)cnēowian to bend the knee, kneel 
ābȳgan to bend, bend down, bow, deflect; to convert, reduce; to subdue, bring low 
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onhieldan to bend, bend down, bow, incline, lean, recline; to decline, sink; to fall 
away 
(ge)hieldan to bend, bend or bow down, incline, slope; to force downwards; to learn 
onbūgan to bend, bow, incline, bend in reverence; to deviate; to agree with, 
submit; to yield to 
(ge)lūtan to bend, bow, stoop, recline, fall down before one; to decline; to 
approach an end 
gecnyclan to bend, crook 
lītan to bend, incline, cause to bow 
(ge)hwemman to bend, incline, slope; to turn 
(ge)lȳtan  to bend, stoop, decline. +loten dæg after part of day; bow, make 
obeisance, fall down; entreat 
(ge)bīegan to bend, turn, bow, bow down, crush; to incline, recline; to turn back; to 
press down, depress, subdue, bring under; to humble, humiliate, abase; to inflect or 
decline a part of speech; to subject; to persuade; to convert; to settle 
ābūgan to bend, turn, curve, bow, do reverence, submit, turn oneself; to deviate, incline, 
swerve, turn (to or from); to withdraw, retire; to be humble 
(ge)būgan 1 to bend, turn, stoop, bow, bow down, submit, sink, give way; to turn 
towards, turn away; to revolt; to retire, flee, depart; to join, go over to; to convert 
gewēn to bend, twist, make crooked 
(ge)windan to bend, wind; to twist, curl; to go, turn; to revolve, roll, weave; to roll 
back, unroll; to repair 
besēcan to beseech, beg urgently 
forsetnian to besiege, beset 
ofsetnian to besiege; to encompass 
besmirwan to besmear, rub with ointment 
behrūmian to besmirch 
becwiddian to bespeak; deposit (a pledge) 
besprengan to besprinkle, bespatter 
āgifian to bestow, grant 
bestrēowian to bestrew, besprinkle 
bestrēdan to bestrew, cover  
betācnian to betoken, designate 
belǣwan to betray 
(ge)lǣwan to betray 
forrǣdan to betray, plot against, deprive by treachery; to wrong, injure; to 
condemn 
besceatwyrpan to betroth 
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gehandfæstan to betroth 
berēotan to bewail, deplore 
warian  to beware; to warn, make ware, put on guard; to protect, guard, defend; 
to attend; to possess, hold; to occupy, inhabit, hold a place; to make an agreement, make 
a treaty (with); to ward off 
bebindan to bind in or about 
ymbsǣlan to bind or tie round 
forbindan to bind or tie up, muzzle 
ymbbindan to bind round or about 
gewriðelian to bind together 
(ge)wilian to bind together, connect 
forwrīðan to bind up, stanch 
(ge)bendan to bind, bend; to fetter, put in bonds 
(ge)rǣpan to bind, chain, fetter, yoke together; to capture, enslave 
beclingan to bind, enclose, inclose; to surround 
(ge)cyspan to bind, fetter 
gerǣptan to bind, fetter 
gerȳpan 3 to bind, fetter, capture, enslave; yoke together 
clemman 1 to bind, fetter, enclose 
āsǣlan to bind, fetter, ensnare 
(ge)cnyccan to bind, tie 
(ge)cnyttan to bind, tie, fasten; to knit; to add; to annex, append 
(ge)sǣlan 2 to bind, tie, fetter, fasten; to restrain, confine, curb 
beclemman to bind, tie, fetter, inclose, glue together 
becnyttan to bind, tie, knot, inclose; to knit; to surround with a bond, tie round; to 
attach with a string 
(ge)bindan to bind, tie, tie up, fasten, fetter, restrain; to deceive; to adorn 
bewrīðan to bind, wind about; to surround 
bebītan to bite 
ābītan to bite in pieces, lacerate with the teeth, gnaw; to mangle, tear to pieces; to 
consume, eat up, devour; to taste, partake of 
tōcēowan to bite to pieces, chew, masticate, eat 
forbītan to bite to pieces, destroy by biting 
gnagan to bite, gnaw 
(ge)sceorpan to bite, gnaw, carve in pieces; to scrape, irritate 
forsceorfan to bite, gnaw, eat up 
sceorfan to bite, gnaw, scarify 
(ge)bītan to bite, tear; to cut, wound; to dash down 
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ofslītan to bite, wound by a bite 
forcēowan to bitte or chew off 
ātǣlan to blame 
forlēan to blame much,reprehend strongly 
(ge)leahtrian to blame, accuse, charge with crime; to reproach, revile, reprove; to 
impeach; to corrupt, vitiate 
leccan 2 to blame, find fault with 
(ge)yfelsian to blaspheme 
blǣtan to bleat 
blēdan to bleed 
geblōtsian to bless 
welcweðan to bless 
(ge)ēadigan to bless; to call blessed; to make happy, count fortunate; to enrich 
(ge)blētsian to bless; to ordain, consecrate, hallow, call holy; to give thanks, adore, 
extol; to sign with the cross; to prosper; to favour, benefit; to pronounce or make happy 
forblindian to blind 
blendan 1 to blind, make blind, deprive of sight, darken; deceive 
āblendan to blind, make blind, put out the eyes of; to deceive, delude, dazzle; to 
deaden, benumb, darken, stupify 
blindian to blind; to become blind; to be deprived of potency 
geblindfellian to blind; to blindfold, cover the face or eyes 
wincian to blink, close one's eyes; to make a sign, wink 
fordemman to block up, shut or dam up 
fordīcigan to block up, shut out by a ditch, barricade 
blōstmian to bloom, blossom; to blow 
fordīlgian to blot out, abolish, destroy 
pyfian to blow 
wāwan to blow (of wind) 
bewāwan to blow against or upon 
wiðblāwan to blow away, strain at 
āwindwian to blow away, winnow, disperse 
forðblāwan to blow forth, belch out 
forðblæstan to blow forth, putt out, burst out 
onblāwan to blow on or into, breathe into, inspire, inflate; to puff up 
hlȳrian to blow out (the cheeks) 
tōblāwan to blow to pieces, blow away, blast, scatter; to inflate, puff up, distend, 
swell; to cause the breast to swell with emotion 
ūpāblāwan to blow up, be in eruption (of a volcano) 
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beblāwan to blow upon 
onbeblāwan to blow upon 
āblāwan to blow, blow away, breathe upon; to swell, blow up, puff up 
(ge)blāwan to blow, inflate, breath; to be blown; to aspire; to sound; to flame 
forblāwan to blow, inflate; to blow away 
pyffan to blow, puff, breathe out 
windwian to blow, winnow, fan 
blæstan to blow; to belch forth; to rush 
(ge)blōwan 1 to blow; to flower, bloom, blossom, flourish 
wyððyddan to blunt 
ætstyntan to blunt, dull, weaken; to make inactive or ineffective 
āryderian to blush, be ashamed 
āblysian to blush, redden with shame, be ashamed  
gebyrdan to board, embroider, fringe 
gealpettan to boast 
bōgan to boast 
foregielpan to boast greatly 
forgielpan to boast of; to trumpet forth 
begylpan to boast, exult 
gielpan to boast; to praise, applaud, exult, glory; to desire earnestly 
wyllan 1 to boil 
beweallan to boil away 
forweallan to boil away  
bewyllan to boil away; to knead, mix together, roll about 
āweallan to boil or bubble up; to spring, well, break forth, stream or gush forth, 
issue; to swarm with; to be hot; to burn, rage 
tōsēoðan to boil to pieces 
ūpweallan to boil up 
āwyllan 2 to boil, cause to bubble; to reduce by boiling 
fāmgian to boil, foam 
oferwillan to boil, overboil; to boil down; to boil over 
āsēoðan to boil, seethe, scorch; to refine, purify; to try, examine 
scyttan to bolt, shut to, cause rapid movement; to discharge (a debt), pay off 
(ge)bōcian to book; to grant by book, charter; supply with books 
bebyrdan to border, fringe 
āstingan to bore out; to thrust or pierce out; to stab 
onborgian to borrow 
borgian to borrow, take a loan; to lend, give a loan 
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hnīgan to bow down, bend, incline; to fall, decline, descend, sink 
(ge)hnigian to bow or bend down (the head) 
hnipian to bow or bend down; to look gloomy 
underlūtan 2 to bow or bend under, stoop beneath 
gelūtan to bow; to entreat;  
twifyrclian to branch off, deviate from; to split into two, fork off from, separate from 
another object 
fulbrecan to break entirely, violate 
onblæstan to break in 
tōbrȳtan to break in pieces, crush, bruise, destroy; to make contrite, crush with 
feelings of sorrow 
tōbrȳsan to break in pieces, crush, bruise, shatter 
forbrītan to break in pieces, smash, bruise, crush 
inbrecan to break into 
tōcīnan to break into chinks, split, crack, cleave asunder; to splinter 
āswǣtan to break or burst out in perspiration 
ūtābrecan to break out 
ūpābrecan to break out or through, boil up 
ðurhbrecan to break through 
bebrecan to break to pieces 
tōcwȳsan to break to pieces, crush, bruise, shatter, grind to pieces, destroy; to be 
crushed 
tōbrecan to break, break in pieces, break up, shatter, wreck, crush, destroy, ruin; to 
overthrow, annul; to diffuse; to break through; to force, violate, infringe; to interrupt, 
put to an end to 
forbrecan to break, break in pieces, bruise, crush, destroy; to violate 
tōscǣnan to break, break to pieces 
ābrecan to break, break up, break to pieces, break down, break off, separate 
forcibly, destroy; to assault, vanquish, to take by storm  
forðrǣstan to break, bruise, crush, destroy; to afflict, oppress; to suppress, stifle; to 
stangle, choke 
brēotan to break, bruise, hew down, demolish, destroy, kill 
forberstan to break, burst asunder; to vanish; to fail; to let go by default 
(ge)berstan to break, burst, crash, crack, dash; to fall; to resound, crash, crack; to fail; 
to escape 
brastlian to break, burst; to crackle, rustle; to make a noise, murmur, roar 
(ge)brȳtan to break, crush, bruise, pound, destroy 
forstyntan to break, crush, knock, impair; to blunt; to check 
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forslēan to break, cut through; to  strike with violence, smite; to kill, slay, destroy, 
lay waste; to condemn 
ābrēotan to break, destroy, deteriorate, bruise, kill; to fail 
(ge)trifulian to break, pound, grind, triturate; to stamp 
tōhrēran to break, shake to pieces, destroy 
(ge)scǣnan to break, shatter; to wound, bruise; to wrench open; to diminish 
(ge)brecan to break, tear, crush, shatter, burst, break up, destroy, demolish; to bruise; 
to curtail, oppress; to injure, violate; to tame, subdue; to press, urge, force; to interrupt, 
break into, storm, capture (city); to break or crash through, burst forth, spring out; to 
retch; to make a noise or crash; to sail; to intersect 
fnǣrettan to breath heavily, fume, make a loud sound with the breath, snort, neigh 
fnǣran to breath heavily, snort, fume 
fnesan to breathe hard, gasp, pant 
fnǣstian to breathe hard, pant 
fnēsan to breathe hard, pant, gasp 
hwōsan to breathe hard, wheeze, cough 
ūtǣðmian to breathe out 
āfǣman to breathe out, foam out 
orðian to breathe, aspire to, gasp, pant; to long for 
(ge)ēðian to breathe, inspire; to smell 
ōðian to breathe; smell 
(ge)brēowan to brew 
āmīdlian to bridle 
(ge)bǣtan to bridle (of a horse), bit, saddle, spread a covering; to curb, restrain, rein 
in 
gecafstrian to bridle, restrain, curb 
(ge)brīdlian to bridle, restrain, curb 
gebeorhtian to brighten, glorify 
gebierhtan  to brighten, illuminate, enlighten; to shine; to celebrate, glorify; to make 
beautiful 
hāmbringan to bring a wife home, marry 
(ge)cræftan to bring about, contrieve, exercise a craft; to build 
eftgebrengan to bring back; to bring forth (fruit); give in return/render (thanks) 
eftbrengan to bring back; to give in, return/render (thanks); bring forth (fruit); report 
(sth) 
gehrifian to bring forth 
hwelpian to bring forth offspring 
forðgebrengan to bring forth or forward; to make known 
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forebrengan to bring forth, produce 
ināberan to bring in 
ingebringan to bring in 
inberan to bring in, carry in 
inbrengan to bring in; to present 
geðēowtian to bring into captivity 
āwillan to bring into commotion 
fettan to bring near, fetch, obtain; bring on, induce; marry 
(ge)fetian 1 to bring near, fetch, send for; to obtain; to induce, bring on; to marry 
forðtēon to bring or draw forth; to discover; to betray, make known; to render up 
bebringan to bring or inflict (sth) upon (so) 
ætgebrengan to bring or lead to 
(ge)yppan to bring out, open; to declare, manifest; to expose, reveal, disclose, 
display, betray; to come forth, be disclosed; to utter 
ofercȳðan to bring stronger testimony than another  
ðurhbrengan to bring through 
tōbringan to bring to 
(ge)manian to bring to mind, rememberm remind; to advise, warn; to suggest, 
instigate, exhort; to teach, instruct; to ask, claim, demand; to admonish; to prompt 
forðādīlgian to bring to nothing, blot out 
gehȳpan to bring together, accumulate, heap, heap up, collect 
tōsomnian to bring together, collect, assemble 
(ge)ðēawian to bring up well, educate, make (well) mannered 
āfēdan to bring up, feed, nourish, nurture; to maintain, support; to produce, bring forth 
onbebringan to bring upon 
ongebringan to bring upon; impose; enjoin; incline, induce 
(ge)brengan 1 to bring, bear, carry, lead; to produce, bring forth; to adduce 
(ge)bringan to bring, bear, carry, lead; to produce, bring forth; to offer, present; to 
adduce 
gebringan to bring, conduct, lead; to bring, carry, bear (sth), convey; to impact; to 
bestow; to adduce; to produce; to happen, cause (sth), bring about; to bring together 
(ge)feccan to bring, fetch; to bring to; to seek; to take; to get, obtain, gain; to draw; 
to seize 
briengan to bring, lead, bring forth, carry, adduce, produce, present, offer 
belǣðan to bring, lead; to mislead, pervert 
brēsan to bruise, crush, pound; season 
(ge)brȳsan to bruise, crush, pound; to season 
crīgan to bubbble up 
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wapelian to bubble up, foam, froth; to emit, exhale; to pour forth; to swarm; to 
abound 
(ge)ēarplættigan to buffet, box the ears 
fortimbran to build before or in front of, obstruct, close up, stop up 
nistan to build nests 
nistlan to build nests 
ongetimbran to build up 
betimbran to build, construct, construct with timber 
(ge)timbran to build, construct, edify, erect; to do, effect; to instruct; to cut timber 
byldan to build, construct; to fence; to encourage, animate, instigate, exhort, embolden; 
to confirm 
(ge)bytlan to build, erect 
swǣfan to burn 
brinnan to burn 
stēran to burn incense; to perfume a person as with incense; to fumigate 
fortendan to burn off or away, sear 
forswelan to burn up, kindle 
swelan to burn, be burnt up, perish with heat; to inflame (of wound) 
blysian to burn, blaze  
(ge)bærnan to burn, burn up, consume; to set on fire, light, kindle (fire); to expose to 
the action of heat; to cause to give light (lamp); to cauterize 
forswǣlan to burn, burn up, inflame, scorch, consume; to injure or destroy with heat 
besengan to burn, scorch, singe 
beswǣlan to burn, singe, scorch 
forbeornan to burn; to be consumed by fire 
biernan to burn; to be on fire, be consumed; to give light 
inbrēdan to burst in upon 
forðberstan to burst or break forth 
ūtāberstan to burst out, burst forth 
ūtberstan to burst out, burst forth 
āberstan to burst, burst out, break out, be broken; to break away, escape 
begrafan to bury 
bebyrgan 1 to bury, inter, raise a mound to 
befēolan to bury; to bear, put up with; to deliver, grant, consign; to commit; to 
entrust to, commend; to betake oneself to; to apply oneself, devote oneself to; to 
continue, persist, persevere; to importune, be urgent with a person; to press; to be 
pleased with; to put away 
geimpian to busy oneself with; to engraft; to introduce into, mingle in 
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gebuterian to butter 
ætgebicgan to buy for himself 
ofācēapian to buy off 
ācēapian to buy, buy off or out 
ābycgan to buy, pay for; to require; to recompense, redeem, buy off, atone for; to 
perform, execute 
(ge)cēapian to buy, purchase, obtain by payment; to trade, bargain; to endeavour to 
bribe 
bycgan to buy, purchase, pay for, acquire; to redeem, ransom, to pay the penalty for; to 
procure, get done; to sell 
(ge)cȳpan to buy, purchase; to sell; to barter, traffic 
gerīmian to calculate, compute 
ongēanclyppan to call back 
ongēancīgan to call back 
gelengan to call for 
ofclipian to call for; to obtain by calling  
forðācīgan to call forth 
forðgecīgan to call forth, exhort 
forðgeclipian to call forth, incite, provoke 
forðclypian to call forth, provoke 
tōgecīgan to call to 
oncīgan to call upon, invoke 
ongecīgan to call upon, invoke 
ācleopian to call, call out 
hrēpan to call, cry out 
ceallian to call, cry out, shout 
(ge)laðian to call, invite, call upon, summon; to ask, demand; to assemble, 
congregate 
āhātan to call, name 
(ge)cīegan to call, name, call out; to exclaim, cry out; to call upon, convene, 
summon, call forth, invoke 
to provoke, incite; to invite; to bid; to obey 
ācīgan to call, summon, name 
gelangian to call, summon; to call or send for; to seize, apprehend, get hold of; to 
deliver, liberate 
(ge)hrīeman to call; to lament, cry, bewail; to shout, cry out, rave; to murmur; to 
implore; to exult; to boast, vault 
gesmyltan to calm, appease, assuage quiet 
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ðyllan to calm, assuage 
(ge)yfelsacian to calumniate, blaspheme 
hearmcwiddian to calumniate, revile, speak ill of 
hearmcwidolian to calumniate, slander, speak evil 
hēlan to calumniate, speak evil of 
cealfian to calve 
gīeman to care for, heal, cure, treat (as a patient); to correct, reprove; to observe, regard, 
take notice,pay attention, take heed to; to control, take charge of; to be anxious or 
troubled about 
behogian to care for, take care of, attend to; to be anxious, be solicitous about; to 
be very careful or wise  
murnan to care, regard, reck; to be anxious, sad or fearful, feel anxiety; to 
hesitate; to sorrow, lament, mourn, bemoan; to long after 
forwrecan to carry away, drive out or forth, banish, expel 
oðberan to carry off, bear forth or away; to bring 
onberan  to carry off, plunder; to weaken, diminish, enfeeble; to impair, destroy; to 
be situated, lie 
awegaferian to carry or cart away 
ðurhtēon 1 to carry out, accomplish, perform, fulfil, effect, perpetrate; to undergo, go 
through; to continue, carry on; to finish; to afford 
(ge)forðian to carry out, accomplish, perform; to promote, further, advance, prosper; 
to contribute; to present, proffer, put forth; to ais, assist 
oferberan to carry over 
ðurhtēon 2 to carry through, achieve, bring about; to put through; to drag, draw 
ūpferian to carry up, to raise 
fergan to carry, bear, bring, covey; to go, depart, betake oneself to; to be versed in 
tōberan to carry, carry off; to remove, purloin; to separate, scatter, dissipate; to 
distract; to destroy; to swell; to be separate 
fercian to carry, conduct, bring, convey; to help, support, assist; to proceed; to stuff up 
(with lies), to go; to moke one's way 
āgrafan to carve, engrave, inscribe, emboss, hew, sculpture 
miscalfian to cast a calf 
tōtorfian to cast about; to toss about, fling in different directions; to stone to 
pieces, destroy by throwing stones 
ofāweorpan to cast aside, throw off 
āspornan to cast down 
anbeweorpan to cast into 
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āfyllan 2 to cast or drive out, subvert, overturn, overthrow, cause to fall or 
stumble; to abolish, demolish; to kill, slay 
awegweorpan to cast or throw away 
ūtforlǣtan to cast out 
āstrǣlian to cast, hurl 
hǣlan to castrate 
āfȳran to castrate, emasculate 
belistnian to castrate, emasculate 
forhrepian to catch 
fuglian to catch birds, fowl 
betreppan to catch, entrap 
(ge)screncan to caure to fall, throw down; to cause to stumble, trip up, to lay a 
stumbling-block in a person's way; to deceive, ensnare; to destroy; to supplant 
wlātian 2 to cause a person (acc.) loathing 
ātwēonian to cause doubt 
ofhearmian to cause grief 
ofhrēowan to cause or feel grief or pity 
onwyllan to cause to boil; to inflame; to cause passion or emotion to be violent 
ūtālēoran to cause to depart, flee away 
(ge)fyllan 2 to cause to fall, tumble, throw down, fell, cut down, cast down; to cause 
to stumble; to defeat, destroy, strike down, kill; to deprive of; to offend 
hlǣnan 1 to cause to lean, incline 
gescǣnan to cause to shine, make bright 
(ge)sǣgan to cause to sink, settle; to cause to fall, fell, destroy; to lay low, cast 
down 
āglǣdan to cause to slip 
glǣdan to cause to slip or totter 
berēcan to cause to smoke, expose to smoke, fumigate 
hlemman to cause to sound, clash 
stenan to cause to sound, sound loudly, make a loud noise; to groan, roar; to clash, 
rattle 
scyllan to cause to sound, sound loudly, resound; divide off, separate (DOE) 
āsprengan to cause to spring, fling out 
scremman to cause to stumble, put a stumbling-block in a person's way 
(ge)andspyrian to cause to stumble, to scandalize, offend (DOE) 
swemman to cause to swim; to bathe, wash 
onstellan to cause, originate, create, give rise to, be the author of; to establish, 
appoint, set an example; to institute 
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linnan to cease from, leave off, desist; to yield up; to part from; to lose 
(ge)blinnan to cease, desist, leave off; to rest from; to lose, forfeit; to be vacant 
(bishopric) 
āblinnan to cease, stop, leave off, desist, fail; (of things) to come to an end 
oflinnan to cease, stop; to desist, leave off 
ālicgan to cease, yield, be subdued; to fail, perish; to confine; to be at an end, come to an 
end 
begiellan to celebrate by song; to scream, screech 
(ge)brēman to celebrate, honour, extol; to fulfil, respect 
(ge)wīdmǣran to celebrate, spread the fame of; to report widely 
ofercīdan to censure, chide, reprove 
belēan to censure, reprove; to prevent; to dissuade; to prohibit, forbid; to charge with, 
restrain by blaming 
geracentēagian to chain 
beclypian to challenge; to summon; to accuse, sue at law 
inwendan to change 
(ge)fāgian to change or vary colour; to grow dark; to be variegated 
fāgettan to change or vary colour; to grow dark; to quibble 
wrǣsnan to change, alter, modulate; to twist 
ymbwendan to change, convert, move, turn round; to avert, turn away 
(ge)wrixlan to change, exchange, deal, barter, reciprocate; to lend; to change, vary, 
alter; to speak 
forscieppan to change, transform, deform 
forhwierfan to change, transform; to remove, turn aside, transfer; to pervert, deprave 
(ge)hwierfan to change, turn, convert, transfer, revolve; to exchange; to go, depart, 
return; to go on, proceed 
onhweorfan 1 to change, turn, reverse 
onwendan to change, turn; to change for the better, amend; to change for the worse, 
pervert; to disturb, upset; to exchange; to turn aside, avert, divert; to invert, overturn; to 
transgress; to deprive; to return; to abrogate 
onhwerfan to change, turn; to invert, transpose, turn round 
bewrixlian to change; to exchange, sell 
gewīxlan to change; to obtain, get by exchange; to grant, give in exchange 
misbregdan to change; to remove, draw aside 
āstǣlan to charge, impute 
begalan to charm, enchant; to recite a charm, sing incantations over; to sing, 
celebrate by song 
ongalan  to charm, recite (a charm) 
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hettan to chase, persecute, pursue as an anemy 
mūðettan to chatter, blab out, let out (a secret) 
cancettan to chatter, mock, deride; to cry out, laugh aloud or in a cackling manner 
fornerwian to check the growth or fecundity of 
(ge)hnǣcan to check; to crush, bruise, destroy, kill; to restrain 
(ge)hiertan to cheer, cherish; to encourage, animate, hearten; to refresh, be renewed; 
to ccomfort, revive 
ārētan to cheer, gladden, delight, comfort, exhilarate; to set right, restore, refresh 
becēowan to chew, gnaw (in pieces) 
(ge)cēowan to chew, gnaw; to eat, consume 
edreccan to chew, ruminate 
eodorcan to chew, ruminate 
ofcalan to chill, make or grow cold 
writian 1 to chirp, chatter 
underdrencan to choke by drowning 
ofðrysmian to choke, stifle 
smorian to choke, suffocate, strangle 
ācēocian to choke; to burn out 
foregecēosan to choose beforehand 
forecēosan to choose in preference 
ācēosan to choose, select, elect, pick out 
(ge)cēosan to choose, select, seek out, elect; to decide; to accept, approve; to prove, 
test, try 
ālesan to choose; to select, excerpt, pick out 
(ge)crīstnian to christianize, catechize, baptize 
ymbceorfan to circumcise 
ymbsnīðan to circumcise 
ymbwrītan to circumscribe, score or cut round 
(ge)stefnian to cite, summon 
æftersprecan to claim 
ðamettan to clap (the hands?) 
flōcan to clap, applaud 
hafetian to clap, applaud; to flap; to beat with the feet; to praise 
clæppan to clap, beat, palpitate, throb; to move 
(ge)ðaccian  to clap, pat, stroke, touch or strike gently; to smack, beat; to tame 
oferhlyttrian to clarify, strain 
clāwan to claw 
clāwian to claw, scratch 
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clifrian to claw, scratch, scarify 
beclǣnsian to cleanse 
ðurhclǣnsian to cleanse thoroughly 
weoxian to cleanse, make clean, wipe 
ābȳwan to cleanse, polish, rub off; to purify, clarify; to adorn 
forsweorfan to cleanse, polish; to demolish, destoy, wipe out, grind away 
(ge)fǣlsian to cleanse, purify; to expiate 
āðyrran to cleanse, wash away 
āfeormian to cleanse, wash away, clean thoroughly; to purify, purge 
(ge)clǣnsian to cleanse; to purify, chasten, cleanse from sin; to clear out, purge; to 
justify, clear oneself, prove innocent of a charge 
āhlūttrian to cleanse; to refine, purify; to scum 
merian to cleanse; to refine, purify; to test 
geryddan to clear (land) 
geswīcnan to clear (of a charge) 
āscrepan to clear away, cast out, scrape 
āfirman to clear off 
snȳtan to clear or blow the nose 
āhrǣcan to clear out; to spit out 
hrǣcan to clear the throat, hawk, spit; to reach, bring up (blood or phlegm) 
berian to clear, bare, make bare, make naked; to expose, exhibit 
belādian to clear, excuse 
(ge)rȳman to clear, open up; to extend, expand, widen, prolong, enlarge, amplify; to 
spread; to manifest; to retire; to give place, make a room, yield 
(ge)hlūttrian to clear, purify; to grow or make clean, pure or bright 
ungereccan to clear, repel an accusation or charge from 
tōclifian to cleave to, adhere, stick to 
tōgeclifian to cleave to, adhere, stick to 
clēofan to cleave, split, separate 
clīfan to cleave; to adhere 
(ge)fēolan to cleave; to be joined to; to adhere, stick to; to proceed; to persist, 
persevere in; to come; enter, pass into, through or over, penetrate, betake oneself to; to 
undergo; to reach 
beclencan to clench, bind together; to fix firmly, hold fast 
clencan to clench, constrict, bind together, hold fast 
climban to climb 
instīgan to climb in 
clymmian to climb, ascend 
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(ge)clyppan to clip; to embrace, clasp; to surround, enclose; to grip; to prize, honour, 
cherish 
forclȳsan to close or shut up 
(ge)lūcan to close, lock, shut up, enclose; to fasten; to close, conclude; to interlock, 
intertwine; to twist, wind 
beclȳsan to close, shut up, enclose, confine, imprison; to enclose, inclose; to put to 
an end; to shut out 
belūcan to close, shut up, lock; to enclose, surround, embody; to stop; to impede, 
block up; to choke; to protect, preserve, secure; to contain, comprise, include; to 
exclude, shut out; to define; to sum up; to bring to an end, conclude 
fordyttan to close, shut up; to obstruct, block up, stop up 
dyttan to close, shut up; to stop 
clȳsan to close, shut; to enclose, confine, imprison 
forclyccan to close, stop up 
forstoppian to close, stop up 
gegīscan to close, stop up, bolt, bar 
behlīdan to close; to cover, cover over 
(ge)tȳnan 1 to close; to enclose, fence, shut, hedge in; to shut up; to conclude, bring 
to an end 
ymbscrȳdan to clothe 
bescrȳdan to clothe 
geclāðian to clothe 
(ge)gierelian to clothe 
onscrȳdan to clothe 
efnebeðeccan to clothe 
misscrȳdan to clothe amiss 
gelichamian to clothe with flesh 
ymbgearwian to clothe, dress 
gescȳrdan to clothe, dress 
(ge)scrȳdan to clothe, dress, put clothes on a person; to rig a ship 
(ge)scierpan 1 to clothe, equip, furnish, adorn, deck 
begyrdan to clothe, gird; to surround, encompass; to fortify 
ymbwǣfan to clothe, wrap round 
(ge)clyccan to clutch, clench; to bend, incurve 
gerennan to coagulate 
swornian to coagulate; to coalesce  
(ge)smacian to coax, flatter, allure, seduce; to pat, caress, smack 
unrihthǣman to cohabit unlawfully, commit adultery or fornication 
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(ge)mynetian to coin, mint 
ācōlian to cold, become or grow cold, chilled 
goldhordian to collect, hoard or lay up a treasure 
gebȳran to colonize 
dēagan to color, dye 
(ge)dēagian to colour,dye 
(ge)cemban to comb  
eftcuman to come back 
forcuman to come before, prevent, surpise; to harass, destroy; to wear out; to reject; 
to seize, get hold of; to obtain, overcome, surpass; to conquer 
betwuxcuman to come between, interfere with, interrupt (sth); to take place, occur 
(DOE) 
ūtāfaran to come forth, go out, depart 
hlīdan to come forth, spring up; to cover with a lid 
ālȳman to come forth; to show forth 
incuman to come in, enter, go into 
wæcnan to come into being, waken, arise, spring, come forth, be born 
gesibsumian to come to an agreement, reconcile, conciliate; to be reconciled 
tōfealdan to come to land 
ūpāmȳlan to come to light, appear 
fullgrōwan to come to maturity, grow to perfection 
forðsteallian to come to pass 
offyligan to come up with; follow up, overtake by pursuit 
ūpcuman to come up, arise 
tōcuman to come, arrive 
ancuman to come, arrive 
ācuman to come, come from, bring; to bear, endure, withstand, support; to get to 
or from, reach 
āfrēfran to comfort, console, make glad 
gerōtsian to comfort, gladden, delight 
onhyrdan to comfort; to encourage, strengthen 
bebiddan to command 
oferhabban to command, govern 
oferbebēodan to command, rule 
ofertrahtnian to comment upon, expound, treat of 
earmian to commiserate; to cause pity 
synnian to commit adultery 
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forlicgan to commit adultery or fornication; to lie; to defend; to fail, lapse; to be 
neglected; to screen (a thief) 
firenligerian to commit fornication 
firentācnian to commit misdeeds; to mark or pollute with sin 
(ge)fæstian to commit, entrust, commend 
wiðermetan to compare 
gemetfæstan to compare 
efengemetan to compare 
wiðmetan to compare, liken to 
efenmetan to compare; to make equal; to assemble together 
(ge)miltsian to compassionate, show mercy, have or take pity or mercy upon, pardon; 
to soften, make mild or kind 
benīdan to compel 
becīdan to complain of 
beceorian to complain of; to murmur 
(ge)ceorian to complain, murmur 
murcian to complain, repine, murmur; to grieve 
wānian to complain; to lament, bewail, bemoan 
fullendian to complete, end fully, finish 
(ge)fullian 1 to complete, fill up, become full, perfect; to baptize 
fullgearwian to complete, finish; to prepare or equip fully 
fullwyrcan to complete, fulfil; to commit, accomplish 
(ge)fullfremman to complete, fulfil; to perfect; to do, perform, accomplish; to 
practise, perpetrate; to finish, bring to an end 
ādihtnian to compose beforehand (DOE) 
befōn to comprehend, conceive; to catch, seize, grasp, take hold of, ensnare; to 
surround, encompass, encircle, enclose, encase, envelop, clothe; to contain; to invest; to 
receive; to explain; to get, attain to 
miðgian to conceal 
(ge)hȳdan 1 to conceal, preserve, hide, hide oneself; to sheath (a sword); to bury (a 
corpse); to fasten with a rope of hide 
teogoðian to concede, grant; to tithe, grant or pay tithes; to take out a tenth part of 
anything; to divide by ten 
ābehōfian to concern, behove 
gewitnian to confess 
(ge)andettan to confess; to acknowledge, give thanks; to praise; to promise, vow 
fultrūwian to confide in, trust fully in 
(ge)bisceopian to confirm 
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efnegetrymman to confirm 
ðurhtrymman to confirm, corroborate 
fulltrymman to confirm, corroborate 
belandian to confiscate, deprive of land; to disinherit 
bestrūdan to confiscate, spoil, rob, plunder 
fordwilman to confound 
āswārcnian to confound, dismay, abash; to fear 
onscendan to confound; to put to shame, mock 
geondmengan to confuse, bewilder; to mingle 
dwilman to confuse, perplex, confound 
ofermǣnan to confute 
æfsecgan to confute 
ofertalian to confute, convince 
oferfeohtan to conquer, vanquish 
(ge)ðafettan to consent 
midðeahtian to consent 
miðwǣrian to consent 
efnegeðeahtian to consent, agree 
āwēnan to consider 
besmēagan to consider about, examine into 
yfelmynan to consider wickedly 
foreðencan to consider, be mindful, premeditate; to distrust; to despair 
tōsmēagan to consider, examine, inquire 
ðurhscrīðan 1 to consider, examine; to go through a subject, pry into  
underðencan to consider, look into; to change one’s mind, repent 
(ge)ðeahtian to consider, ponder, consult, deliberate upon, take counsel; to agree 
onhycgan to consider, reflect on 
ymbðeahtian to consider, reflect, deliberate 
ymbhycgan to consider, think about 
ymbðencan to consider, think about; to be axious for 
bescēawian to consider; to contemplate, behold; to watch, regard,care for; to look 
round upon, enquiry. survey 
onstandan to consist of or in; to continue, persist, insist; to approach; to apply one’s 
self to 
(ge)frēfran to console, comfort, cheer 
geanwyrdan to conspire; to be in agreement 
(ge)nierwan to constrain; to oppress, confine, repress, rebuke, chasten, beset; to 
blame, threaten; to compress, contract, make narrow; to diminish, reduce, curtail 
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efnegeheaðorian to constrict, constrain (DOE) 
gedrettan to consume 
bebrūcan to consume (food); to practise 
forðecgan to consume (of thirst) 
(ge)meltan 1 to consume by fire, burn up; to melt, become liquid, be dissolved; to 
digest 
mæltan  to consume by fire, melt, burn up; dissolve, digest 
forhǣðan to consume, burn out, parch up 
forbærnan to consume, burn up; to cause to burn 
ofðecgan to consume, destroy 
forslītan to consume, devour; to tear with the teeth 
āetan to consume, eat, devour 
frettan to consume, eat, up, feed upon, devour 
āðecgan to consume, take food; to oppress 
forbrīcan to consume, use up, destroy 
essian to consume, waste, waste away 
fornǣman to consume; to be afflicted or worn out 
behabban to contain, hold; to include; to surround, encompass, embrace; to 
comprehend; to detain, stay; to restrain, withhold 
efnescēawian to contemplate, take into account 
ellencampian to contend courageously or vigorously 
gehnǣstan to contend with 
wiðflītan to contend with 
(ge)cīdan to contend, dispute, strive, quarrel; to reprove, complain, blame, chide 
fettian to contend, strive, dispute 
fullwunian to continue to be, remain 
gesingalian to continue, perpetuate  
ðurhstandan to continue, persist 
ofstandan to continue, persist, remain; to stop in a place; to restore, make restitution 
gadertengan to continue, to join 
fortogian to contract 
gēansprecan to contradict 
wiðsprecan to contradict, gainsay; to converse; to revile, speak against; to speak with 
mǣggieldan to contribute towards the fine for manslaughter by a kinsman 
(ge)metgian to control, regulate, moderate, gorvern; to consider, deliber, meditate 
upon, measure in the mind; to assign due measure; to order, dispose, prepare; to temper, 
allay 
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gemætgian to control, regulate, moderate, temper, allay; to order, govern; to 
consider, meditate, deliberate, measure, weigh in mind; to prepare, manage properly, 
dispose 
geheðerian to control, restrain 
(ge)heaðorian to control, restrain, shut in 
oferwealdan to control, rule over; to get the better of 
(ge)wealdan to control, rule, direct, command, regulate, determine, ordain, have 
power or dominion over, bear sway, wield power; to govern; to wield (a weapon); to 
possess, have at command, be master of; to cause, bring about, author; to have power to 
do, be able 
racian to control, rule, govern; to move, go forward, take a course or direction; to 
hasten, run 
gewieldan to control, rule, have power or dominion over, compel, restrain; to 
subdue, make submissive, tame; to seize, conquer, take into one’s power; to temper; to 
secure; to force 
onbestǣlan to convict of crime 
oferstǣlan to convince, confute, overcome in a dispute; to convict 
oferreccan to convince, confute; to convict 
ābannan to convoke, summon, summon to battle; to order, command; to publish, 
announce, proclaim 
gecōcsian to cook, fry, roast 
(ge)brīwan to cook; to make a poultice 
hearwian to cool 
ācēlan to cool, make cool; to quiet, still, cool off 
gecēlan to cool, refresh, quench or allay (thirst); to revive; v. intrans. to become 
cold, be refreshed 
(ge)cōlian to cool; to be or grow cold 
egehealdan to correct; to hold in fear 
forwyrdan to corrupt, destroy 
hrohian to cough 
midgetellan to count, include 
(ge)rīman to count, number, enumerate; to count, calculate, compute, reckon, count 
up; to tell, relate, recount, account 
ārīman to count, number, enumerate; to relate 
(ge)talian 1 to count, reckon, calculate, account, number, enumerate; to think, 
consider, esteem, value; to impute, assign, ascribe; to argue; to tell, relate 
ātellan to count, reckon, compute; to number, enumertae; to tell, relate, explain; to 
interpret 
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wrīga to cover 
besyftan to cover by sifting, sprinkle, sift over 
geondbrǣdan to cover entirely, overspread; to extend, enlarge 
oferfæðman to cover in an embrace; to envelope; to overshadow 
forwrēon to cover over 
oferhelian to cover over, conceal 
bewefan to cover over, envelope 
forhelan to cover over, hide, conceal; to protect 
oferwyrcan to cover over, overlay 
āhwylfan to cover over, overwhelm, submerge, subvert; to overturn, roll over; to 
roll to 
beswāpan to cover over, veil, clothe; to wrap or cover up; to protect; to persuade; to 
sweep 
bestreððan to cover over; to bestrew, scatter over 
beweaxan to cover over; to surround; to grow over 
oferswōgan to cover thickly, choke 
forlecgan to cover up 
inbewrēon to cover up 
behrīman to cover with a hoar-frost 
gehlidian to cover with a lid  
ofersceadian to cover with a shadow, overshadow 
oferteldan to cover with an awning 
begēotan to cover with fluid, anoint, drench, bestrew with; to pour into, flood 
(with); to cover with fluid, pour out, sprinkle 
to infuse 
hrīman to cover with hoar-frost 
bemyldan to cover with mould or earth, bury, hide under ground; to inter 
besilfran to cover with silver 
oferseolfrian to cover with silver 
besnīwian to cover with snow 
oferflēdan to cover with water, flood, overflood, inundate,  
oferflōwan to cover with water; to overflow, run over, pass beyond bounds 
gebeldan to cover, bind (a book)? 
ofhrēosan to cover, bury; to fall down, fall headlong; to overwhelm 
(ge)wrēon to cover, clothe, envelop; to spread over; to protect, defend; to hide, 
conceal; to bind (a book) 
beðeccan to cover, cover over, conceal; to protect 
(ge)ðeccan to cover, cover over, conceal; to swallow up  
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bewǣfan to cover, cover over, enfold, wrap round, clothe 
bewrēon to cover, cover over, enwrap, clothe; to hide, conceal; to protect 
(ge)helian to cover, cover over, hide, conceal 
behelian to cover, cover over, hide, conceal; to obscure; to bury 
behelmian to cover, cover over, shroud 
bewegan to cover, cover over; to surround 
beteldan to cover, cover over; to surround, hem; to oppress, overwhelm, overload 
gehylman to cover, crown; provide with a helmet 
ofertēon to cover, draw cover; to finish, bring to an end 
oferlǣdan to cover, draw over; to oppress; to carry across, translate 
āgrōwan to cover, grow under or over 
oferðeccan to cover, hide 
āhelian to cover, hide, conceal 
(ge)helan to cover, hide, conceal 
bedīglian to cover, hide, conceal, obscure; to keep close or secret, be concealed, lie 
hid 
(ge)dīeglan to cover, hide, hide oneself, conceal; to make private; to separate, detach; 
to lie hid 
behelan 1 to cover, hill or cover over, hide, conceal 
oferbregdan to cover, overspread, draw over; to show a film over 
ofersprǣdan to cover, overspread, overlay 
(ge)scieldan to cover, protect, shield, guard, defend, defend oneself; to save 
(ge)hrēfan to cover, roof 
oferhrēfan to cover, roof over 
beðenian to cover, spread over, stretch on or upon 
oferwrēon to cover, veil, overspread; to hide, conceal; to clothe 
forhelian to cover,clothe; to hide 
belecgan to cover; to afflict; to attribute to, invest, load; to impose; to charge with, 
accuse; to surround with flame 
betēon 1 to cover; to inclose, surround, draw over or round; to protect; to assing, 
bestow, bequeath 
(ge)helmian to cover; to provide with a helmet, crown 
(ge)hlēowan to cover; to shelter, cherish; to warm, become warm or hot 
betredan to cover; to tread upon 
behwylfan to cover; to vault over 
gegītsian to covet, obtain with greed, extort 
ræscettan to crackle, creak; to sparkle, coruscate 
ācrammian to cram, fill 
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(ge)fǣtan to cram, put in load, lay as a burden; to adorn, ornament 
ācrimman to cram, stuff 
(ge)crammian to cram, stuff 
ābraslian to crash, crackle; to resound 
becrafian to crave 
crafian to crave; to ask, demand, implore, summon 
ceorran to creak 
cearcian to creak, gnash; to chirp 
miswyrcan to create amiss 
geedcennan to create; to revive, regenerate, requicken 
ðurhcrēopan to creep or pass through 
undersmūgan 2 to creep under 
ācrēopian to creep, crawl 
(ge)crēopan to creep, crawl 
smūgan to creep, crawl, move gradually 
becrēopan to creep, crawl, reach by creeping; to be hidden 
snīcan to creep, crawl, sneak along 
cirpsian to crisp, curl 
crācettan to croak 
(ge)cryppan to crook (finger), bend; to close (hand) 
crippan to crook (finger), close (hand), bend 
oferseglian to cross by sailing 
oferwadan to cross by wading 
ofercierran to cross over 
oferstellan to cross, jump over 
oferstæppan to cross, over-step, exceed 
(ge)crāwan to crow  
ymbhēapian to crowd about 
āðringan to crowd or press out; to urge out, rush forth, break out 
crēodan to crowd, press, drive 
ofðringan to crowd, throng; to press upon 
(ge)wuldorbēagian to crown 
(ge)cynehelmian to crown 
gecorōnian to crown  
gebēagian  to crown; to set a garland on 
gerōdfæstnian to crucify 
gecrymian to crumble 
gehnyscan to crush 
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tōcnyssan to crush to pieces, smash, shatter; to shake 
tōðrǣstan to crush, destroy 
(ge)cwȳsan to crush, squeeze, quash; to shake; to dash against, bruise 
(ge)ðryccan to crush, trample on; to afflict, oppress, repress, press down; to restrain; 
to press, push; to express 
gēgan to cry out 
breodian to cry out 
scrēon to cry out, proclaim 
hrōpan to cry out, shout, scream, clamour; to make a noise, howl; to proclaim 
bælcan to cry out; to boast 
ðoterian to cry, howl; to lament, wail 
gierman to cry, mourn, roar 
blægettan to cry, squall  
grǣdan  to cry; to cal out; to crow 
gecrympan to curl, crimp 
wyrgcweðan to curse 
cursian  to curse 
āmānsumian to curse, anathematize, excommunicate; to outlaw, proscribe 
andūstrian to curse, repudiate 
wyrgcwedolian to curse, speak evil 
forceorfan to cut down, cut off; to divide; to carve out 
bescieran to cut hair, shave, shear, give the tonsure; to separate, deprive 
āefesian to cut hear, shear 
forwrītan to cut in two; to proscribe, banish 
(ge)forcippian to cut off 
ofāhēawan to cut off 
ofāsciran to cut off 
ofāsnīdan to cut off 
āslītan to cut off, cleave, slit, rive; to destroy 
āsnīðan to cut off, cut away, amputate 
āceorfan to cut off, cut away, cut down, hew down; to cut to pieces 
forðwyrftan to cut off, cut down 
(ge)hēawan to cut off, hew, hack, gash; to kill; to make by hewing; to strike, smite, 
deal blows 
ofsnīðan to cut off, kill by cutting, slaughter 
(ge)scearfian to cut off, scrape, shred 
bescrēadian to cut off; to clean off, scrape off 
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offeallan to cut off; to fall upon, kill by falling, destroy; to end; to be lost to, fall 
away from 
ofslēan to cut off; to strike down, injure, wound by a blow, kill, slay 
tōhaccian to cut or hack to pieces 
forhēawan to cut or hew in pieces, kill, slaughter 
āhēawan to cut or hew off; to cut wood into planks; to plane 
tōhēawan to cut or hew to pieces 
ofāceorfan to cut or prune off 
misefesian to cut the hair improperly  
beefesian to cut the hair of a person 
betwēohceorfan to cut through, divide (sth) (DOE) 
tōslǣfan to cut up 
tōsnǣdan to cut up 
onsnīðan to cut up 
tōsnīðan to cut up, cut in pieces, cut in two, cut asunder; to cut off, amputate 
(ge)scrēadian to cut up, cut off trim; to shred; to peel, prune, pare 
holdian to cut up, disembowel, eviscerate, flay 
wudian to cut wood 
behēawan to cut, chip, chop; to beat, bruise; to hew or cur off; to separate from, cut 
off from; to deprive of 
ðwītan to cut, cut off, cut out, whittle 
beceorfan to cut, cut off, separate, pare away 
hrīcian to cut, cut to pieces 
tōceorfan to cut, cut to pieces, cut in two, cut up; to cut away; to cut off 
(ge)scieran to cut, hew, cleave; to cut or shave hair, shear; to receive tonsure 
besnǣdan to cut, lop, mutilate 
(ge)snīðan to cut, make an incision; to cut off, lance, amputate; to cut stone, hew; to 
slay, kill; to mow, reap; to cut hair 
(ge)gymmian to cut, pierce the flesh 
(ge)efesian to cut, shear, clip, crop, round 
(ge)snǣdan 1 to cut, slice, slop off; to cut, lop or prune braches of tress, snathe; to trim 
or hew stones 
(ge)ceorfan to cut, tear, cut off, cut out, carve; to cut down; to slay, behead, engrave 
demman to dam, stop water 
sealtian to dance 
frīcian to dance 
ðorian to dare 
(ge)ðrīstian to dare, presume 
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geðrīstigan to dare, presume 
(ge)nēðan to dare, venture, risk, have courage to do; to attempt, strive 
durran to dare, venture; to presume 
gedyrstigian to dare; to presume 
(ge)dyrstlǣcan to dare; to presume 
āsweartian to darken, blacken; to turn livid; to become ashy or black 
ādeorcian to darken, dim, tarnish, dull, obscure, hide 
ofðȳstrian to darken, obscure 
fordimmian to darken, obscure, make very dim 
dunnian to darken, obscure; to grow dark, become invisible 
deorcian to darken, to grow dark or dim 
forðēostrian to darken; to be dark 
(ge)sweorcan to darken; to become dark, be obscured, become overcast; to be troubled, 
gloomy or sad, become troublesome or angry, become grievous; to fall out (of mind) 
wiðstunian to dash against 
tōðerscan to dash or knock to pieces 
behlemman to dash together, clash around, fall upon; to cause to sound, to 
overwhelm with noise 
frumlȳhtan to dawn 
dagian to dawn, become day 
fordǣlan to deal out; to spend, expend 
formogian to decay 
fūlian to decay, be or become foul, defile, rot, putrefy 
formolsnian to decay, corrupt, rot away, putrefy; to crumble 
ābrēoðan to decay, deteriorate, degenerate; to fail, come to nought, fall away; to 
destroy 
tōdrēosan to decay, perish, be destroyed, fall away 
forrotian to decay, rot, putrefy 
brēoðan to decay, waste away 
āmolsnian to decay, weaken, lose power 
(ge)molsnian to decay, wither, moulder; to corrupt; to become corrupt 
(ge)brosnian to decay, wither, perish, be corrupted, rot; to fall to pieces, crumble; to 
corrupt 
belyrtan to deceive 
bewrencan to deceive 
belēogan to deceive by lies; to be mistaken 
blencan to deceive, cheat 
pǣcan to deceive, cheat 
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untrēowsian to deceive, defraud; to offend; to be offended 
dydrian to deceive, delude 
wǣgan to deceive, delude 
beswīcan to deceive, delude, betray, mislead, circumvent; to entice, seduce, 
beguile; to ensnare; to frustrate, offend; to overcome; to evade; to supplant 
bedydrian to deceive, delude; to conceal from 
āwǣgan  to deceive, delude; to frustrate, disappoint; to cause to fail, invalidate, 
annul 
bewǣgan to deceive, disappoint, frustrate 
gewǣgnian to deceive, disappoint; to affect, frustrate, oppress, weigh down; to 
condemn 
(ge)dwolian to deceive, lead astray, seduce; to err, make mistake, go astray; to err, 
wander (out of the way), stray; to prevent, hinder 
befician to deceive; to go round 
gepalmtwigian to deck with palm-branches 
fullcȳðan to declare 
foreswerian to declare before, swear before 
benemnan to declare, affirm, asseverate; to name; to appoint, settle, stipulate 
ānemnan to declare, announce 
forðcȳðan to declare, announce, pronounce 
forðyppan to declare, make known, publish 
frēabodian to declare, proclaim 
(ge)mǣran to declare, proclaim, divulge, spread about; to celebrate, honour, glorify 
declīnian to decline (in grammar) 
oðfeallan to decline, decay; to fall off or away; to fail 
ādrēosan to decline, fall, fall to pieces, fail, vanish 
āsīgan to decline, sink; to go or fall down 
(ge)hyrstan 1 to decorate, adorn, ornament, deck; to equip 
ymbgefrætwian to decorate, deck round 
ymbfrætewian to decorate, deck round, surround with ornament 
forscrīfan to decree; to condemn, doom, proscribe; to blunt a weapon; to bewitch 
(ge)hālgian to dedicate; to consecrate, bless, hallow, make or keep holy, sanctify, 
purify; to ordain; to reverence; to initiate 
(ge)dēopian to deepen, become or get deep 
gedrītan to defecate 
betellan to defend oneself, excuse, exculpate; to speak about, answer; to prove 
one’s claim to 
besecgan to defend, excuse; to announce, introduce 
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āwerian  to defend; to hinder, restrain; to cover, enclose, surround, protect; to 
secure, protect, ward off or spurn from oneself; to wear, wear out 
onbesmītan to defile 
forwemman to defile 
āwlǣtan to defile, befoul, pollute, make loathsome; to disfigure 
āfȳlan to defile, corrupt, foul, pollute, stain, make filthy 
gewlǣtan to defile, debase 
gefȳlan to defile, pollute, foul, befoul 
(ge)wīðlan to defile, pollute, profane 
gehorwigian to defile; spit upon 
gehorgian 1 to defile; to spit 
ætstrengan to deforce, withhold wrongfully 
atolian to deform, disfigure 
ādwolian to degenerate 
fromācnȳslian to degenerate 
geǣcnōslian to degenerate 
onhādian to degrade from holy orders 
ieldian to delay, defer, put off 
forsittan to delay, defer; to obstruct, block; to injure, neglect; to besiege; to fail; to 
diminish 
(ge)uferian to delay, make later, put off; to elevate, make higher, raise up; to exalt, 
extol, honour 
(ge)ieldan to delay, postpone, defer, tarry, put off; to forbear; to keep, hold; to 
prolong; to procrastinate; to hesitate; to dissimulate, conceal; to connive at 
aforfeorsian to delay, prolong, defer 
āyldan to delay, put off 
forelcian to delay, put off too long 
elcian to delay, put off; to procrastinate 
sypian 2 to delay; to be slow 
(ge)ðreodian to deliberate,  meditate, think over; to determine, resolve; to hesitate 
ymbðreodian to deliberate, think about 
āmyrgan to delight, gladden, cheer 
(ge)rētan to delight, gladden, comfort; to cheer 
ǣrendwreccan to deliver a message 
(ge)frēolsian to deliver; to liberate, set free; to celebrate, keep a festo or holy day 
āsirwan to delude 
oferhigian to delude; to overreach 
fordelfan to delve, dig up; to destroy by digging 
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delfan to delve, dig, dig out, excavate, burrow; to extract by digging; to bury 
ǣscan to demand 
āmanian to demand, require, exact 
ofgān to demand, require, exact; to exhort; to obtain, attain, acquire, gain; to start from, 
begin 
āīeðan to demolish, lay waste, destroy, devastate; to cast out, lay low 
āwiergan to denounce, condemn, curse, execrate, damn, malign, outlaw; to 
suffocate, strangle; to injure, corrupt, violate 
līgnan to deny 
ofsacan to deny a charge 
ofunnan to deny, refuse to grant; to envy, begrudge 
onsecgan to deny, renounce, abjure; to offer sacrifice; to inform; to impute, charge 
against; to affirm 
oðsacan to deny, to renounce, abjure 
behildan to depart 
forðscrīðan 1 to depart 
forðgewītan 1 to depart, die. forðgewiten tīd, tīma past tense 
(ge)feorrian to depart, go away; to keep apart, remove to a distance 
tōwītan to depart, pass away 
ātīefran to depict, draw, paint; to describe 
āfǣgan to depict, figure 
beðwyrian to deprave 
(ge)niðerian to depress, abase, oppress, humiliate, degradate, subdue; to cast down, 
bring low; to accuse, condemn 
wiðerlǣcan to deprive 
stīpan to deprive 
bestēpan to deprive of (children) 
behorsian to deprive of a horse 
(ge)ungewlitigian to deprive of beauty, disfigure 
beslītan to deprive of by tearing of something; to tear, slit 
unǣmtigian to deprive of leisure 
belīfian to deprive of life 
befēon to deprive of property, confiscate 
geunmihtan to deprive of strength 
berēofan to deprive of, bereave, rob 
berēafian to deprive of, bereave, take away, seize, rob, despoil 
ætreccan to deprive of, declare forfeit 
oððringan to deprive of, force away from one; to drive out 
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behlȳðan to deprive of, rob 
benēotan to deprive of, rob 
besnyðian to deprive of, rob 
āstȳpan to deprive, bereave 
berȳfan to deprive, bereave 
bedǣlan to deprive, bereave of, strip; to rob; to release, free from 
gestrȳdan to deprive, rob 
forstelan to deprive, steal, rob 
behādian to deprive, unfrock (a priest) 
hlacerian to deride, mock, scoff at 
hyspan to deride, scorn, mock, taunt; to reproach, revile, insult 
ofāstīgan to descend 
adūnestīgan to descend 
niðerāstīgan to descend 
niðergān to descend 
ofdūnestīgan to descend 
ādūneāstīgan to descend 
niðerstīgan to descend 
dūnestīgan to descend 
dūneāstīgan to descend 
niðerfaran to descend 
underhnīgan to descend beneath; to undergo, submit to; to succumb to, sink under 
onsīgan to descend, decline, sink; to approach, impend; to assail 
framcuman to descend, derive from; to be rejected, comdemned 
āgrȳndan to descend, ground 
ofstīgan to descend; to ascend; to depart 
tōwrītan to describe 
āscrīfan to describe 
yfelwilnian to desire evil 
fǣcan to desire to go 
gītsian to desire, long for, be greedy, covet 
(ge)wēstan to desolate, devastate, lay waste; to ravage 
āwēstan to desolate, lay waste, destroy, ravage, eat up, depopulate 
ortrūwian to despair of, be without hope of; to doubt 
georwēnan to despair, to be out of hope 
forðencan 1 to despair; to despise; to mistrust 
oferhogian to despise, contemn, disdain, scorn 
oferhycgean to despise, contemn, disdain, scorn 
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getregian to despise, feel repugnance at 
ǣwan to despise, scorn, contemn 
onrēafian to despoil, deprive of, strip of 
tōspillan to destroy 
ābrȳtan to destroy 
āspillan to destroy 
forstregdan to destroy 
tōscendan to destroy 
tōmældan to destroy or hinder peace by talebearing or by spreading reports 
(ge)dīlegian to destroy, abolish, erase, blot out; to perish 
āhrȳran to destroy, cause to fall 
āȳðan 1 to destroy, demolish; to attack, ravege, plunder 
ādīlegian to destroy, devastate, annihilate, do away, abolish; to blot out, obliterate 
gētan 1 to destroy, kill 
formyrðrian to destroy, kill, murder 
āhȳðan to destroy, lay waste, devour; to rob, plunder, despoil 
āstȳfecian to destroy, suppress, exterminate, eradicate, extirpate 
āscylfan to destroy, throw down 
āstihtan to determine on, decree 
teohhian to determine, appoint, decree; to think, suppose, consider, judge, 
estimate, intend, propose; to assign 
(ge)dēman to determine, decide, ordain, decree, sentence, judge, deem, condemn, 
doom, censure; to think, consider, estimate, reckon, examinate, compute; to prove; to 
assign, settle; to tell, declare; to praise, glorify 
gemǣran to determine, fix limits, form the boundary of land 
(ge)myntan to determine, resolve; to mean, intend, purpose; to destine; to think, 
suppose; to bring forth; to give up to 
onhōhsnian to detest, abominate; to put an end to 
forhergian to devastate, lay waste, destroy ; to ravage, harry, plunder 
(ge)hergian to devastate, plunder, ravage, pillage; to harass, lay waste; to afflict, 
harry; to take, seize, capture, carry off by force; to make war 
tōscēacerian to devastate, waste; to scatter 
deawian to dew, bedew 
stafian to dictate, direct 
steorfan to die 
āsteorfan to die 
āsweltan to die 
becwelan to die 
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cwelan to die 
(ge)dēadian to die 
diegan to die 
oðcwelan to die 
dīgan to die 
ācwelan to die, perish 
(ge)sweltan to die, perish; to die of or from something, be no longer conscious or 
under the action of something 
gefaran to die; attack, overcome, capture, obtain 
ādēadian to die; to decay, fail; to mortify; to lose vitality or feeling, become 
paralysed; to lay waste, destroy 
tōgelan to diffuse, spread a fluid  
bedelfan to dig in or around; to bury, inter, put under ground, put in a grave or 
tomb 
spittan to dig in with a spud 
ūtādelfan to dig out 
āhlocian to dig out 
underdelfan to dig under, undermine; to break through 
grafan to dig, delve, carve, grave; to chisel 
ādelfan to dig, dig up, dig out, excavate, delve; to pick out, dig out, delve 
ādimmian to dim, darken, dull, obscure; to make do 
wansian to diminish 
āwansian to diminish 
blōdwanian to diminish blood 
āslacian to diminish, decline, become slack; to loose, relax, slacken, untie; to 
dissolve; to grow tired; to enervate; to remit 
āsānian to diminish, drop, flag; to languish, wane, grow weak or dull 
āwanian to diminish, lessen 
wanian to diminish, make less, lessen, reduce, abate, curtail, check; to become less, 
diminish, decrease, decline, wane, decay; to weaken, reduce; to impair, injure; to cause 
to cease or fail, bring to nought, frustrate, destroy 
āðwǣnan to diminish, soften, lessen, abate; to shorten; to take away 
geindēpan to dip in 
doppettan to dip in, plunge in, immerse 
(ge)dȳpan to dip, immerse, deepen; to baptize; to increase, augment 
bedīpan to dip, immerse, plunge; to annoint 
(ge)dȳfan to dip, plunge, immerse 
foregewissian to direct beforehand 
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forðwīsian to direct, guide forth 
(ge)stīeran to direct, guide, steer (a vessel); to direct, control, rule, govern; to 
restrain, withhold, prohibit; to correct; to reprove, chide, rebuke; to punish; to keep back 
from what is good 
(ge)stihtan to direct, rule, regulate, order, ordain; to arrange, dispose, order; to 
determine, decide; to instigate, incite 
unsibbian to disagree 
twisehtan to disagree, be at variance 
geunðwǣrian to disagree, differ 
ungeðwǣrian to disagree, differ, be discordant or at variance 
ætdwīnan to disappear 
forsweltan to disappear, perish, die 
cwincan to disappear, vanish, decrease 
gedrysnian to disappear, vanish; to quench, put out, extinguish 
ācwīnan to disappear, waste or dwindle away, decline, become extinct, go out (of 
fire) 
āðwītan to disappoint 
bewǣpnian to disarm 
onhladan to discharge, unload 
ābǣran to disclose, bring to light 
bemeldian to disclose, reveal (a secret), denounce (a person) 
barian to disclosure, make or lay bare, discover, strip, despoil 
ābedecian to discover, disclose, uncover, find hidden, detect, get by asking 
forhycgan to disdain, neglect, reject, despise, scorn; to condemn 
āǣmtigian to disengage oneself, be idle, rest from (an activity, an occupation); to 
bring to naught, render idle 
āwemman to disfigure; to corrupt, defile 
geblǣcan to disfigure; to make pale 
iergan to dishearten, dismay 
geunārian to dishonour 
unārwurðian to dishonour 
georwyrðan to dishonour, defame, disgrace 
unæðelian to dishonour, degrade, debase 
miswurðian to dishonour, ill-treat 
beyrfeweardian to disinherit 
oððēodan to disjoin, sever, dismember 
tōforlǣtan to dismiss 
tōscēotan to disperse (hurriedly), spring apart, rush in different directions, scatter 
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tōstregdan to disperse, dissipate, scatter; to distract; to destroy 
tōwrecan to disperse, drive asunder, scatter, dissipate 
tōscrīðan to disperse, flow apart 
tōflōwan to disperse, flow down, flow to, ebb; to be split; to melt; to pour in; to 
distract, wander; to be separated, take different directions; to spread; to be dissipated, 
scattered; to render useless, bring to nothing 
tōferian to disperse, scatter, carry in different directions; to remove, get rid of; to 
put off; to digest 
tōhladan to disperse, scatter, disband; to destroy 
tōwegan to disperse, scatter, dispel 
tōstencan to disperse, scatter, drive apart, drag along; to perish; to overthrow, 
nullify, bring to nought, destroy 
tōscūfan to disperse, scatter, push apart; to incite, impel; to remove, do away 
forscēadan to disperse, scatter; to condemn, damn 
tōfēsian to disperse, scatter; to drive away; to rout 
tōswāpan to disperse, sweep apart or away 
tōweorpan to disperse, throw in different directions, throw away, throw down, throw 
out, cast down, scatter; to dissipate, dissolve; to break in pieces; to overthrow, demolish, 
destroy; to blot out;  
to put an end to; to put down, make void 
tōlǣtan to disperse; to let go, release, cause to go; to relax 
āscrencan to displace, supplant; to cause to stumble, trip up 
unsettan to displace, take down 
ungelīcian to displease 
miscwēman to displease 
oflīcian to displease, be displeasing 
mislīcian to displease, disquiet 
ofðyncan to displease, give offence, insult, vex; to weary; to grieve 
tōdihtnian to dispose, arrange 
instihtian to dispose, arrange, regulate, appoint 
(ge)dihtan to dispose, put in order, arrange, conspire; to compose, write; to 
construct; to order, direct, appoint; to order, manage, regulate, rule; to do, make, 
perform; to adorn, deck; to dictate (what is to be written) 
berǣdan to dispossess, deprive of, rob, take by trachery; to betray; to deliberate 
on; to get the better of 
geunsōðian to disprove, refurte, prove false; to falsify 
besacan to dispute about anything 
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onsacan to dispute, contradict, contest, refute, deny, refuse; to strive against; to 
attack; to resist, repel; to excuse oneself, exculpate; to renounce; to sacrify 
reahtigan to dispute, discuss 
(ge)flītan to dispute, rebel, quarrel, strive, contend, fight 
andsacian to dispute, strive against; to deny, refuse, gainsay; to forsake, abjure 
geunstillan to disquiet, disturb, agitate 
unȳðgian to disquiet, molest, trouble 
ofergumian to disregard, be careless about, neglect 
fordilemengan to disregard, dissemble, ignore; to gloss over 
ofergīman to disregard, neglect 
forhogian to disregard, neglect, despise; to accuse 
ofergapian to disregard, neglect; to be forgetful of 
lēaslīccettan to dissemble, feign 
searwian to dissimulate, feign, cheat, act with craft or treachery; to be deceitful 
twihīwian to dissimulate; to assume two shapes 
(ge)spillan to dissipate, destroy, mutilate, kill; to waste; to spill (blood) 
twiferlǣcan to dissociate 
formeltan to dissolve; to melt away, become liquid, liquefy; to burn up 
āðrēatian to dissuade from, force away; to chide, rebuke 
tōstincan to distinguish by smell 
tōtellan to distinguish in counting, count separately 
tōmearcian to distinguish; to describe, note down; to enrol 
tōdēman to distinguish; to determine, decide, sentence, judge between 
(ge)weorðian to distinguish; to value, esteem, dignify, celebrate, praise, honour, exalt, 
worship, adore, venerate, glorify; to treat with reverence or respect; to attend to, care 
about, heed; to value, set a price on; to distinguish; to adorn, deck, decorate; to reward, 
enrich, make worthy, ennoble 
geengan to distress, trouble, vex; to constrain 
(ge)otrīewan to distrust, disbelieve; to despair; to doubt 
(ge)drēfan to disturb, disquiet, offend, annoy, agitate, excite, afflict, vex, stir up, 
trouble 
drȳfan to disturb, excite, afflict, trouble, stir up, vex 
(ge)sceððan to disturb, harm, hurt, injure, oppress, scathe, crush 
onmyrran to disturb, hinder, obstruct, mar 
(ge)tūcian to disturb, ill-treat, afflict, vex, torment, harass, punish; to bedeck 
(ge)mierran to disturb, upset, deceive; to obstruct, hinder; to err; to confuse; to spoil, 
mar; to scatter, waste, squander; to trouble, force 
ðurhdūfan to dive through 
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(ge)dūfan to dive, sink, duck 
incerran to divert; to pervert 
ongierwan  to divest, strip, unclothe 
(ge)tēoðian to divide by ten, tithe, give a tenth part 
tōhlēotan to divide into lots 
twidǣlan to divide into two; to differ 
(ge)brytnian to divide, dispense, distribute, administer, parcel out; to spend 
tōscyftan to divide, distribute 
(ge)bryttian to divide, distribute, dispense, grant a share of; to possess, enjoy the use 
of; to rule over 
sciftan to divide, separate into shares, distribute, allot, share; to place, order, arrange, 
ordain, appoint 
(ge)scēadan to divide, separate, part; to arrange; to discriminate; to decide, determine, 
decree, appoint; to differ, discern, be distinguished; to scatter, shed; to expound; to 
write down; to deprive of 
tōclēofan to divide, split, cleave asunder 
frihtrian to divine 
sāmwyrcan to do a thing incompletely 
forpyndan to do away, remove, preclude; to stop, prevent the action of 
framian to do good, avail, benefit, profit 
(ge)fremian 1 to do good, benefit, to do good, benefit, profit, avail 
wrōhtian to do harm? 
bēoddian to do joiner's work, make tables 
framādōn to do or take from or away; to cut off 
ūtādōn to do out, put out 
weldōn to do well; to satisfy, please, benefit 
misbēodan to do wrong to, offend, injure, abuse; to ill-use; to announce wronly 
(ge)wierdan to do wrong, annoy, hurt, injure, violate; to hinder, obstruct; to destroy, 
spoil 
āgyltan to do wrong, commit, fail; to offend, sin 
forwyrcan 1  to do wrong, miswork, sin; to undo, ruin, destroy; to condemn, convict; 
to curse; to forfeit 
ādrēogan to do, act, perform, carry out, practise; to bear, endure, suffer; to bear 
with, tolerate; to live, pass or spend time 
āwyrcan to do, effect 
(ge)dōn to do, make, act, perform; to put, place; to reach, achieve; to make, cause, 
effect; to take (from, to or away); to give, confer, bestow; to consider, esteem; to 
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observe; to keep; to remove, put away; to put to death; to expend, apply (money); to 
shew mercy, do honour; to give, supply, furnish 
(ge)tēon 3 to do, make, form, create, produce, construct, work, contrieve; to cause, 
effect; to establish, determine, appoint, settle, fix, decree; to prepare, furnish forth, 
arrange, adorn, deck; to constitute; to ordain, assign; to frame 
macian to do, make, produce, form, construct, fashion, frame; to act, perform, behave, 
fare; to prepare, arrange; to cause, bring about; to use, manage; to compare, liken; to 
transform; to conclude 
ræfnan to do, perform, accomplish, carry out; to suffer, endure, undergo 
(ge)æfnan to do, perform, carry out, fulfil; to labour; to suffer, endure, be in 
miserable condition; to cause; to hold, sustain; to show 
(ge)ðēon 3 to do, perform, commit, effect 
(ge)drēogan to do, work, perform, act, labour, commit, perpetrate, fulfil, take part in, 
conduct; to pass life, lead (a certain) life; to experience, bear, suffer, endure, dree, 
sustain, tolerate; to fight; to accomplish, finish; to be busy, be employed; to enjoy; to do 
battle, wage war 
(ge)hāmettan to domicile; bring debtors back to their home 
oferrīcsian to dominate, rule over 
(ge)twifealdan to double 
(ge)twifealdian to double 
wiðstyltan to doubt, hesitate 
(ge)twīgan to doubt, hesitate; seem doubtful 
(ge)twēogan to doubt, hesitate; to seem doubtful 
(ge)dragan to drag, draw, go; to extend, protract  
togian 1 to drag, draw, tug 
drēahnian to drain, strain out 
ofādrincan to drain; quench 
writian 2 to draw a figure; to write, compose 
framātēon to draw away from 
tōātēon to draw in 
regolian to draw lines with a ruler 
genēahian to draw near to 
sumorlǣcan to draw near to summer 
genēahwian to draw near, approach, cleave to, adhere 
fortyllan to draw off from the object, seduce 
ongespanan to draw on, allure 
(ge)spanan to draw on; to persuade, seduce, allure, entice, urge, lure, decoy, attract; 
to mislead; to incite, instigate, induce 
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winterlǣcan to draw or grow wintry 
āhladan to draw or lead out, draw forth; to exclude 
ūtātēon to draw out 
ādragan to draw out 
ðurhbregdan to draw through, transport 
tōgetēon to draw towards, attract 
ūphladan to draw up 
ūptēon to draw up 
ūpātēon to draw up, bring up, rear; draw out, pull out, pluck up; lift up, place in 
an upright position 
birilian to draw, bear 
(ge)tēon 1 to draw, pull, tug, row (boat); to draw or bind together; to take, 
withdraw; to allure, entice, attract; to lead, induce, bring; to give, contribute, bestow, 
gift; to produce, bring forth; to arrogate; to restrain; to go, betake oneself to, roam; to 
bring up, educate; to dispute; to string up, play (instrument) 
gebredan to draw, unsheath, brandish; to inspire, take breath, draw breath; to 
weave, plait; to pretend, feign 
(ge)mǣtan to dream 
geswefnian to dream; to appear in a dream 
ondrincan to drink 
geonddrencan to drink excessively, get drunk 
bedrincan to drink in or up, absorb 
oferdrincan to drink too much, get drunk 
indrincan to drink, imbibe 
(ge)drincan to drink, imbibe, absorb; to swallow up; to quench thirst; to be 
entertained 
dryppan to drip 
ādrēopan to drip, drop 
framāscūfan to drive away 
ascihtan to drive away 
onwegādrīfan to drive away 
(ge)flīeman to drive away, cause to flee, banish, exile; to put to flight; to rout 
forscūfan to drive away, drive to destruction; to cast down 
framānȳdan to drive away, force away 
fēsan 1 to drive away, put to flight 
framādrīfan to drive away, remove, expel; to send away, drive out 
eftfordrīfan to drive away, repel (DOE) 
ādrǣfan to drive away, shut out, expel 
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fordrīfan to drive away, sweep away, eject, expel, banish; to force, compel, impel; 
to overtask; to overtax 
āwrecan to drive away, thrust out; to pierce, strike; to utter, relate, recite, sing; to 
punish; to avenge 
oðēhtian to drive away; to dispossess 
framādrȳfan to drive from or away, expel 
scofettan to drive hither and thither 
awegdrīfan to drive or chase away 
awegādrīfan to drive or chase away 
tōswengan to drive or dash asunder, drive apart; to dispel, destroy 
āðȳwan to drive or force away, discard; to press or thrust out; to squeeze out 
tōðringan to drive or press asunder, scatter by pressure 
ðurhdrīfan to drive or push through, pierce, perforate, transfix; to penetrate; to drive 
violently; to imbue; to permeate; to strike 
ūtācnyssan to drive out 
ūtānȳdan 2 to drive out 
ūtdrīfan to drive out or away, expel, scatter, disperse 
āscūfan to drive out or away, repel, expel, banish, overthrow, shove; to give up, 
remove 
ūtādrīfan to drive out, disperse, dispel 
āȳtan to drive out, expel 
ūtādrǣfan to drive out, expel, destroy 
ādrīfan to drive, cause to move, drive away, drive off, drive out, expel; to pursue, follow 
up; to chase (metal), pierce; to stake, stake out 
(ge)drǣfan to drive, drive out, push, urge; to trouble 
bedrīfan to drive, thrust on or upon; to beat, strike, drive; to assail; to compel; to 
pursue, follow up; to surround; to cover 
hætsan to drive, urge, impel 
fordrǣfan to drive; to compel 
bewrecan to drive; to drive away, banish; to strike, beat; to afflict; to surround 
(ge)drīfan to drive; to force; to drive away, impel, expel, chase, hunt; to thrust; to 
act impetously, rush with violence; to carry on, conduct, prosecute, pursue; to do, 
practise, exercise, follow up; to undergo, suffer, carry out, pursue; to speak of, bring up, 
agitate, trot out 
dreflian to drivel; to slaver, drool, sniffle 
drūsian to droop, become sluggish, stagnant, turbid 
(ge)drēopan to drop, drip 
drȳpan to drop, drip, cause to fall in drops; to moisten 
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droppetan to drop, drip, fall by drops, distil 
drēopian to drop, drip, trickle 
dropian to drop, drip, trickle 
forsencan to drop, let fall; to reject 
drūsan to drowse, become low, slow or inactive; to sink 
ofādrygan to dry off, wipe off 
forspyrcan to dry out; to empty 
forðyrrian to dry up 
(ge)drūgian to dry up, become dry; to wither 
gedrycnan to dry up, emaciate 
fordrūgian to dry up, parch, wither;  
gesneorcan to dry up, shrivel 
forwisnian to dry up, wither away; to decay, fade, pine, rot 
(ge)weornian to dry up, wither, fade, pine away, become weak; to destroy 
forsēarian to dry up, wither, sear 
forweornian to dry up, wither; to grow old; to decay, fade, rot 
gerōstian to dry, dry by fire, roast 
ādrūgian to dry, dry up 
drēgan to dry, dry up, rub dry 
(ge)drȳgan to dry, dry up, rub dry, wipe; to make dry; to become dry 
ādrȳgan to dry, dry up, wipe dry, rub dry, wipe off; to dry up, wither 
ðæran to dry, wipe 
ðyrran to dry, wipe 
bedrūgian to dryp up 
dubbian to dub, knight, strike (by striking with a sword); to create 
gedyngan to dung, manure 
ānwunian to dwell or be alone 
ymbeardian to dwell round 
ineardian to dwell, inhabit 
wunian to dwell, inhabit, abide, reside, stay, rest; to live, be in certain conditions or 
circumstances; to exist, subsist; to remain, continue, last, endure; to be wont 
(ge)eardian to dwell, inhabit, live; to abide 
(ge)bōgian to dwell, inhabit; to occupy land; to possess 
(ge)wīcian to dwell, lodge, rest in, encamp, bivouac; to land, anchor; to harbour 
āðwīnan to dwindle away, vanish 
dwīnan to dwindle, fade or pine away, waste away, languish, disappear 
ādwīnan to dwindle, waste or vanish away 
forscrincan to dy up, wither away; to shrink up, dwindle away 
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getelgan to dye 
begleddian to dye, stain; to befoul, pollute, besmear, bedaub 
(ge)fretan to ear, consume, devour; to break 
efenetan to eat as much as any one 
onðicgan to eat of, partake of 
ācweorran to eat or drink immoderately, glut, gorge, guzzle 
ðurhsmūgan 1 to eat through 
ðurhetan to eat through, consume; to eat out 
ǣttan to eat up, consume 
offrettan to eat up, devour 
(ge)etan to eat, feed, consume, devour; to eat together 
(ge)snǣdan 2 to eat, take food, take a meal 
onbyrgan 1 to eat, take food; to taste 
ābirgan to eat, taste 
gebirgan  to eat, taste 
ābrūcan to eat; to partake of 
(ge)ebbian to ebb 
āebbian to ebb away, recede 
(ge)intimbrian to edify; to instruct 
fullslēan to effect the death of a person, kill outright 
miswinnan to elaborate (wrongly) 
tōbǣdan to elevate, exalt 
ūpāðenian to elevate, lift up 
ymbclyppan to embrace, clasp 
ymbfæðmian to embrace, clasp 
ymbspannan to embrace, span or clasp round 
cæfian to embroider 
ymbcæfian to embroider round, bedeck 
bewadan to emerge; to reach, come upon; to surprise 
ǣðmian to emit a smell, exhale, fume, bring forth, send forth vapour; to boil, be 
heated; to be in ferment; to be greatly moved 
(ge)stencan to emit breath with effort, pant; to stink; to scatter; to afflict 
līman to emit rays, shine, beam 
smēocan to emit smoke, smoke; to fumigate 
smīcan to emit smoke, smoke; to fumigate 
smocian to emit smoke, smoke; to fumigate 
gesprintan to emit, burst forth; to utter, send forth words 
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bealcettan to emit, utter, give forth, come forth, send forth, splutter out, belch, bring 
up 
bealcan to emit, utter, pour out, give forth, splutter out, belch, bring up 
onīdlian to empty 
(ge)ǣmtigian to empty; to be unoccupied, be void, be vacant, have time for, be at 
leisure; to devote one's self to 
gelǣcan to emulate; join with, make common cause with? 
(ge)elnian to emulate; to be zealous, strive with zeal after another; to make strong, 
strengthen, gain strength; to comfort oneself 
ellenwōdian to emulate; to strive with zeal 
bewīcian to encamp 
ymbwīcian to encamp about (a place) 
ofergyldan to encase, cover or ornament with gold  
gyrdan to encircle, surround, bind round; to gird 
ymbclyccan to enclose 
befæðman to enclose, encircle, embrace with the arms 
forgyrdan to enclose, encircle, girdle 
forðylman to enclose, encompass, shut in; to cover over, obscure; to suffocate, 
choke; to consume 
hegian to enclose, fence in, hedge 
hegegian to enclose, fence in, hedge 
belācan to enclose, flow around; to play about 
betȳnan to enclose, hedge in, close, shut, bury; to shut out; to end, conclude 
fortȳnan to enclose, shut in; to prevent passage, block up 
ymbhealdan to encompass 
ymbwindan to encompass, hold, clasp round, wind round 
ymbdōn to encompass, put round 
geanmēdan to encourage 
gebældan to encourage, excite, exhort, embolden; to impel; to confirm; to cover, 
protect; to bind a book 
(ge)bieldan  to encourage, excite, impel, exhort, confirm 
beldan to encourage, excite, impel, exhort, confirm 
(ge)onbryrdan to encourage, excite, stimulate, inspire, incite, instigate, animate; to 
grieve, prick, sting, prick in the heart, to make contrite, remorseful 
bryrdan to encourage, incite, urge, constrain; to prick, goad 
(ge)endian to end, finish; to complete, accomplish; to abolish, destroy; to come to an 
end, die; to make perfect; to perform, fulfil 
frēcelsian to endanger, imperil 
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(ge)frecnian to endanger, imperil; to make or become bold or fierce 
gelendan to endow with land; to arrive, land 
gedīgan to endure, carry through, overcome, survive; to pass through, escape; to 
endure, tolerate; to profit, benefit, do good 
(ge)lemian to enfeeble, lame, cripple, strike, disable; to subdue 
inbewindan to enfold, wrap up, enwrap 
geweddian to engage, covenant, promise, vow, pledge oneself; to undertake; to give 
to wife, betroth; to wed, marry 
(ge)trēowsian to engage, pledge one’s self, to plight one’s faith; to exculpate oneself 
tīeman to engender (female), beget (male); to bring forth, bear a child, have offspring; 
to propagate;  
to resort to; to call as witness; to vouch to warranty; to go to, lead to 
āstrīenan to engender, beget, procreate 
ongetǣcan to enjoin 
ðurhbrūcan to enjoy thoroughly 
forwynsumian to enjoy thoroughly 
gebrytsnian to enjoy, possess 
(ge)lustfullian to enjoy, rejoice, be glad, be delighted; to take pleasure; to give delight; 
to desire 
brūcan to enjoy, use, possess; to bear; to partake; to spend; to brook; to eat; to execute 
and office; to cohabit with; to discharge; to pass; to wear 
(ge)notian to enjoy; to use, consume, employ; to discharge an office 
onspreccan to enliven 
gegrīnian to ensnare 
grȳnian to ensnare 
genettian to ensnare, entangle 
infēran to enter, enter in 
ingān to enter, go in 
insteppan to enter, go in; to step in 
infaran 1 to enter, go into 
onwadan to enter, penetrate into; to attack; to occupy, invade; to seize, take 
possession of 
(ge)feormian to entertain, receive as guest; to support, cherish; to sustain, feed; to 
consume, devour; to benefit, profit; to clean, cleanse, free from impurity, furbish, scour; 
to harbour (stolen goods) 
bewenian to entertain; to take care of, attend upon 
āloccian to entice 
bespanan to entice, allure, persuade; to incite, induce, urge, lead astray 
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begrynian to entrap, ensnare 
(ge)hālsian to entreat, beseech, implore; to call upon, convoke; to adjure, conjure, 
augur; to foretell, take omens; to exorcise 
ontrēowan to entrust, confide 
oðfæstan to entrust; to set to (a task), inflict upon impose 
ymbswāpan to environ, sweep round; to clothe, envelop, wrap round 
andian to envy; to be envious or jealous; to be zealous 
(ge)æfestian to envy; to be or become envious 
nīðan to envy; to hate 
ymbwrēon to enwrap 
geseglan to equip with a sail 
gewǣdian to equip, furnish, clothe, dress, wrap up; to adorn with hangings, tapestry; 
to furnish a ship with sails 
ofwyrtrumian to eradicate 
ūpālūcan to eradicate 
ūpfēgan to erect 
ūpreccan to erect 
ātimbran to erect, build 
ūpāreccan to erect, raise, build 
dwelan to err, be led into error 
misfēran to err, do wrong, go astray, transgress 
mearrian to err, go astray 
misfaran to err, go wrong or astray, transgress; to fare badly, have ill success 
roccettan to eructate, belch forth; to utter 
hrǣcetan to eructate, retch 
(ge)nesan to escape from, survive, be saved or preserved 
oðberstan to escape, break away 
wiðfaran to escape, come off 
āslūpan to escape, disappear, slip off or away 
oðfaran to escape, flee from 
oðhlēapan to escape, run away 
oðscēotan to escape; to turn aside; to disappear, shoot away; to slip off 
āstaðelian to establish (sth); to repair, rebuild (a city) 
gegrundstaðelian to establish firmly, found 
gehāmian to establish or settle in a home 
gemægenian to establish, confirm 
(ge)stālian to establish, confirm, strengthen, found; to make an accusation 
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befæstan to establish, fix, fasten, ground; to make safe, put in safe keeping; to 
apply, utilize; to entrust to, commend, commit, deliver; to recommend, commend 
gegrundweallian to establish, found 
āstefnan to establish, institute, found 
āstemnian to establish, institute, found, build 
(ge)staðolian to establish, settle, place, fix; to establish, found; to confirm; to 
strengthen, fortify, make steadfast; to erect, build; to repair, restore 
onmunan to esteem, mind, think or consider worthy or entitled; to care for; to wish; 
to remember, remind 
bemetan to estimate, consider, measure, account; to compare 
āpinsian to estimate, ponder, weigh, recount 
gewyrðan to estimate, value, appraise 
āpundrian to estimate, weigh, reckon, measure out; to requite 
geælfremedan to estrange, alienate 
gefrenðian to estrange; to curse, anathematize; to excommunicate 
ofmanian to exact a fine or due 
ūpsettan to exalt 
ðrȳðfullian to exalt, elevate; to fill up 
ārengan to exalt, make proud 
scrūtnian to examine carefully, scrutinize, investigate; to consider 
āscrūtnian to examine, investigate 
undersēcan to examine, investigate, scrutinize 
āsmēagan to examine, investigate, trace out; to think, meditate, consider, ponder, 
judge, deem; to devise, treat of; to look for, demand; to elicit 
æfterspyrian to examine, search, track out, inquire into 
geondsēon to examine, see beyond or through 
āmerian to examine, test; to purify, refine 
hamorian to examine; to purify; to beat out, forge 
oferhlēoðrian to exceed in sound, surpass in loudness 
forgǣgan to exceed, transgress, trespass; to prevaricate; to pass by, omit; to 
neglect;  
foreðēon to excel, surpass 
foregān 1 to excel; to precede, go before; to pass over, stand out; to abstain form, 
not to do 
ātwiccian to excerpt 
bemūtian to exchange for 
(ge)aclian to excite, frighten 
wroegan  to excite, rouse, stir up; to accuse, impeach 
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(ge)wrēgan  to excite, stir up, impel; to accuse, impeach, denounce; to rip 
oferclipian to exclaim, cry out 
ūtātȳnan to exclude 
ātȳnan 1 to exclude, shut off; to open, unshut 
(ge)lādian to exculpate oneself, let off; to defend; to excuse, clear oneself of a 
charge 
unsyngian to exculpate, prove innocent 
ālādian to excuse, make excuse for 
āpyffan to exhale, breathe out; to puff out 
forhladan to exhaust 
swītan to exhaust, impair, impoverish land 
besylcan to exhaust, make languid 
gemēðgian to exhaust, weary, fatigue, tire out; to impair 
wederian to exhibit a change of weather 
gebrittan to exhibit, to give; to break, crumble 
tihtan 2 to exhort 
ofnēadian to exhort, obtain by force 
(ge)bāsnian to expect, await 
ūtānȳdan 1 to expel 
āflīeman to expel, banish, disperse, scatter; to rout; to drive away, cause to flee 
ȳtan 1 to expel, banish, drive or put out; to squander, dissipate; to alienate, give away 
ūtāmǣran to expel, depopulate; to exterminate; to drive out 
āīdan to expel, dispossess, turn out 
āflīegan to expel, drive away, put to flight 
ācnyssan to expel, drive out 
āyppan to experience, enjoy, experiri; to open wide, throw open 
sāwlian to expire, give up the ghost 
fulfealdan to explain 
glēsan to explain, gloss 
rāsian to explore 
fornēðan to expose to danger, risk one's life; to sacrifice 
plicettan to expose to danger; to play with 
(ge)rēcan 1 to expose to smoke or steam, fumigate; to steam, smoke; to cause to emit 
smoke, burn incense 
gesydian 1 to extend 
sīdian to extend, make or become wide, ample 
gesprǣdan to extend, stretch forth, spread out 
ābrǣdan  to extend, stretch out, spread out, dilate; to bake, fry 
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onðenian to extend, stretch; to bend 
āmǣran 2 to exterminate 
tōdwǣscan to extinguish, put out 
ācwencan to extinguish, put out, quench 
(ge)dwǣscan to extinguish, put out; to destroy 
cwencan to extinguish, quench 
ādwǣscan to extinguish, quench, put out, staunch, blot out; to appease, suppress, put 
to an end to; to put down, destroy (a person)  
āswefecian to extirpate 
wīdhergan to extol 
āðrȳn to extort; to rob; to drive out 
ātredan to extract, extort; to tread 
ontēon to extract, pull out, withdraw; to draw, pull; to untie; to asume, undertake 
āgylpan to exult in 
agilpan to exult, glory, boast 
āwlancian to exult; to be proud; to grow haughty or insolent 
smiðian to fabricate, forge, make out of metal or wood, make skilfully; to design 
(ge)hȳðegian to facilitate 
āswindan to fade away, languish, pine, perish, decay; to dissolve, shrink; to become 
weak; to enervate 
wealwian 2 to fade, dry up, shrivel, wither, decay 
ofniman to fail 
ātrucian to fail short of wine, to run short, run out; to run short of teeth (DOE) 
āwǣgnian to fail to perform, annul; to deceive (DOE) 
misgȳman to fail to take care, to neglect 
āswāmian to fail, cease, languish, die away 
ātēorian to fail, cease, leave off, come to an end; to become exhausted or weary, 
faint; to be defective 
āsweorcan to fail, languish, droop 
(ge)trucian to fail; to run short; to deceive; to disappoint, fail a person; to come to an 
end 
āswārcan to faint, languish, enfeeble; to be grieved or confounded 
oferhrēosan to fall 
hreran to fall 
onbehrēosan to fall 
onāslīdan to fall away, fail 
onslīdan to fall away, fail 
ætlimpan to fall away; to escape; to be lost 
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adūnfeallan to fall down 
fealletan to fall down 
dūnian to fall down 
forðhnīgan to fall down, fall forward 
infeallan to fall in 
āhnīgan to fall or bow down; to empty oneself 
tōfeallan to fall or break to pieces, fall down, fall off, fall away, collapse; fall 
apart; to demolish, destroy 
forðlūtan 2 to fall or lean forwards, fall down 
āfeallan 1 to fall or tumble down; to decline, decay, fall off, sink; to fall sick; to be 
destroyed 
foreslǣpan to fall sleep in the Lord, pass away, die 
tōhrēosan to fall to pieces; to decay, go to ruin, rot away 
tōsīgan to fall to pieces; to decay; to get worn out, be threadbare 
onbefeallan to fall upon 
(ge)drēosan to fall, fall down, fall to pieces, fall together, disappear, sink; to become 
weak, perish, droop, come to an end, die; to fail, fall in battle; to rush 
(ge)hrēosan to fall, fall down, sink; to glide away; to fail, go to ruin; to rush; to attack 
befeallan 1 to fall, fall off; to be assigned to, fall to; to deprive of, bereave of; to 
befall 
behrēosan to fall, rush down; to cover, shelter 
delan to fall, sink 
(ge)cringan to fall, sink, yield; to die 
glīdan to fall; to glide, slide, slip; to pass away, vanish, glide away 
gefetan to fall; to make (BT) 
(ge)feallan to fall; to stumble; to perish, fall, die; to overthrow; to be ruined; to 
decline, decay, fail; to inflict (on), attack; to flow; to reach by falling; to cause by 
falling 
fealgian to fallow, break-up land 
fannian to fan; to winnow corn 
misspōwan to fare badly 
āfæstan  to fast; to let out on hire 
behæpsian to fasten with a bolt, bolt a door 
spelcan to fasten with splints 
hæpsian to fasten, hasp, fasten with a bolt 
gefǣtnian to fatten, become fat; to anoint 
gefǣttian to fatten, grow or become fat; to anoint 
āfǣttian to fatten; to anoint 
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onðrecan to fear 
onforhtian to fear, be afraid 
ofdrǣdan to fear, be afraid, terrified 
(ge)fyrhtan to fear, be afraid; to make afraid, frighten, terrify; to tremble 
beforhtian to fear, dread 
drǣdan to fear, dread 
onēgan to fear, dread 
onsittan 2 to fear, dread 
ēgan to fear, dread 
ondrǣdan to fear, dread; to be affraid 
āwandian to fear, hesitate 
(ge)eargian to fear, terrify; to turn coward; to shun 
ðracian to fear,dread, shun 
gewistian to feast 
sendan to feast 
(ge)wistfullian to feast 
gewistlǣcan to feast, banquet 
symblian 1 to feast, carouse 
ēstan 1 to feast; to live luxuriously 
(ge)fiðerian to feather, give wings to; to flutter 
leppan to feed (hawks) 
misfēdan to feed improperly, nourish ill 
oferfyllan to feed to excess; to cram 
āmæstan to feed up, fatten 
(ge)mæstan to feed with mast, fatten; to anoint 
mēsan to feed, eat 
(ge)fēdan to feed, nourish; to sustain, support, bring up, foster, suckle; to produce, 
bear, bring forth 
(ge)lǣswian to feed, pasture, graze 
(ge)metsian to feed, supply with food, furnish with provisions 
(ge)reordian to feed; to eat, take food, dine, sup; to refresh; to entertain, feast 
reordan  to feed; to eat, take food; to refresh; to entertain, feast 
scamian to feel shame, be ashamed, blush; to cause shame; to be confounded; to 
confound 
(ge)hrēowsian to feel sorrow, be grieve or repent; to lament for; to do penance 
(ge)handlian to feel, handle; to deal with, discuss 
gefrēdan to feel, perceive, be sensible of; to know 
(ge)fēlan 1 to feel, perceive; to touch 
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behīwian to feign, dissimulate 
lēasettan to feign, pretend 
līcettan to feign, pretend, simulate, profess falsely, dissimulate, dissemble; to flatter 
lytigian to feign; to act cunningly or crookedly 
befyllan 1 to fell, lay low, strike down; to bereave, take by killing 
(ge)hīenan to fell, postrate; to overcome; to weaken, afflict, humble, humiliate, 
abase, oppress; to treat with dishonour or contempt, despise, degrade; to dismiss; to 
defeat; to injure, insult; to crush; to subject, accuse; to condemn 
To abuse, humiliate, rebuke, correct, treat with insult or contumely, despise, oppress, 
afflict, ill-treat, bringor lay low, subject 
gebyrman to ferment, leaven; to swell up; to be proud 
(ge)wyrmsan to fester 
infeccan to fetch in 
efenhemman to fetter 
(ge)fōtcopsian to fetter 
gefōtcypsan to fetter 
gefeterian to fetter, bind 
gewegan to fight 
wīgian to fight 
onāwinnan to fight against 
wiðgehæftan to fight against; to restrain 
forcompian to fight for 
wiðwinnan to fight or strive against; to oppose, resist 
(ge)feohtan to fight, combat; to contend, combat, make war; to win, obtain by 
fighting; to strive, struggle 
āfeohtan to fight, fight against; to attack, assail; to destroy, tear or pluck out 
(ge)campian to fight, strive, contend against; to serve as a soldier 
wīgan to fight; to do battle, make war 
fēolian to file 
(ge)sweorfan to file or grind away; to wipe, rub or polish off, scour 
nīwfyllan to fill anew 
geondfēolan to fill completely, permeate 
undercrammian to fill out underneath, stuff full below 
oflystan to fill with desire, please 
befyllan 2 to fill, fill up 
(ge)fyllan 1 to fill, fill up, replenish, cram; to complete, fulfil, satisfy; to accomplish, 
perform; to finish, put an end to; to overthrow 
āfyllan 1 to fill, fill up, replenish; to complete, fulfill, satisfy 
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gesadian to fill, satisfy, satiate 
seohhian to filter, strain, drain 
ofācsian to find out by asking, be informed; to learn; to hear of 
ofspyrian to find out by inquiry or search, trace out 
infindan to find, discover 
āfindan to find, find out, discover, detect; to feel, experience 
āgitan to find, find out, discover; to get, take away; to know, understand, consider 
(ge)mētan  to find, find out; to meet with, encounter, come across, come upon, fall in 
with; to obtain; to paint; to design;  
(ge)findan to find, meet with, come upon; to imagine, devise, invent, contrive; to 
discover, obtain by search or study; to determine, provide; to recover; to consider, 
decice, determine; to show, inform; to dispose, arrange, order 
(ge)fiscian to fish 
gesierian to fit out, arm, equip 
foregemearcian to fix beforehand, prescribe, stipulate 
gemǣrian 2 to fix the bounds of, mark out, limit 
(ge)hefeldian to fix the weft, begin the web 
āfæstnian to fix, confirm, fasten; to strengthen, fortify; to betroth, espouse; to enter, 
inscribe; to build 
(ge)fæstnian 1 to fix, fasten, bind, establish; to confirm, determine, ratify, conclude 
(peace); to betroth; to bestow upon; to make safe, secure; to imprison 
ætfæstnian to fix, implant, fasten; to entrust, let out land to a person  
befæstnian to fix; to pledge, betroth 
fyrclian to flash, flicker; to fork into many rays 
līxan to flash, shine, gleam, glitter 
lēasōleccan to flatter, blandish 
lyffettan to flatter, pay court to 
lēastyhtan to flatter, wheedle, cajole 
fician to flatter; to deceive 
flēan to flay, pull off the skin 
hyldan to flay, take off the skin 
tōflēon to flee away 
foreflēon to flee away 
oðflēon to flee away, escape 
framflēon to flee from 
forflēon to flee from, avoid, evade, escape 
beflēon to flee, flee away, escape, avoid; to pass by or under 
(ge)flēon to flee, fly from, put to flight, escape, avoid; to fly; to conquer 
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flotian to float 
tōflēotan to float in different directions; to be dispersed by water, carry away by a 
flood 
flēotan to float, swim; to sail, drift, flow; to skim 
rogian to flourish 
(ge)telgian to flourish, put forth shoots or banches 
beflōwan to flow around, overflow; to come by flowing 
eftflōwan to flow back 
forðflōwan to flow forth 
āflōwan to flow from or away, pass away 
ūtflōwan to flow out; scatter, be dispersed 
ūtāflōwan to flow out; scatter, be dispersed 
geondflōwan to flow over or through 
ætflōwan to flow together, accumulate; to increase 
underflōwan to flow under 
tōbeflōwan to flow up to 
onbeflōwan to flow upon 
ȳðan to flow, overflow, fluctuate, wave, surge; to roll, toss; to roar, rage; to be filled 
flōwan to flow, stream, issue; to become liquid, melt; to abound 
weallan to flow, well, bubble forth, spring out; to swarm; to boil, rage, heave; to 
be hot, burn, blaze; to be fervent or strongly moved; to turn, roll 
ȳðgian to fluctuate, flow, surge; roar, rage 
fiðercian to flutter 
flogettan to fly about, flutter; to be uncertain, vacillate, waver 
oðflēogan to fly away 
offlēogan to fly away  
forðflēogan to fly forth 
inflēon to fly from 
āwegflēon to fly or flee away 
oferflēon to fly over, flee from; to yield to 
ðurhflēon to fly through 
ūpflēogan to fly up 
ūpflēon to fly up 
beflēogan to fly upon, fly on to; to come by flying 
āflēon to fly, flee away, escape 
āflēogan to fly, flee away; fly from, escape 
floterian to fly, flutter, flicker; to be disquiet or troubled; to float, be carried or 
tossed by waves 
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(ge)flēogan to fly, fly over; to flee, take to flight 
windan to fly, leap, spring; to start; to wheel; to waver, swing; to twist, roll; to wave, 
brandish; to weave, plait 
fǣman to foam or froth 
ongēanfealdan to fold or roll back 
tōbefealdan to fold together 
gefildan to fold up 
(ge)fealdan to fold up, wrap, wrap up, roll up, roll about; to entangle; to join, attach 
closely; to involve, implicate (oneself in sth), entangle 
befealdan to fold, roll up, wrap up, envelop, surround; to cover; to bend the body; 
to clasp; to attach; to involve, implicate; to overwhelm 
forðfolgian to follow 
fullfyligan to follow (a teacher), obey; to pursue 
æfterfolgian to follow after, pursue, succeed 
(ge)folgian to follow, accompany; to follow after, pursue, go behind, run after; to 
follow as a servant, attendant or disciple 
(ge)lǣstan to follow, accompany; to help, attend, serve; to do, perform, carry out, 
practise, accomplish, fulfil, execute; to observe; to last, endure; to remain, continue; to 
furnish; to pay, grant; to discharge 
forðfyligan to follow, fall out, happen 
(ge)fylgan to follow, pursue, persecute, reach by following; to attend to; to observe; 
to obey; to obtain; to practise, carry out 
feligean to follow, pursue, persecute; to observe, attend to; to practise; to obey; to 
obtain 
beðettan to foment; to bathe 
foresacan to forbid 
tōcweðan to forbid, prohibit, interdict 
forbēodan to forbid, prohibit; to restrain; to refuse; to suppress; to annul; to repeat 
fornȳdan to force, compel 
(ge)bǣdan to force, compel, constrain; to impel, urge; to press, afflict, oppress; to 
require, solicit, exact; to defile sth 
(ge)nēadian 1 to force, compel, impel, urge; to constrain 
ābǣdan to force, compel, restrain, ward off; to extract, force out, wring; to 
demand, require, exact, take toll 
ānīdan to force, restrain, constrain, keep from; to repel, drive out, beat back 
beðrīdian to force; to overcome, overpower; to circumvent 
forewitan to foreknow 
foreteohhian to foreordain, destine 
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forewītegian to foresay, prophesy 
beforanscēawian to foresee 
forescēawian to foresee, forethink, foreshew, preordain; to appoint, decree; to provide, 
furnish with 
foresēon to foresee; to provide; to despise 
foretācnian to foreshow 
fōreætȳwian to foreshow, to go before and show the way 
foremanian to forewarn 
foregelǣran to forewarn 
forgitelian to forget 
ofergitolian to forget, be forgetful of 
ofergietan to forget; to disregard, neglect 
forgietan to forget; to neglect 
twislian to fork, branch, divide into two 
mǣgwlitian to form, shape, fashion 
gehīwlǣcan to form, shape, fashion; to colour 
forligrian to fornicate 
dyrnlicgan to fornicate, commit adultery, lie secretly 
behyrdan to fortify (a place) 
bedīcian to fortify, surround with a dyke, embank 
fōstrian to foster, nourish 
gegryndan to found (of a house) 
(ge)stǣlan to found, institute; to carry on; to confess, admit; to put upon, set up; to 
impute to, accuse of, charge with, declare against; to avenge 
āfrēon to free, deliver 
befrēogan to free, liberate 
(ge)frēogan to free, liberate, release, manumit; to like, love, think of lovingly, caress, 
embrace; to honour; to consume, eat up, gnaw, devour; to fret; to break, burst, destroy 
(ge)frēosan to freeze  
simblian 1 to frequent 
(ge)lōmlǣcan to frequent, use often, repeat; to be frequent 
āferscan to freshen, become fresh 
grēosan to frighten 
gebryddan to frighten, terrify 
āfyrhtan to frighten, terrify, affright 
āfǣran to frighten, terrify, affright; to dismay, astound 
(ge)egesian to frighten, terrify, affright; to threaten 
fǣran to frighten, terrify; to seize quickly, take by surprise; to raven 
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gǣstan to frighten; to afflict, torment 
gestefnan to fringe, provide with a border or fringe 
āfrēoðan to froth 
freoðan to froth  
(ge)hierstan to fry, roast, scorch; to pain 
fullforðian to fulfil 
fullgān to fulfil, finish; to perfect; to carry out, perform, accomplish; to follow, go after, 
imitate; to obey; to help, aid 
(ge)īsnian to furnish or cover with iron (armour) 
gescȳgean to furnish with shoes 
(ge)fūrian to furrow 
(ge)fȳran to furrow, cut with ploughshare; to castrate 
forðhebban to further; to advance, carry sth forwards (DOE) 
forðwegan to further; to advance, to carry sth forwards (DOE) 
gȳnan to gain 
fēon to gain  
oðflītan to gain by legal process 
mægenian to gain strength 
tæflan to gamble, game 
āgānian to gape, yawn 
gipian to gape, yawn 
cīnan to gape, yawn; to crack, break into chinks 
cinnan I to gape, yawn? 
gagulsuillan to gargle 
swolgettan to gargle, wash the throat, take into the throat; to swallow 
āsamnian to gather (sth) together (DOE) 
wīnreopan to gather grapes 
insomnian to gather in 
wīnhrēafetian to gather or take grapes 
gaderian to gather, bring together, join, assemble, unite; to collect, compile, 
accumulate, amass, store up, garner; to pluck; to associate with; to concentrate 
(ge)gadrian to gather, collect, compile, store up; to put together unite, join, assemble; 
to agree, associate (with); to concentrate (thoughts); to pluck (flowers, etc.) 
lesan to gather, collect; to select, pick; to lease; to glean 
gorettan to gaze, stare about; to pour forth 
ofācennan to generate 
cinnan II to generate, procreate 
forbelgan to get angry, be enraged 
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geredian to get at, reach; to discover; to do, carry out, effect; to find out, hit upon 
oðwindan to get away, escape 
(ge)wierpan to get better, recover from illness 
lǣllan 1 to get black and blue; to hurl a dart 
brūnian to get brown 
swodrian to get drowsy, fall asleep 
ofdruncnian to get drunk (on) 
ofðīnan to get or be too moist 
ūtfēolan to get out 
geōnettan to get quickly, seize; to occupy; to make useless 
hrēogan to get rough (of weather), become stormy 
ðurhfōn to get through, penetrate 
geiernan 2 to get to, attain, meet with; occur (to one’s mind);  coagulate; grow up 
morgenwacian to get up early in the morning 
(ge)tīdrian to get weak or infirm, become feeble; to get or be frail, perishable; to 
decay 
(ge)hāligan 1 to get well, become hale or whole, recover; to heal; to be saved 
wyrsian to get worse 
geaflian to get, obtain 
geholian to get, obtain 
(ge)hlēotan to get, obtain or receive by lots, cast lots; to allot  
(ge)strīenan to get, obtain, acquire, gain, amass; to create, generate, beget, procreate; 
to increase, augment 
begietan to get, obtain, attain, gain, acquire, receive; to procure; to take, seize, 
catch, lay hold of; to happen; to beget; to seek out; to find 
gietan to get, obtain, take 
cystan to get, procure, get the value of; to spend, lay out 
gerǣcan to get, reach, obtain, attain, seize, lay hold on; to overtake; to give, yield, 
grant; to offer, present; to stretch out, extend the hand; to reproach; to go, move, come 
to, arrive 
(ge)rǣcan to get, reach, obtain, attain; to seize, lay hold of; to reach out, extend, 
stretch out; to overtake; to give, offer, present, grant; to hold forth; to move, go, come 
to, arrive; to reproach 
underfōn to get, receive, obtain; to take, accept; to take in, entertain; to assume, 
take up, undertake, adopt; to submit; to undergo, bear; to steal, take surreptitiously 
fācian to get, try to obtain; to wish for, desire to obtain; to reach, arrive at a point 
ārǣcan to get; to get at, reach; to hold, hand 
(ge)gyldan 1 to gild 
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begyldan to gild, adorn with gold 
ingerǣcan to give (something) in (to somebody) 
plættan to give a sounding blow, smack; to buffet 
(ge)ecgan to give an edge, sharpen, harrow 
onwīcan to give away; to yield, retreat 
eftagyfan to give back 
ongifan to give back; to forgive, pardon 
giefan to give bestow, allow, grant, confer; to commit, entrust, devote; to give in 
marriage; to release 
drencan to give drink; to make drunk; to intoxicate; to drench, saturate, soak; to 
submerge, plunge, drown, sink 
gīslian to give hostages or security 
(ge)līffæstan to give life, endow with life, vivify; to quicken, make alive 
līhtan to give light, lighten, illuminate; to make light, shine; to grow light, dawn; to 
light, kindle 
lygenian to give one the lie, convict of falsehood. +lygnod perjured 
(ge)lygnian to give one the lie, convict or charge with falsehood 
gebēcan to give or grant by book or charter, to charter; to furnish with books 
(ge)bisenian to give or set an example, instruct by example, exemplify; to model; to 
serve as model, to inform; 
forðsyllan to give out, to pay out 
gerestan to give rest to, lodge; to rest, repose, remain, lie; to sit; to cease, not be 
active; to dwell, lodge 
(ge)hūslian to give the eucharist; to administer the sacrament 
bescencan to give to drink 
forðscencan to give to drink 
byrelian to give to drink, seve, pour out 
forgīemelēasian to give up, abandon, neglect, omit 
āsellan to give up; to expel, banish; to deliver, hand over 
forescynian to give way before, shun 
(ge)tiðian to give, bestow, grant, permit 
(ge)tīðian to give, bestow, grant, permit 
onlēon 1 to give, bestow, lend, grant 
gifian to give, bestow, present, endow, bestow gifts; glorify 
gelācian to give, bestow, present; to accompany with gifts 
(ge)unnan to give, concede, bestow, grant; to allow, consent; to be glad to see; to 
wish, desire 
ēadan to give, concede, grant 
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(ge)gifian  to give, deliver, hand over, present, bestow gifts upon, endow; to glorify 
āgiefan to give, deliver, impart, yield; to give back, return, render, restore, pay what is 
due; to pay; to leave, give up, abandon 
forgiefan to give, grant, bestow, supply; to allow, permit; to forgive, overlook, 
remit; to give up, leave off; to give in marriage 
(ge)lēon to give, lend, grant for a time 
(ge)lǣnan  to give, lend, grant, lease 
ætgifan to give, render, afford 
(ge)sellan to give, supply, furnish, lend; to surrender, give up, yield up; to betray; to 
entrust, deliver to, appoint, allot, hand over, commit; to produce, give forth, be the 
source of; to lay by, hide; to sell, give in payment; to promise; to pay tribute, offer, 
dedicate to God 
tǣtan to gladden, cheer 
oðglīdan to glide away, disappear; to escape 
tōglīdan to glide away, to fall to pieces, fall asunder, collapse; to be dispersed, 
dissipated, dispelled, disappear, vanish; to pass away; to split; to slip, slip away 
oferglīdan to glide over, traverse, pass over, overshadow 
āglīdan to glide, slip, stumble 
scīnefrian to glitter 
bliccettan to glitter, quiver 
brōdian to glitter, shine 
(ge)wuldorfullian to glorify 
āwuldrian to glorify 
glōwan to glow 
belīman to glue together 
gristbitian to gnash or frind the teeth; to rage 
gryrran to gnash, chatter (of teeth) 
forgnagan to gnaw or eat up 
eftgān to go 
ongēanfēran to go again, return 
āweggān to go away 
fromgangan to go away 
framgewītan to go away from, depart from; to apostatize 
āweggewītan to go away, depart 
oðgān to go away, escape 
āwegcuman to go away, leave, escape 
tōgangan to go away, pass away, part 
eftgecyrran to go back, return, to turn (DOE) 
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foregengan to go before, ahead, in front 
forelēoran to go before, pass by 
foregangan 1 to go before, precede, excel; to abstain from  
foregangan 2 to go before, precede; to project 
foregān 2 to go before, precede; to project; to stand out 
forestīgan to go before, to excel 
(ge)rōwan to go by water, row, sail; to swim 
forðgestīgan to go forth or forwards, advance; to ascend 
forðfaran to go forth, depart, die 
(ge)forðfēran to go forth, depart, die 
(ge)forðgefēran to go forth, depart, die  
forðgefaran to go forth, depart, die; to go by, pass 
forsīðian to go forth, depart; to perish, die 
forðscrīðan 2 to go forth, pass on 
forðlēoran to go forth, proceed 
forðgān to go forth, proceed, advance, go on; to go or pass by, precede; to 
succeed 
forðgewītan 2 to go forth, proceed, depart, die; to go by, pass 
forðgangan to go forth, proceed; to go before, precede 
ūpfēran to go forth, spring forth 
framsīðian to go from or away, depart 
beswician to go from, evade, escape, be free from, be without 
ingangan to go in, enter 
ināgān to go in, enter 
(ge)innian to go in; to lodge, put up; to include, fill in, get within, bring in; to 
supply; to charge; to restore 
snyðian to go nose, go as a dog with its nose to the ground; beak forwards (of a 
plough) 
(ge)ǣrendian to go on an errand, carry a message, send word to; to intercede; to seek 
for; to obtain; to speed; to succeed 
ærendian  to go on an errand; to act as emissary or advocate, intercede; to negotiate 
hyrsian to go on horseback? 
forðtilian to go on striving 
fromhweorfan to go or depart from, turn from 
ālēoran to go or flee away, depart; to pass away 
ymbfēran to go or journey round or about, surround 
forfēran to go or pass away, depart, perish, die 
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forfaran to go or pass away, perish; to lose; to run, destroy; to obstruct, intercept, 
blockade; to go before 
geondscrīðan 2 to go or pass through or about, traverse 
ðurhfaran to go or pass through or over, traverse, pierce; to penetrate; to trasscend, 
pass beyond 
ðurhwadan to go or pass through, penetrate, pierce, bore 
ðurhscrīðan 2 to go or pass through, traverse, glide through 
oferyrnan to go or run over, overwhelm; to cross, pass by running; to spread over or 
throughout 
forðstæppan to go or step forth, proceed; to pass by 
ymbærnan to go or travel round 
forðgewendan to go or turn out 
ymbhweorfan to go or turn round, revolve; to encompass, go round; to be occupied 
with, attend to, go about a business, tend, cultivate 
ūtgān to go out 
ūtfaran to go out 
ūtgegān to go out 
ūtgangan to go out 
ūtofgān to go out of 
āfaran to go out, depart, march; to travel 
fromfēran to go out, go from 
ūtlēoran to go out, pass 
ðurhgangan to go over or through, pass through, pierce; to penetrate, perambulate 
ðurhgān to go over or through, pass through, pierce; to penetrate, permeate, 
pervade 
begān to go over, traverse, pass by; to surround, go round; to occupy, dwell, inhabit; to 
cultivate, till; to fall into; to beset; to go to, come, get; to visit, attend; to care for, 
cherish; to worship, honour, serve, venerate; to do, perform, commit, practise, exercise, 
engage in; to enjoy; to use, employ; carry on; to behave; to observe; to confine; to 
profess; to pretend; to overrun 
snyrian to go quickly, hurry, hasten 
stalian to go stealthily, steal upon a person 
geondgangan to go through or about, traverse, perambulate 
geondlācan to go through or over, traverse; to flow over 
geondfaran to go through, traverse, pervade; to penetrate, permeate 
geondfēran to go through, traverse, surpass 
tōgān to go to or into, part; to separate, part, go away, depart; to disperse; to happen, 
come to pass 
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tōberstan to go to pieces, break in two, be rent asunder, shatter, burst apart, cause 
to burst apart; to break out 
ætgangan 2 to go to, approach 
āstǣgan to go up, ascend, mount up; to embark 
ūpgān to go up; make to go up, raise; rise (of sun) 
mislimpan to go wrong, turn out unfortunately 
(ge)cuman to go, come, approach, get to, attain, arrive; to come together, assemble; 
to come to, recover; to depart, escape from; to become, get converted 
snēowan to go, come, proceed, hasten 
āstīgan to go, come, proceed, step; to rise, ascend, mount, climb; to go down into, 
descend 
(ge)gān to GO, come; to move, proceed, advance, traverse, walk; to depart, go 
away; to happen, take place, turn out; to be pregnant; to pass, elapse (of time); to be 
current (of coinage); to apply to, betake oneself to; to attain, reach, extend  
(ge)lēoran to go, depart, emigrate; to pass, pass away, vanish, die, cease to exist; to 
pass over 
sīðian to go, depart, travel, journey, wander 
bestæppan to go, enter; to step, tread upon, tread with the foot 
āgān to go, go by, pass (of time); pass into possession (of inhereted property); occur, 
befall; come forth, grow; approach; lose strength. of ā go away 
befaran to go, go round or among, traverse, travel through, go all over; to go, 
march; to surround, encompass; to surprise, catch; to come up 
gefēran to go, march, depart, travel, fare, sail, traverse; to come, get to a place; to 
happen; to effect, bring about; to accomplish, attain, gain, obtain, succeed; to suffer, 
undergo, experience; to bring, bear; to bederived 
fēran 1 to go, march, set out, depart, make a journey, travel, sail; to come; to behave, act 
scrīðan to go, move, glide; to wander, go hither and thither, go about 
wrigian to go, move, wend; to turn, bend, twist; to strive, struggle; to press 
forward, endeavour, venture 
gengan to go, pass 
gegān to go, proceed, walk, depart, pass away; to pass over; to happen; to get, gain, 
acquire; to do, perform; to occupy, conquer, subdue, overrun; to observe; to practise, 
exercise; to accomplish, effect; to pass, elapse 
gegangan to go, proceed, walk, depart; to come, arrive; to happen, take place, 
befall; to observe; to pass over; to overcome, subdue, conquer; to practise, exercise, go 
over; to accomplish, effect; to acquire, obtain 
(ge)hlēapan to go, run; to leap, jump, spring, dance; to mount 
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(ge)faran to go, set forth, proceed, wander, travel, arrive, reach by going; to obtain; 
to be, exist, happen, act, fare; to be current; to depart, die, defunct; to get on, succeed; to 
undergo, suffer; to carry out, execute; to complete, accomplish 
onstæppan to go, walk 
(ge)wærlan to go, wend; to turn; to pass by 
āgangan to go; to go by, pass; to happen, occur, come forth, befall, come to pass; 
to grow; to approach; to lose strength 
gangan to go; to go on foot, walk; to turn out; 
onstȳran to govern 
beweorðian to grace, adorn, dignify 
ondlēanian to grant 
ūtāsellan to grant outright 
scearian to grant, allot 
wiðgrīpan to grapple with, seize on 
wiðfōn to grasp at, seize on, clutch, lay hold on 
(ge)grindan to grate, scrape, grind or rub together, gnash; to sharpen, grind to 
powder; to oppress, crush 
ettan to graze 
grasian to graze 
(ge)hālettan to greet, hail, salute 
(ge)grētan to greet, salute, welcome; to speak to, address, accost; to challenge; to 
seek out; to come to, approach, visit; to afflict, illtreat, attack, assail; to touch, handle, 
take hold of; to deal with 
sārettan to grieve, lament; to complain 
āsworettan to grieve; to sigh, draw a deep breath 
grennian to grin, gnash the teeth, grunt 
forgrindan 1 to grind down; to crush, mangle,pulverize, ruin, destroy; to consume 
gnyrran to grind the teeth, creak 
gristan to grind, gnash 
gegyrdan to grind, invest with attributes 
begrindan to grind; to polish, sharpen; deprive of, rob 
gēn 3 to groan, cry out 
ætfeohtan to grope about, feel earnestly; to fight against, contend 
tōweaxan to grow apart (in a scattered way) 
beorhtnan to grow bright 
(ge)nīpan to grow dark, obscure; to rise as a cloud 
mistran to grow dim 
misweaxan to grow improperly 
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ðīnan to grow moist or damp 
gamolian to grow old 
onealdian to grow old 
fealwian to grow or become  yellow, fallow, wither; to ripen, fade 
forheardian to grow or become hard, harden 
lēohtian  to grow or become light, dawn; to give light, illuminate, shine; to be 
lightened, become less heavy; to be relieved 
(ge)trumian to grow or become strong; to make strong; to amend, recover health 
forðweaxan to grow or break forth, burst forth 
(ge)ǣfnian to grow or draw towards evening 
forealdian to grow or wax old, become old, decay; to run out, expire 
(ge)ealdian to grow or wax old, decay 
begrōwan to grow over 
piplian to grow pimply, break out in pimples; to show eruptions 
ryderian to grow red 
onsceortian to grow short 
ālatian to grow sluggish or dull 
werodian to grow sweet 
forgrōwan to grow to excess or fullness 
fullweaxan to grow to maturity 
efenweaxan to grow together 
tēan to grow tough or pliant 
ǣfenlǣcan to grow towards evening 
æfenian to grow towards evening 
forðframian to grow up; to make progress, thrive 
ātīdrian to grow weak 
āwācian to grow weak, languish; to fall, decline, belittle, lapse; to fail, fall away; 
to desist from, abstain; to appease, mollify; to relax, be indolent 
mēðian to grow weary 
wrīdian to grow, flourish, spring up, be productive 
(ge)grōwan to grow, flourish, spring, sprout, germinate; to produce, bear (of soil); to 
grow together, unite by growing; to increase 
ūpyrnan 1 to grow, increase; 
wæstmian to grow, increase; to fructify; to bear or bring forth fruit 
alan to grow, produce; to nourish; to appear 
ālēodan to grow, spring up 
lēodan to grow, spring up; to spring from; to descend 
geðingan to grow, thrive, become excellent 
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gewrīðan to grow, thrive, flourish 
wrīdan to grow, thrive, flourish, be productive 
āweaxan to grow, wax; to arise, come forth 
missprecan to grumble, murmur 
grunnettan to grunt 
onwarian to guard oneself against, beware, take heed 
āweardian to guard, defend, protect 
bewerian to guard, protect; to defend; to check, prevent, restrain; to forbid 
bewarian to guard, protect; to preserve, keep watch; to ward off 
(ge)wissian to guide, direct, instruct, rule, command, govern; to show, point out; to 
declare, make known; to inform 
gerihtreccan to guide, direct; to show rightly, demonstrate 
āstȳran to guide, steer, control, govern 
haccian to hack 
inbeslēan to hack into (any one) 
ofhæccan to hack off 
hagolian to hail 
healtian to halt, limp, be lame; to hesitate; to fall away 
āhealtian to halt; to limp, crawl 
helfan to halve, divide into two parts 
hamelian to hamstring; to mutilate 
āgrāpian to handle, grasp tightly 
āhangian to hang 
onāhōn to hang on 
ūpāhōn to hang up 
oferhōn to hang with something so as to cover an object 
(ge)hangian to hang, be suspended; to depend, be attached, hold fast, cling to; to lean 
over 
āhōn to hang, suspend, crucify 
hōn 1 to hang, suspend; to crucify; to put on (clothes) 
mistīmian to happen amiss 
getīmian to happen, befall, fall out 
(ge)tīdan to happen, betide, befall; to fall to (one’s lot) 
ālimpan to happen, occur, befall 
(ge)belimpan to happen, occur, befall; to concern, regard; to belong to; to conduce to; 
to befit ; to appertain 
(ge)scēon 1 to happen, occur, come upon, fall (to); to go quickly; to fly 
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(ge)limpan to happen, occur, take place, befall; to exist; to be made or produced; to 
belong to, pertain, belong or be assigned to, fall to; to affect, concern; to suit, befit; to 
come upon 
(ge)sǣlan 1 to happen, take place, betide; to succeed 
(ge)byrian 1 to happen; to belong to, pertain; to fall out; to be concerned with, behove, 
be incumbent on, be the duty of; to be suitable, appropriate, convenient, befit; to be 
granted, be allotted to a person or object; to fall to 
onhergian to harass 
tyrwan 1 to harass, vex 
forhyrdan to harden 
geondhyrdan to harden thoroughly 
wiðheardian to harden, make obdurate 
oðwyrcan to harm 
(ge)derian to harm, hurt, damage, injure 
hearmian to harm, hurt, injure 
(ge)scyrdan to harm, hurt, injure; to destroy 
(ge)sceaðian to harm, hurt, injure; to spoil; to rob, steal 
slīðan to harm, hurt, wound, damage, destroy 
sliðan to harm, hurt, wound, damage, injure, destroy 
teoswian to harm, injure, hurt, annoy 
scerran to harness (an animal) to sth 
beegðan to harrow 
geegðan to harrow 
forðonettan to hasten forth 
gefōtian to hasten up 
(ge)ofestan to hasten, be quick; to approach, draw near; to undertake, strive after, 
endeavour to do 
radian to hasten; to be quick, come quickly; to do quickly or diligently; to put briefly; 
to prosper, further; to provide, furnish 
āfȳsan to hasten; to incite, impel, urge, accelerate, excite, make ready; to make eager, 
inspire with longing; to drive, drive away 
gehiscan to hate 
lāðettan to hate, abhor, loathe, abominate, hold in detestation, execrate; to make 
hateful or repulsive; to be odious or hateful, be hostile 
(ge)hatian to hate, treat as an enemy 
hættian 2 to hate, treat as an enemy 
lāðian to hate; to be hateful or loathed 
gefēogan  to hate; to persecute 
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hetsian to hate?, impingere  
ūtyrnan to have diarrhoea 
geonwealdian to have dominion over, exercise authority 
behōfian to have need of, need, require, wan: it concerns, behoves, belongs, is 
needful or necessary 
ofearmian to have pity or compassion 
(ge)stillan 1 to have rest; to be or become calm or still; to calm, still, appease, relieve, 
assuage, mitigate, abate, quiet, hush; to pacify; to stop, stall; to restrain 
(ge)habban to have, own, possess; to keep, hold, retain; to look after, cherish, esteem; 
to entertain; to carry on; to consider; to be subject to, experience; to get, obtain; to 
declare, assert; to maintain; to use, treat 
gehabban to have, possess; to contain; to hold, restrain, keep from; to maintain, 
preserve, retain, detain; to allow, suffer; to treat; to attack; to exhibit 
behealdan to have, possess; to hold, occupy; to guard, preserve, take care, regard; to 
contain; to belong; to observe, consider, mind; to avail; to effect; to see, look at, watch, 
observe, behold, gaze on; to signify, mean; to avail; to beware, be cautious, take heed; 
to restrain; to act, behave; to attend; to intend 
ðurhhǣlan to heal thoroughly 
(ge)lācnian to heal, cure, dress (a wound); to treat; to take care of, look after, tend 
batian to heal, get or grow better, recovery from ill health, improve in health 
(ge)hǣlan to heal, relieve, cure, restore, save; to greet, salute, hail 
bestyrian to heap or pile up 
behȳpian to heap up 
(ge)hēapian to heap up, collect, bring together, accumulate 
(ge)hēoran to hear, listen (to); obey, follow; accede to, grant; be subject to, belong 
to, serve 
āhlystan to hear, listen to (sth) 
(ge)heorcnian to hear, listen, hearken 
(ge)hlystan to hear, listen, hearken; to attend to, obbey 
(ge)hīeran to hear, listen, perceive, hearken; to follow, serve, obey; to grant; to 
accede; to be subject to, belong to; to hear judicially, try; to be informed about 
ofhīeran to hear, overhear 
oferhīeran to hear, overhear; to disregard, neglect; not to listen, disobey 
ðurhglēdan to heat through 
onhǣtan to heat, inflame 
ontendan to heat, set fire to, kindle, inflame, burn; to excite, kindle emotion or 
passion 
onbærnan to heat, set on fire, light, ignite, kindle, inflame; to burn; to inspire 
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(ge)beðian to heat, warm; to wash, bathe; to foment; to cherish; to immerse 
(ge)hǣtan to heat; to become hot 
onǣlan to heat; to set on fire, inflame, ignite, kindle, burn; to consume; to incite; 
to inspire; to enlighten 
(ge)hebban to heave; to raise, lift, mount; to elevate, exalt, extol; to set up, institute 
ymbwyrcan to hedge in; to weave 
(ge)hēdan 1 to heed, take care, protect, guard, attend; to take, obtain, receive; to 
observe, take note of 
(ge)fullǣstan to held, give aid, assist, support 
tōhelpan to help 
(ge)fultuman to help, aid, assist, support, supply; to be propitious to; to overlook 
forstandan to help, aid, protect, defend; to resist, withstand, oppose; to prevent, 
hinder; to benefit, avail; to understand, signify, be equal to; to stand up for 
(ge)helpan to help, aid, support, assist, preserve, succour; to cure, amend; to do 
good, benefit; to be of use, avail, profit 
āhelpan to help, assist, support 
(ge)fylstan to help, give help, aid, support, to help, give help, aid, assist, support, 
protect 
forwandian to hesitate, be confounded, be reluctant; to be ashamed; to be afraid; to 
reverence, have in honour 
forhȳdan to hide 
ādīglian to hide 
oðhȳdan to hide away; to hide from 
(ge)byrgan to hide, bury, inter, cover with a mound, raise a mound 
āhȳdan to hide, conceal 
bedyrnan to hide, conceal, conceal from (dat) 
(ge)diernan to hide, conceal, keep secret; to hide oneself; to restain, repress 
mīðan to hide, conceal, keep to oneself, dissemble; to remain concealed; to avoid, 
refrain from, forbear, shun 
bemīðan to hide, conceal; to lie hid 
(ge)lūtian to hide, lie hid, be concealed, lurk, skulk; to be lantent 
ætlūtian to hide; to lie hid, lurk 
hīgian to hie, hasten, strive 
(ge)hremman to hinder, impede, obstruct; to prevent, cumber 
gǣlan to hinder, impede; delay, linger; hesitate, keep in suspense; dupe 
āgǣlan to hinder; to hold, detain, keep back; to delay, retard; to neglect, profane; to 
preoccupy 
hȳrian to hire 
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efnegebrengan to hire, employ; to press close, pack together, to compress 
āhȳran to hire; to praise 
āwistlian to hiss, lisp, speak indistinctly 
wiðspurnan to hit or dash against 
āsnǣsan to hit, strike against; to spit; to impale, stab, stake 
(ge)dēoran to hold dear, love, endear, glorify 
forhealdan to hold improperly, rebel against; to keep too long; to forsake, fall away 
from; to let go; to disregard, neglect; to misuse, abuse a privilege; to defile, pollute 
forhabban to hold in, restrain; to retain, keep back, abstain, refrain; to avoid 
beclyppan to hold, clasp, clip; to embrace; to inclose, encompass 
hafenian to hold, grasp; to lift up 
āhealdan to hold, keep 
(ge)healdan to hold, keep, guard, protect, maintain, preserve, retain; to contain, 
possess; to hold, grasp; to restrain, confine, curb, withhold; to lock up; to detain; to last; 
to inhabit; to control, rule, govern, reign, compel; to defend, uphold; to take care, 
cherish, foster; to maintain, support; to observe, regard; to do, practise, fulfil; to pay; to 
celebrate; to go, proceed; to treat, behave to, bear oneself; to keep in mind; to hold fast 
gehendan to hold; to catch, seize, grasp 
āholian to hollow, dig, scoop out; to engrave, emboss 
holian to hollow, scoop out, dig, make a hole; to become hollow, be perforated 
geārwierðan to honour 
(ge)mǣðegian to honour, respect, spare 
(ge)ārweorðian to honour, reverence, extol, worship 
hoppian to hop, leap; to dance; to limp 
āhopian to hope for; to trust in 
(ge)hopian to hope, expect; to look for, watch; to trust, have confidence 
(ge)hyhtan to hope, trust; to be glad, rejoice, exult; to soften (hardship) 
(ge)hūsian to house, give shelter in a house 
culpian to humble oneself, cringe; to humiliate 
āhēnan to humble, abase, tread down or under foot; to accuse 
(ge)ēaðmōdian to humiliate, humble or submit onself; to obey; to be humble; to 
condescend, deign, vouchsafe; to worship, adore 
forhīenan to humiliate, humble, oppress, outrage; to defeat, waste; to cast down 
tōhuntian to hunt 
(ge)huntian to hunt  
cleacian to hurry, go nimble 
scyndan to hurry, hasten; to impel, drive forward; to urge, incite, exhort 
āderian to hurt, injure 
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gewierdlian to hurt, injure, spoil, violate; to obstruct 
(ge)yfelian to hurt, injure, wrong, maltreat, afflict; to become bad, grow worse; to 
suffer 
āwierdan to hurt, injure; to destroy, spoil, kill; to corrupt, violate; to seduce 
mistūcian to ill-treat 
(ge)hierwan to illtreat, abuse, oppress, disparage, deride, despise, vex, scorn; to 
blame, condemn; to blaspheme 
onālīhtan to illuminate 
tōlīhtan to illuminate 
oferscīnan to illuminate, cover with light; to excel (in brightness) 
geondlīhtan to illuminate, enlighten 
ongelīhtan to illuminate, give light to, enlighten; restore to sight; shine 
onlīhtan to illuminate, give light to, enlighten; to restore to sight; to shine 
onbyrhtan to illumine 
(ge)inlīhtan to illumine, enlighten 
ingedrincan to imbibe, drink. indruncen plied with drink 
hyrian to imitate 
ofhyrian to imitate 
geliccettan to imitate 
onhyrian to imitate, emulate 
æfterhyrigan to imitate, resemble 
bedȳfan to immerse 
indīpan to immerse, dip in 
bedīfan to immerse, plunge 
indǣlan to impart, infuse 
ondǣlan to impart, infuse 
(ge)mǣnsumian to impart; to partake of, participate in; to have fellowship, have 
the companionship of a person, live with, marry; to communicate; to administer 
Eucharist 
wrecan to impel, press, push; to drive, advance; to express in words, utter, recite; to 
impress, inlay; to practise, carry out or on, execute, wreak; to punish; to avenge, take 
vengeance, revenge 
scyhtan to impel, prompt, instigate, urge 
plihtan to imperil, bring danger upon an object; to compromise 
(ge)impian to implant, graft; to introduce into, mingle in; to busy oneself with 
bescēotan to implant, inject, plunge into, shoot into, precipitate one's self to; to  
happen, occur; to go, be sent; to dash, fling 
onāsāwan to implant, instil 
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āhalsian to implore 
behrōpan to importune, trouble; to rail; to plague; to scoff at 
geðearfian to impose necessity 
onsettan to impose; to oppress, bear down 
onðryccan to impress 
āstæppan to imprint (a footstep) 
onstǣlan to impute to, accuse of 
tennan to incite, encourage to effort; to lure, coax 
(ge)hwettan to incite, encourage, whet, excite, egg on; to sharpen 
ontyhtan to incite, instigate, urge, impel 
geeggian to incite, urge, egg on, excite 
tōlūtan to incline to 
tōīecan to increase 
tōætēacnian to increase 
ēacian to increase 
tōætȳcan to increase 
āðindan to increase, swell, puff up, inflate; to pass away, melt 
inbecweðan to inculcate 
tōbīcnan to indicate 
(ge)tītelian to indicate by a written mark, entitle, ascribe; appoint 
(ge)bēacnian to indicate, show, point out, make signs, signify, beckon; to signify, 
denote; to announce, betoken, summon; to nod; to wink 
gebȳcnian to indicate, show; to beckon 
inhǣtan to inflame 
onlīgan to inflame 
tōblǣdan to inflate, puff up; to enlarge, dilate 
anbesettan to inflict 
æteglan to inflict pain, harm; to trouble, torment, grieve 
onbelǣdan to inflict upon, lead or bring in 
gewiterian to inform 
woman to infringe; deprive of 
onāgēotan to infuse 
ongēotan to infuse, impregnate 
(ge)inbūan to inhabit 
oneardian to inhabit 
geondeardian to inhabit 
onwunian to inhabit, dwell; to remain; to apply one’s self to 
(ge)yrfeweardian to inherit, possess an inheritance 
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yrfan to inherit; leave (by wilI); honour with a funeral feast 
geǣwierdlian to injure 
ālēfian 1 to injure, maim, lame, cripple; to enfeeble, mate weak or sick 
forhǣlan to injure, make unsound 
bespyrigan to inquire, trace, track 
anbestingan to insert, thrust in 
tōēðian to inspire 
onorðian to inspire 
ðurhblāwan to inspire, animate 
inblāwan to inspire, breathe upon; to puff up, inflate 
geondblāwan to inspire, illuminate 
(ge)tȳn to instruct, teach, educate; to imbue 
sēpan to instruct, teach; to cause to perceive 
ontimbran to instruct; to edify 
gehornian to insult 
mynian to intend; to be impelled, direct oneself towards an object 
foregebiddan to intercede 
forðingian to intercede, arrange or plead for anyone 
foreðingian to intercede, defent, plead for 
āræpsan to intercept 
forebēgan to intercept 
offaran to interecept; to overtake; to attack, fall upon 
eftgetrahtian to interpret, translate 
ofdrincan to intoxicate 
ondrencan 1 to intoxicate, inebriate; to fill with water 
inbelǣdan to introduce, lead in 
inlǣdan to introduce, lead or bring in 
ingelǣdan to introduce, lead or bring in 
inswōgan to invade 
āsmūgan to investigate 
geondsmēagan to investigate, examine, search through; to discuss 
āswaðian to investigate, follow out a track 
foregesweotolian to investigate, search into 
ingelaðian to invite 
inlaðian to invite 
eftlaðian to invite again or in return 
tōgelaðian to invite along 
ðingan 1 to invite, address 
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geleaðian to invite, summon, call upon; to ask 
incēgan to invoke, call upon 
onclypian to invoke, call upon 
bewealcan to involve 
rāfian to involve, wrap up; to disclose, unclose  
wyrðan to irrigate with manure 
(ge)dreccan to irritate, annoy, afflict, vex, trouble, torment, oppress; to provoke; to 
injure, destroy 
tēonian to irritate, annoy, vex; to provoke; to slander, abuse, insult, calumniate, 
reproach, revile 
ābylgan to irritate, provoke, offend, anger, vex 
(ge)tȳnan 2 to irritate, vex, trouble; to insult, revile 
ūtsīon to issue out 
giccan to itch 
scægan to jeer 
heascan to jeer at, reproach; to rail 
āfēgan to join 
befēgan to join 
cimban to join 
tōcnyccan to join 
efnegegadrian to join together 
formengan to join together, associate, mingle 
geǣnan to join with, unite oneself to 
geðoftian to join, associate, make a league or alliance with, ally oneself; to write 
(ge)spannan to join, attach, fasten, clasp, link; to join in matrimony; to harness or 
yoke oxen; to span; to attack 
beðēodan to join, attach; to be joined 
gelīman to join, connect, glue or stick together, cement 
(ge)ðēodan to join, connect, unite, associate (with), attach or subject oneself to; to 
come to, be near; to adjust; to apply;  to engage in; to translate 
gefangian to join, fasten 
tōrǣcan to join, put together 
besēowian to join, sew together 
(ge)tīegan to join, tie, bind; to connect 
(ge)fēgan to join, unite, attach, bind; to fix; to adapt, square; to constrain, confine; 
to compose; to compact 
(ge)geocian to join, yoke 
gehīeran to judge 
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ādēman to judge, try, abjudicate, abjudge, deem; to doom, deprive of by a legal 
decision; to afflict 
hoppetan to jump, hop, leap; to rejoice; to throb 
(ge)sōðfæstian to justify 
hyrnan to jut out like a horn or wedge 
forðrǣsan 1 to jut out, protrude 
onhealdan 1 to keep (at peace) 
(ge)fērlǣcan to keep company or fellowship, accompany; to unite, associate 
ofhabban to keep from, restrain, hold back 
mymerian to keep in the memory, remember 
ādumbian to keep silence, to become mute or dumb 
forswigian to keep silent; to conceal by silence; to pass over, suppress 
ðurhwacian to keep vigil, continue watching 
beweardian to keep, guard, protect; to observe closely 
(ge)friðian to keep, guard; to protect, preserve, shelter, cherish; to defend, save, 
rescue; to free; to observe 
āsparian to keep, preserve; to spare 
(ge)werian  to keep, protect, defend, guard, take care of; to ward off, prevent, hinder, 
restrain, check, dam up (water); to keep off, drive away; to forbid; to occupy, inhabit, 
live; to continue, remain; to cover over, put on, clothe, wear; to wear or bear a weapon; 
to use; to stock (land); to associate with, come to an agreement, make a treaty with, 
make an aliance; to discharge obligations in land, make land free from claims 
bewitan to keep, watch over, superintend, care for; to overlook; to administer, 
preside, govern 
weardian to keep, watch, guard, protect, preserve; defend; to hold a country, 
possess; to inhabit, occupy a place; rule, govern; to follow, remain behind 
sporettan to kick 
eftdragan to kick against sth, to draw back from, resist 
steartlian to kick, struggle; to stumble 
gedēaðian to kill 
forwegan to kill 
stirfan to kill 
ofhnītan to kill by butting, to gore to death 
ofworpian to kill by casting (stones, etc. ) 
ofweorpan to kill by casting (stones, missiles, etc.) 
ācwellan to kill, destroy 
āmyrðran to kill, murder 
manslēan to kill, murder 
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(ge)cwellan to kill, murder, execute 
ācwylman to kill, slay 
āstyrfan to kill, slay, cause death; to destroy 
ābredwian to kill, slay; to lay low, overthrow 
gedēðan to kill; to mortify 
tendan to kindle 
geblāwan to kindle, inflame; spit 
cossian to kiss 
(ge)cyssan to kiss 
becnedan to knead up 
cnēowlian to kneel 
gestrician to knit (together), mend; to net 
cnūian to knock, pound 
(ge)cnucian to knock; to beat, pound 
becnāwan to know 
cnēowian to know carnally 
geondwadan to know thoroughly, be versed in 
tōcnāwan to know, acknowledge, understand; to distinguish, discern, recognise, 
(ge)cunnan to know, be or become acquainted with, be thoroughly conversant with; 
to know, know how to, be able to, ca; to have power; to express (thanks); to have carnal 
knowledge 
undergietan to know, perceive, note; to know, understand; to mark 
(ge)cnāwan to know, perceive; to acknowledge; to declare 
gecnāwan to know, percieve, be acquainted with; to understand; to recognise, 
identify, ascertain, acknowledge; to declare, make known 
oncnāwan to know, percieve, understand; to observe; to recognise, acknowledge, 
identify; to disclose, confess 
ācnāwan to know, recognise; to understand 
(ge)witan to know, wit, have knowledge, understand; be aware of or conscious of; 
to be wise or in one’s senses; to shew respect or honour; to learn 
oncunnan to know; to reproach, accuse, blame 
(ge)deorfan to labour, exert oneself, do hard work; to perish, be wrecked, be 
destroyed; to be in peril 
āwinnan to labour, strive, contend; to gain, overcome, endure 
beswincan to labour, toil, exert oneself; to till or plough land 
(ge)swincan to labour, toil, travail, work with effort; to strive, struggle; to be in 
trouble, difficulty or distress; to languish 
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winnan to labour, toil, trouble oneself, suffer from, undergo; to resist, oppose, 
contradict; to fight, struggle, contend, rage; to strive, endeavour; to get, win, attain; to 
be ill 
begēomerian to lament 
handbæftian to lament, beat with the hands as an expressions of grief 
bemǣnan to lament, bemoan, bewail, mourn 
begrētan to lament, bewail 
behēofian to lament, bewail 
besārgian to lament, bewail, be sorry for, pity, mourn, condole 
grētan to lament, bewail, deplore, bemoan, weep 
grēotan to lament, cry, weep 
begnornian to lament, deplore, mourn for, grieve for 
grānian to lament, groan; to murmur 
cwānian to lament, mourn, bewail, deplore 
cwīðan to lament, mourn, bewail; to accuse, bring a charge against 
āgēomrian to lament, mourn, grieve 
hēofan to lament, mourn, grieve, wail, be sorry for 
hēofian to lament, mourn, wail, bewail 
(ge)wēpan to lament, mourn, wail, bewail, weep, deplore, be grieved at; to complain 
gōian to lament, sigh, groan, cry out 
wēacwānian to lament, wail 
wōperian to lament, weep, wail 
sēonian to languish 
āseolcan to languish, become sluggish, slack or remiss; to become weak or relaxed 
ālȳðran to lather 
smerian to laugh at, deride, scorn 
āhliehhan to laugh at, deride; to exult 
(ge)bismerian to laugh at, mock, deride, irritate; to revile, provoke, illtreat; to reproach, 
blaspheme 
ceahhetan to laugh loudly 
hleahtrian to laugh to scorn, deride 
(ge)hliehhan to laugh, laugh at, deride, scorn; rejoice 
bestǣlan to lay a charge against, convict 
genacodian to lay bare, strip 
benacian to lay bare, to make naked 
oflecgan to lay down; to cover 
foreāstreccan to lay low, overthow; to lay or stretch out before;  
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ārāsian to lay open, search out, explore; to find out, discover, detect, seize; to try, test; to 
correct, reprove; to blame, reprehend; to suspect, conjecture 
ongēanlecgan to lay up, store up 
besǣtian to lay wait for, lie in ambush for 
hȳðan to lay waste, plunder, ravage, pillage, despoil 
mislybban to lead a bad life 
mistihtan to lead astray, dissuade 
oðlǣdan to lead away, carry off, snatch from; to withdraw 
āgēnlǣdan to lead back 
forðgelǣdan to lead or bring forth, produce; to cause to grow; to conduct 
wiðlǣdan to lead or take away, carry off, remove, rescue 
ūtālǣdan 2 to lead out 
ūtlǣdan to lead out, bring out 
ūtgelǣdan to lead out, bring out 
ymblǣdan to lead round or about 
gefǣran to lead, bring 
belǣdan to lead, bring; to lead by; to mislead, lead astray 
(ge)lǣdan to lead, guide, conduct, convoy; to take, carry, bring, convey, derive; to 
bring forth, produce; to pass, lead (life); to mark or beat the bounds of land; to do, 
perform, take part in; to place, lay; to grow, spread, sprout forth; to cause to move, lift; 
to excuse; to deal with, treat 
forestandan to lead, preside; to excel; to prevail against 
ālǣdan to lead, withdraw, lead away; to conduct, carry off, bring; to grow, come forth, 
be produced; to bear off 
behleonian to lean (something) against 
wiðerhlinian to lean against 
onhlinian to lean on 
(ge)hlinian to lean, bend; to lie down, recline, rest 
behlēapan to leap in or upon; to settle on; to fix; to devote oneself to 
āhlēapan to leap or spring up 
tumbian to leap, tumble; to dance 
gefrāgian to learn by asking or inquiry 
ðurhleornian to learn thoroughly 
(ge)leornian to learn, study, think about; to read; to inquire 
ālendan to lease 
linian to leave 
beebbian to leave aground by ebbing, strand 
oferlǣfan to leave over; to remain 
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ofgiefan to leave, abandon, quit, give up, desert; to resign 
beglīdan to leave, desert, glide or disappear from any one 
belīðan to leave, go from; to deprive of 
(ge)lǣfan to leave, leave behind; to leave, bequeath, spare; to remain, have left; to 
allow, remain 
ālǣnan to lend, grant, lease 
onlǣnan to lend, grant; to let, lease; to release, relax; to continue 
hlǣnan 2 to lend; give, grant, lease 
ālēon to lend; to give up 
langian 1 to lengthen; to grow long; to long for, yearn after; to grieve for, be 
pained; to cause longing or desire; to cause disconten or pain; to call, summon 
ðwīnan to lessen, decrease, dwindle; to be reduced 
(ge)wanian to lessen, diminish, curtail, dwindle, make inferior, degrade, depreciate; 
to injure, impair; to infringe, annul; to fade, wane, decay 
(ge)ðynnian to lessen, diminish, make or become thin; to weaken, wither; to dispel, 
dilute 
forferian to let die 
aweglǣtan to let go away or escape 
ānforlǣtan to let go, abandon, forsake; to give up, surrender, relinquish; to omit, 
neglect; to lose, withdraw from 
anforlǣtan to let go, leave alone, abandon; to lose; to forsake, relinquish, surrender; 
to omit, neglect; to excuse, pardon, remit; to loose, release; to let, allow, permit; to give, 
grant 
forgearwian to let go, set free, release (so form captivity) 
oflǣtan to let go; to give up, leave behind, lay aside; to flow 
belēosan to let go; to lose, be deprived of, bereave 
inforlǣtan to let in 
inlǣtan to let in 
behȳran to let or hire out 
forðlǣtan to let or send forth, emit 
forlǣtan to let, allow, permit; to give, grant; to suffer; to lose, surrender; to leave, 
quit, abandon, relinquish,neglect; to excuse, pardon, remit; to loose, release 
(ge)lǣtan to let, allow, permit; to remain, leave behind, bequeath; to depart from, 
let alone; to think, consider, estimate, regard as, suppose; to leave undone; to cause to 
do; to conduct oneself; to behave, treat; to set free, let out; to assert, profess; to appear, 
pretend, make as if; to assign, allot; to let go, forsake, give up, dismiss; to desist; to 
suffer; to make; to have, get; to emit; to commit, entrust  
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(ge)lettan to let; to hinder, impede, oppress; to offend; to delay, cause to be slow; to 
stop 
lǣllan 2 to level, aim at 
āhreddan to liberate, set free, rid, deliver; to save, rescue, protect against 
lapian To lick, lap, drink 
liccian to lick, lick up, lap 
lēasian to lie 
betwuxlicgan to lie between 
gesnīðan to lie down 
belūtian to lie hid 
sǣtian to lie in; to wait for, plot against, waylay 
tōlicgan to lie or run in different directions, part; to separate, divide 
ætlicgan to lie still or idle 
seorðan to lie with; to violate 
oflēogan to lie, be false 
ālēogan to lie, deceive, belie; to deny; to be false to, leave unfulfilled 
forlēogan to lie, slander; to accuse falsely, prejure oneself 
(ge)lēogan to lie, tell a lie, say falsely, play false, deceive, belie, betray; to feign; to 
be in error, make a mistake 
āwegan to lift up, carry off or away; to weigh, weigh out; to consider, estimate; to 
put away, renounce 
onāhebban to lift up, exalt 
ūpābregdan to lift up, raise up, exalt; expand 
ūpāhebban to lift up, raise up, exalt; raise in the air, fly 
ūphebban to lift up, raise up, exalt; rise in the air, fly 
ūpāwegan to lift up, support 
ālīhtan 2 to light up, enlighten 
bescīnan to light up, illuminate, shine upon 
oferlīhtan to light upon, outshine, excel in brightness 
(ge)swǣlan to light, kindle, burn 
(ge)ǣlan to light, kindle, burn, set on fire 
ālīhtan 1 to lighten, relieve, alleviate; to enlighten; to take off or away, alight, 
descend 
gelīclǣtan to liken, compare 
geonlīcian to liken, compare; to make like, simulate 
luncian to limp 
huncettan to limp, halt 
hincian to limp, halt, hobble 
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āwlyspian to lisp, stammer, speal inarticulately 
(ge)lystan to list; to please, desire; to cause pleasure or desire; to provoke longing 
alystan to list; to wish, desire 
hlysnan to listen; to listen with astonishment 
hlosnian to listen; to wait; to watch, spy, be on the look out for 
cwiclifian to live 
eftlibban to live again, come back to life 
belibban 1 to live by or upon; to be sustained or supported; to be deprived of life 
(ge)wunian to live, dwell, inhabit, abide, associate with; to exist; to be used to, be 
accustomed, habituate oneself to 
to remain, stand, continue; to stop 
(ge)būan to live, dwell, inhabit; to stay, lie (of land); to cultivate; to abide 
drohtian to live, lead a life, behave, conduct oneself; to continue; to carry out a 
practice; to associate with, dwell or keep company with; to converse 
ālibban to live, pass one’s life; to survive; to have life, not be inanimate 
(ge)bīdan to live; to stay, remain, continue, tarry; to wait for, await, expect, look 
for; to delay; to meet with; to find; to experience, endure, undergo, abide; to obtain, 
attain, reach; to possess 
gefēðrian to load 
behlæstan to load a ship 
(ge)hladan to load, burden, lade, freight, heap up; to draw or take in water 
sīeman  to load, burden, put a burden 
hlæstan to load, burden; to adorn 
geunlustian to loathe 
forlǣðan to loathe 
giestian to lodge; to be a guest 
lengian to long 
oflangian to long 
ālangian to long for; to last too long 
capian to look 
ymbwlātian to look about, observe, contemplate 
studdian to look after, be careful for 
āsēon 1 to look at or upon, behold 
geondscēawian to look at, survey; consider, have regard to 
(ge)starian to look fixedly, stare, gaze 
forðlōcian to look forth 
forðgelōcian to look forth 
forðbesēon to look forth, look out 
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forelōcian to look forth/out, prospicere 
framlōcian to look from or away, look back 
onlōcian to look on, behold 
ðurhsēon to look or see through, examine; to see into, penetrate with the sight; to 
penetrate; to strain through 
ymblōcian to look round 
geondwlītan to look through or over, examine, contemplate, scan; to look about or 
around 
ðurhwlītan to look through, see 
awlītan to look upon 
wāfian to look with wonder, gaze at, be astonished, amazed, agitated; to admire; to 
hesitate 
wlātian 1 to look, gaze, behold 
wlītan to look, gaze, observe 
gorian to look, gaze, stare about 
(ge)scēawian to look, look at, see, observe, gaze, behold, view; to consider, examine, 
revise what is written, inspect, scrutinize, reconnoitre, review troops; to look out; to 
look for, seek for; to have respect to; to choose, select; to exhibit, display, shew; to 
grant, decree 
bewlītan to look, look round, behold 
tōtian to look, peep out; to stick out 
(ge)lōcian to look, see, observe, gaze, regard, behold; to notice; to take care, take 
heed; to rely on; to belong, perttain 
āgālian to loose, dissolve, become slack; to become remiss 
ālīesan to loose, release, liberate, let free, deliver; to pay for loosing; to absolve, rescue, 
redeem, ransom; to remove, detach 
(ge)līesan to loosen, release, liberate; to deliver, redeem; to save, spare; to break, 
dissolve 
untīgan to loosen, untie, unbind, unchain 
onbindan 1 to loosen, untie, unbind; to release, set free; to disclose 
forlorian to lose 
niðerlǣtan to lose heart 
forlēosan to lose, let go, abandon; to ruin, destroy 
forspildan to lose, ruin, bring to nothing, waste, destroy, kill; to disperse 
ðornian to lose, suffer lack of  
forpǣran to lose, turn away; to spoil, pervert; to ruin, destroy 
forspillian to lose, waste, destroy; to disperse, spill; to wanton 
ðærnian to lose? 
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(ge)lufian to love, feel affection for, esteem, caress, cherish, fondle; to show love; 
to approve, delight in; to practise 
geswefian to lull, appease; to cause or put to sleep 
mægerian to macerate, make lean, emaciate 
gewundorlǣcan to magnify, make wonderful 
bemancian to maim, mutilate 
forðhealdan to maintain, hold to, follow out, keep up; to observe 
oferbrycgian to make a bridge over, overbridge 
hrȳscan to make a creaking or grating noise 
(ge)dīcian to make a dike, mound or bank 
fȳrian to make a fire, supply with firing; to give warmth, cherish 
faldian to make a fold, hurdle off sheep 
ðyrlian to make a hole, pierce, perforate, excavate; to make hollow; to make vain 
bellan to make a hollow noise, bellow, grunt, roar, bark 
miscrōcettan to make a horrible noise, croak or shrink horribly 
(ge)lagian to make a law; to constitute, ordain, decree; to fix, appoint 
grunian to make a loud noise, grunt; to desire, have an itch for 
hlōwan to make a loud noise, low, roar, bellow 
grymettan to make a loud noise, roar, grunt, rage 
stunian to make a loud sound, resound, crash, roar; to crash, dash; to impinge 
misfōn to make a mistake, fail to take; to be deceived 
nestlian to make a nest 
hiellan to make a noise 
hrūxlian to make a noise 
cohhetan to make a noise, bluster, cough 
cirman to make a noise, call, cry, cry out, shriek 
cloccian to make a noise, cluck, sigh 
smyllan to make a noise, crack (a whip) 
bræclian to make a noise, crackle, rattle; to resound 
breahtmian to make a noise, creak, whizz; tresoundo  
dynian to make a noise, din, resound 
hrūtan to make a noise, rumble, rattle, whiz, snore 
munucian to make a person a monk 
beorcan to make a sharp explosive sound, bark 
bestrīcan to make a stroke round 
(ge)angsumian to make anxious or uneasy, afflict, vex; to be solicitous 
behættian to make bald, scalp, strip the from from the head 
(ge)beterian to make better, improve, ameliorate, excel; trim (lamp) 
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(ge)bētan to make better, improve, ameliorate, restore, reform, repair, amend, cure 
(medical sense); to make strong, fortify, surround with a wall; to make good, make 
amends, atone, compensate; to repent of, do penance for sin; to obtain reparation for, 
avenge; to trim a lamp, kindle or mend a fire  
(ge)biterian to make bitter; to be or become bitter 
āblindan to make blind 
ofblindian to make blind 
bencian to make breeches, furnish with benches 
(ge)brǣdan to make broad, broaden, extend, enlarge, increase; to spread; to stretch 
out; to rise, grow; to cherish, nourish; to warm; to cook, bake, toast, roast, broil 
tōbrǣdan to make broad, extend, enlarge, dilate; to disperse, spread out, scatter, 
diffuse; to open; to multiply; to increase, magnify 
wēðan to make calm, gentle or mild, assuage 
witran to make certain, to inform 
āscȳran to make clear 
(ge)scīran I to make clear, say, tell, declare, make known; to distinguish, decide; to 
discharge an office;to act as an steward; to clear from, get rid of obligation or trouble, 
get exemption 
āsciran to make clear; to cut off or away 
geðūhsian to make dark or misty, get obscured by clouds 
salwian to make dark, blacken 
tōsweorcan to make dark, obscure 
fordrencan to make drunk, inebriate, intoxicate 
fordrincan to make drunk, inebriate; to be drunk 
gestyntan to make dull or blunt, stupefy 
āstyntan to make dull, blunt, assuage, stint; to stop, overcome, check, repress, 
restrain 
geīeðan to make easy or light, alleviate; to be merciful; to ravage, devastate, 
desolate, lay waste, destroy 
gecollenferhtan to make empty or void, render desolate 
(ge)efenlician to make equal or even, liken; adjust; conform to 
(ge)efnettan to make even or equal, regulate, level, adjust, square; to imitate; to agree, 
suit; to compare 
(ge)efnan 1 to make even, equal, liken; to match; to level; to compare 
āmǣran 1 to make famous, celebrate; to extol 
onāfæstnian to make fast, bind 
onfæstan to make fast; to fix 
befættian to make fat, fatten, anoint 
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befīlan 1 to make filthy, pollute, befoul; to defile 
gestaðolfæstnian to make firm, establish, found; to secure from disturbance; to 
carry into effect 
fæstingan to make firm, fix, fasten, bind; to secure; to confirm, ratify 
besūtian to make foul, besmirch 
fēowerfealdan to make fourfold 
fullbētan to make full satisfaction or amends 
gemanðwǣrian to make gentle, humanize 
(ge)blīðian to make glad 
(ge)gladian to make glad, gladden, rejoice, gratify, appease; to shine, be bright, 
gleam, glisten; to reconcile; to propiciate 
āblissian to make glad, please 
(ge)eftbētan to make good again, restore, to renew  
dȳpan to make greater, increase, augment; to make deep 
gemārian to make greater, increase, enlarge 
forscyldigian to make guilty, criminate, condemn 
forgyltan to make guilty; to be or become guilty 
onstīðian to make hard, harden 
āhierdan to make hard, harden; to encourage, animate 
aswȳðerian to make heavy or grievous, aggravate; to increase; to make stronger 
swǣran to make heavy, oppress 
(ge)hefigian to make heavy; to afflict, vex, oppress, grieve, weary; to become heavy, 
depressed or weakened; to be oppressed or burdened; to grow worse, aggravate 
hefgian to make heavy; weigh down, oppress, afflict, grieve; aggravate, increase; 
become heavy, depressed, weakened 
geatolhīwian to make hideous, horrible 
geglēdan to make hot, kindle 
fremdian to make indifferent to, estrange, alienate; to deprive of; to 
excommunicate 
æplian to make into the form of apple, balls or bosses 
forecȳðan to make known beforehand, foretell, predict, prophesy 
gehīwcūðlician to make known or familiar to 
oncȳðan to make known, announce 
(ge)cūðlǣcan to make known; to make friends with 
(ge)hlǣnsian to make lean, weaken 
forebētan to make legal amends 
(ge)līhtan to make light or easy, lighten, relieve, assuage, alleviate, mitigate; to 
dismount, alight; to shine, grow light 
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gemǣdan to make mad or foolish 
glīwian to make merry, jest, joke; to play on an instrument; to sing; to adorn 
(ge)ierman to make miserable or wretched, afflict, vex, harass 
(ge)nearwian to make narrow, straiten, compress; to crowd; to become smaller, shrink; 
to restrain, confine, constrain; to afflict, oppress 
gehīersumian to make obedient, reduce, subject, conquer 
bræsian to make of brass, cover or furnish with brass 
(ge)ānlǣcan to make one, join, unite; to get together, assemble; to collect 
gelīefan to make or be dear to 
(ge)sweartian to make or become black 
(ge)blōdgian to make or become bloody; to be bloodthristy; to cover with blood 
geīeðrian to make or become easier, suffer less, get better 
(ge)mǣrsian  to make or become famous; to spread (fame); to declare, proclaim, 
announce; to celebrate, exalt, praise, honour, glorify, magnify; to celebrate, perform a 
rite; to make great, extend, enlarge; to limit, bound, mark out 
ādysgian to make or become foolish 
(ge)lȳtlian to make or become little, diminish, decrease, lessen, run short; to shorten, 
curtail; to abrogate, fall out of use; to humble, belittle, depreciate 
(ge)lengan to make or become long, lengthen, prolong, protract, delay; to be long; to 
extend; to reach, attain, call for; to belong, pertain 
(ge)hnescian to make or become soft or nesh, soften, weaken, enfeeble; to alleviate; to 
waver; to give way 
(ge)fȳrian to make or cut a furrow  
(ge)gōdian to make or get better, improve; to endow, present, furnish with, bestow 
goods upon, enrich; to enhance; to make abundant, accumulate 
(ge)ðēostrian to make or grow dark, obscure, become dim, be eclipsed 
ābitrian to make or turn bitter or sour; to exasperate, embitter, grow bitter 
betǣcan to make over, give up to impart; to assign, commend to, entrust, deliver; 
to betroth; to set apart as; to dedicate; to show, point out; to give orders; to follow, 
pursue, hunt 
griðian to make peace or truce; to protect 
friðian to make peace with; to be at peace with; to keep, protect, cherish, defend; to 
mantain, give asylum to; to observe 
āwlencan to make proud or splendid; to enrich 
(ge)wlencan to make proud, exalt, enrich 
geatwan to make ready, equip, adorn 
fȳsan to make ready, prepare oneself, hasten; to make eager, stimulate, incite, impel; 
to drive away, send forth, put to flight, banish 
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(ge)gierwan to make ready, prepare; to procure, provide, supply, endue; to dress, put 
on, clothe, equip, arm; to do, perform; to prepare, cook; to adorn, deck, furnish; to 
endow, grant 
āredian to make ready, provide, arrange, furnish; to carry out, execute; to make, devise; 
to find out, hit upon; to undestand 
geæðelian to make renowned, celebrated, excellent; to ennoble; to improve 
(ge)rihtwīsian to make righteous, justify; to direct alright, rule; to exculpate, make free 
from penalty; to show an action; to be right 
āhefegian to make sad or heavy, oppress; to become heavy; to weigh down, burden 
(ge)unrētan to make sad or sorrowful, trouble 
(ge)sārgian to make sad, afflict, trouble, grieve, wound, damage; to suffer, languish, 
be sore, be pained; to feel sorry or pain for 
drysmian to make sad, to mourn, to become dark, obscure or gloomy 
ðurhsēcan to make search for, seek out, inquire throroughly into; to examine, search 
through 
andbīcnian to make signs to 
slīcian to make sleek, smooth or glossy 
āslǣwan to make slow or dull 
(ge)stiellan 2 to make stalls for cattle? or to put them in stalls? 
(ge)rihtlǣcan to make straight, put right, correct, rectify,reprove, amend; to set in 
order, reform; to direct; to agree, be fitting; to justify 
geelðēodgian to make strange; to alienate, disturb 
āstrengan to make strong, strengthen 
gehȳðigian to make suitable, free from restraint or distress 
gewerodlǣcan to make sweet or pleasant 
(ge)wleccan to make tepid or lukewarm 
sceatwyrpan to make the payment to the bridegroom on which the bride passes into 
his power from that of the father 
geðicfyldan to make thick or dense 
beswemman to make to bathe or swim 
geunblissian to make unhappy, distress 
āhrepian to make use of, treat, have to do with; to touch; to seize 
(ge)frēahbeorhtian to make very clear, declare 
to proclaim 
forwlencan to make very proud, fill with pride, exalt; to puff up 
forðgestrangian to make very strong, strengthen much 
āwrǣnan to make wanton, to arouse or excite sexually 
(ge)mīgan to make water; to water 
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līðsian to make weak, subdue 
untrumian to make weak, weaken, enfeeble; to be enfeebled, be or become sick or 
infirm 
bestȳman to make wet or damp, bedew, flood 
wīdmǣran to make widely known 
awersian to make worse 
āscieppan to make, create, originate; to determine; to give, assign, appoint 
āsmiðian to make, forge, design, fabricate, fashion 
(ge)hīwian I to make, form, fashion; to colour, paint; to seem, appear; to dissimulate, 
feign, pretend; to figure; to signify; to transform, transfigure 
tēon 3 to make, frame, create, construct; to arrange, contrive; to ordain, bring about; to 
usurp; to furnish with 
getēagan to make, prepare, dress; to till 
bewyrcan to make, work, construct, build; to enclose, surround with; to cover; to 
insert; to adorn 
ācursian to malign 
mannian to man; to supply with men, garrison 
mismacian to mar 
fyrdian to march, go on an expedition, be at war 
(ge)tǣcnan 1 to mark by a token, mark out, point out; to shew, denote, present, make 
known; to appoint, designate, prescribe 
tōāmearcian to mark out, assign 
āmearcian to mark out, describe, delineate, determine; to assign, appoint, destine  
marcian to mark, stain, brand, seal; mark a boundary, measure, define, describe, 
designate; mark out, design; create, note, observe. +mearcod baptized 
(ge)mearcian to mark, stain, seal, make a mark on anything; to fix the bounds or limits 
of a place, mark a boundary; to measure; to define, describe, portray; to appoint, assing, 
designate; to plan, mark out, design, draw up; to create; to observe; to note, record 
gemǣlan to mark, stain, spot, blemish 
gesinigan to marry 
(ge)ǣwnian to marry 
gebrȳdian to marry 
gesinscippan to marry 
sinhīwian to marry 
gēmungian to marry  
(ge)hīwian II to marry  
beǣwnian to marry, join in marriage, wed 
(ge)ceorlian to marry, take a husband 
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(ge)wīfian to marry, take a wife 
beweddian to marry, wed, espouse; to betroth; to pledge, plight; to give security 
(ge)hǣman to marry; to cohabit with, lie with, have intercourse with, commit 
fornication 
giftian to marry; to give a woman in marriage 
gemartyrian to martyr; to torture 
(ge)mǣnan 1 to mean, signify; to mean, intend; to consider 
eftgemetan to measure again, in return 
metan to measure, estimate; to compare; to assign, mete out; to traverse, pass over; to 
mark off 
āmetan to measure, estimate; to form, make, plan; to assign, mete out, bestow, grant 
sinnan to meditate upon, think of; to care about, mind, heed 
gāstan to meditate? 
gegegnian to meet 
hittan to meet with, hit upon, fall in with 
gemōtan to meet, find, find out, fall in with, encounter; obtain 
moetan  to meet, find, find out, fall in with, encounter; obtain 
mettian to meet, find, find out, fall in with, encounter; obtain 
(ge)mittan to meet, meet with, find; to come upon or across 
āgēniernan to meet, run against 
āmyltan to melt 
āmeltan to melt 
(ge)mieltan to melt, become liquid; to soften; to digest; to purge, refine; to exhaust 
remian to mend 
foresecgan to mention before, predict, foretell; to announce, proclaim, preach 
(ge)forenemnan to mention beforehand 
tōmetan to mete out; to measure out 
āmelcan to milk 
(ge)melcan  to milk 
(ge)meolcian to milk, give milk, suckle 
corflian to mince 
onblandan to mingle, intermingle; to infect 
misðēon to mis-thrive, degenerate 
mistīdan to miscarry, fail 
miswissian to mislead 
mislǣdan to mislead, lead astray 
fortēon to mislead, seduce, draw over, lead astray; to cover over, obscure; to draw away; 
to gripe 
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forspanan to mislead, seduce, entice, lure to evil, lead astray 
missan to miss (a mark); escape the notice of a person 
mistrīwan to mistrust 
miswenian to misuse, abuse 
gemildgian to mitigate, make mild or calm 
blendan 2 to mix 
(ge)blandan to mix, blend, mingle; to colour, stain; to disturb, trouble; to corrupt; to 
infect, prepare with harmful ingredients 
cnedan to mix, mingle, knead; to spread 
miscian to mix; to apportion 
onhyscan to mock or hiss at, make a jest of; to reproach, speak ill, abuse, vilify; to 
detest; to deceive 
onscægan to mock, deride; to reproach 
(ge)hyscan to mock, jeer at, deride, taunt; to reproach; to rail 
beosmrian to mock, revile, illtreat, blaspheme 
gehypsan to mock, scorn, deride, revile, reproach 
gemetlǣcan to moderate 
metian 2 to moderate, control, govern; weigh in mind, consider; assign due 
measure to; prepare, regulate 
bedrȳpan to moisten 
fȳhtan to moisten 
ofðǣnan to moisten 
ofgēotan to moisten, steep, soak, souse; to quench, put out a fire; to pour out 
ðānian to moisten; to be or become moist 
(ge)brocian to molest, afflict, oppress, injure, hurt, vex; to blame; to break up 
gemēdrian to mother, adopt or have as son or daughter 
bestrīdan to mount, bestride 
grornian to mourn, murmur, complain 
grymman to mourn, wail 
swefian to move 
scottettan to move about quickly; to dance, leap 
hwearftlian to move about, revolve, turn or roll round; to wander, rove, be tossed 
(ge)swīcan to move about, wander; to move away, depart, abandon, desert, escape; 
to desist from, cease from, yield, give way, leave off; to stop; to fail, fall short; to 
deceive, turn traitor; to reire, withdraw; to relinquish 
hæppan to move accidentally, go by change, slip 
andhweorfan to move against, blow against 
forðgefremman to move forwards; to cause to advance 
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swīfan to move in a course, revolve; to sweep; to wend; to take part, intervene 
geondstyrian to move or stir violently, agitate 
tycgan to move quickly, quiver, palpitate 
lǣcan to move quickly, rise, spring up, leap; to flare up 
(ge)stiellan 1 to move quickly, rush, leap, spring; to attack, assail 
ācweccan to move quickly, shake, vibrate, quiver, swing 
(ge)brēdan 1 to move quickly, shake, vibrate; to bend, weave, swing; to pull, draw, 
pluck; to drag; to join together, bind, knot, knit, braid; to colour; to vary, change, turn 
into, transform 
ābregdan to move quickly; to draw, remove, take away, withdraw, draw back, 
snatch, pluck, pull out, wrench, unsheath; to start from sleep 
ōnettan to move rapidly, be quick; to hasten, hurry forward, anticipate; to be active or 
busy; to press, strive 
plegan to move rapidly, move about sportively; to exercise, occupy or busy oneself; to 
play, divert, amuse one’s self, dance; to play with a person, toy, frolic; to mock; to 
strive after, play (for something); to contend, fight; to play on an instrument; to clap the 
hands, applaud; to cohabit 
(ge)iernan 1 to move rapidly, run, haste; to flow, spread; to pursue; to cause to move 
rapidly, turn, grind; to pass, elapse 
(ge)plegian to move rapidly; exercise, occupy or busy oneself; play, sport with, 
amuse oneself, dance; contend, fight; play on an instrument; clap the hands, applaud; 
make sport of, mock; cohabit (with). p. mid hondum to clap hands 
bestealcian to move stealthily, steal, stalk 
bestelan to move stealthily; to deprive, steal away or upon, rob 
flicorian to move the wings, flutter, flicker 
borettan to move to and fro, brandish 
lācan to move up and down, swing, wave about; to jump, leap; to fly; to play; to play 
(instrument); to fight, contend; to delude, tric 
ūpstīgan to move up, rise, ascend 
(ge)ferian to move, carry, bear, conduct, convey, lead; to bring; to go, depart, 
betake oneself to; to be versed in 
(ge)wadan to move, go, proceed, advance, wade, pass, traverse, go through, strive; 
to pervade 
(ge)līðan to move, go, proceed, advance; to go to, travel, sail; to come 
(ge)recan to move, go, proceed, hastily; to carry, bring, convey 
(ge)wegan to move, go, proceed; to bear, carry, bring, transport; to support, sustain; 
to cause; to wear; to weigh, measure; to have a feeling 
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(ge)stīgan to move, go; to reach; to go up, rise, mount, ascend, scale; to go down, 
descend 
onbregdan to move, move quickly; to start up; to burst open 
onhrēran 1 to move, move violently, stir; to move, disturb, agitate, arouse, excite 
(ge)hrisian to move, shake, clatte; to shake together 
āhrēran to move, shake, make tremble 
(ge)cweccan to move, shake, swing, vibrate; to give up, shake off 
āwecgan to move, shake; to remove; to undermine 
onstyrian to move, stir, agitate, excite, disturb; to rouse 
(ge)styrian to move, stir, remove, agitate; to be in motion; to disturb, trouble; to 
rouse, excite, urge, incite; to handle, treat, deal with; to cause; to tell; to rehearse 
oðhrīnan to move, touch 
wagian to move, wag; to shake, wave; to swing, move backwards and forwards; to totter 
(ge)hrēran to move; to shake, agitate; to stir together, mix up 
māwan to mow 
āmāwan to mow, cut off 
ābyffan to mumble, mutter 
ofmyrðrian to murder 
myrðrian to murder 
lycettan to murmer 
twisprecan to murmur 
wiðercwiddian to murmur 
bemurcnian to murmur 
gehyrstan to murmur  
clummian to murmur, mumble, mutter 
behamelian to mutilate 
byffan to mutter 
(ge)næglian to nail, fasten with nails.  
getōnamian to name besides, surname 
tōnemnan to name separately, distinguish 
(ge)namian to name, call by name; to enumeratē to mention, speak of, invoke; to 
relate; to address, speak to; to appoint, nominate 
(ge)nemnan to name, nominate, mention, invoke, call by name; to enumerate; to 
speak to, address; to relate 
beðearfan to need 
hōfian to need 
ðorfan to need 
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ðurfan to need, be required; must, be under obligation, be bound to, be compelled; have 
occasion to; to want, be needy; to owe; to be good for, be use 
beðurfan to need, want, require; to be obligued 
forrēcelēasian to neglect 
āgīemelēasian to neglect, despise 
gīemelēasian to neglect, despise; to be careless 
ārēcelēasian to neglect; to be negligent 
rēcelēasian to neglect; to be negligent or careless 
formǣlan to negotiate 
(ge)hnǣgan 2 to neigh 
genotian to note, mark  
(ge)hīersumian to obey, serve; to make obedient 
forsacan to object to, oppose; to refuse, reject; to deny; to give up, renounce; to 
forsake 
ofermistian to obscure 
(ge)ēhtan to observe, judge; to chase, follow after, persecute, pursue; to annoy, 
afflict; to harass, attack, assail; to estimate, apreciate 
bewitian to observe, watch over, attend to, care for, administer; to perform 
forwyrcan 2 to obstruct, barricade, close up 
forsettan 1 to obstruct, block, stop up; to hedge in; to oppress, repress 
gedæman to obstruct, dam 
forfyllan to obstruct, stop up; to fill up 
oððingian to obtain by unfair means, usurp 
(ge)tilian to obtain, gain, procure; to provide; to make, generate, work, labour, toil; 
to try, attempt, exert oneself, strive after or for, endeavour; to tend, cherish; to treat, 
attend, cure; to cultivate, till, plough; to trade, traffic; to aim at, aspire to, seek after 
gewinnan to obtain, gain; to fight, contend, conquer; to win; to bear, endure, suffer; 
to perform with effort, strive; to be ill 
ofrǣcan to obtain, reach 
ābisgian to occupy, busy, be busy with, employ, engage in, undertake, take up, 
fill; to preoccupy, prepossess 
(ge)bisgian to occupy, employ, busy; to fatige, afflict, agitate, vex, weaken, trouble, 
oppress, harass; to overcome; to destroy 
biesgian to occupy, employ; trouble, afflict 
onsittan 1 to occupy, seat oneself in; to oppress 
ofersittan to occupy, sit upon; to possess, take possession of; to abstain from, 
refrain, desist, forbear 
beiernan to occur to, incur; to come into, to run into, run by 
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bylgan to offend, bellow, vex; to anger 
(ge)ǣswician to offend, deceive; apostatize; desert 
geābilgian to offend, make angry, exasperate 
grillan to offend, provoke; to be angry, rage, gnash the teeth 
geincfullian to offend, scandalize 
(ge)reccan to offer, present; to get, seize, obtain, attain, reach; to tend to, hold out; to 
extend, stretch; to explain, interpret, instruct; to tell, narrate, relate, record; to quote; to 
translate; to correct, reprove, reproach; to direct, control, rule, set in order; to decide, 
give judgement; to wield (authority); to count, reckon; to subdue; to extend 
bewægnan to offer, proffer 
(ge)offrian to offer, sacrifice, immmolate; to bring an oblation 
onblōtan to offer, sacrifice, kill a victim 
oferhebban to omit, pass over; to neglect; to exalt; to uplift 
sicerian to ooze, trickle, penetrate, make way through a small opening 
onscēotan to open 
onopenian to open 
onpennian to open 
begīnan to open the mouth wide, yawn; to take with wide-open mouth; to 
swallow 
unspannan to open, disclose; to speak, open the mind; to open, unloose, release, 
unfasten, unbind, unclasp 
ontȳnan to open, reveal, disclose, display; to unclose, lay open; to cover 
onhlīdan to open, unclose; to disclose, appear, reveal 
āwrēon to open, uncover, disclose; to reveal, discover 
(ge)openian to open; to declare, expound, proclaim; to show, reveal, disclose, 
manifest, make known; to spread apart, expand; to make clear, explain 
oniernan to open; to give way, yield; to pour forth 
ongēanwiðerian to oppose 
wiðerweardian to oppose, be adverse to 
wiðerbrocian to oppose, be against or adverse to 
geandbyrdan to oppose, bear or strive against; to resist; to violate 
wiðslēan to oppose, counteract; to bring to naught 
wiðgangan 2 to oppose, go against 
wiðgān 2 to oppose, go against, act in opposition to 
forwiernan to oppose, hinder, prohibit; to prevent, keep from, erstrain; to refuse, 
deny; to repel, repudiate; to withhold 
wiðerian to oppose, resist, be hostile; to dispute, strive with or against; to irritate, 
provoke, make hostile; to be or become provoked 
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wiðlicgan to oppose, resist, object 
wiðerwinnan to oppose, resist, revolt 
(ge)ðwēorian to oppose, thwart; to be opposed, adverse to or at variance; to be different 
bewǣlan to oppress, afflict 
forðēon 1 to oppress, crush 
ǣgnian to oppress, frighten, vex 
oflicgan to oppress; to hurt by lying upon; to overlay 
hōlian to oppress; to speak evil, slander, calumniate 
forscrencan to opress, cast down; to supplant; to overcome, vanquish; to dry up 
(ge)scirian to ordain, appoint; to count, number, reckon; to provide, allot, assign, 
bestow, grant, dispense; to separate, divide; to mark off 
(ge)hādian to ordain, consecrate 
foreādihtian to order or arrange beforehand 
misfadian to order wrongly; to misconduct 
(ge)bēodan to order, command, decree, summon; to declare, inform, announce, 
proclaim; to offer, bid; to give, proffer, grant, surrender; to behave; to collect; to 
threaten; to exact; to inspire; to bode 
ābēodan to order, command, direct; to summon, call out; to announce, proclaim, 
declare, relate, present, offer, bid 
bebēodan to order, command, instruct, require, enjoin; to commit, entrust, 
commend, offer, bid, give up;to announce, proclaim 
(ge)bannan to order, command, summon, proclaim; to summon, call together 
onbēodan to order, command; to tell, announce, declare, proclaim, send word, bid 
(ge)hātan 1 to order, direct, command; to bid; to promise, vow; to call, summon, 
name; to be called 
tōstihtan to order, dispose, arrange 
foregehātan to order; to promise; to invite 
wacan 1 to originate, awake, arise, spring, be born 
onspringan to originate, spring forth, rise; to burst forth, asunder 
āwrīdian to originate, spring; to descend 
gebōnian to ornament 
berēnian to ornament, adorn, mount (with silver); to cause, bring about 
becæfian to ornament, decorate, embroider 
(ge)ūtlagian to outlaw; to banish, proscribe 
ofermæstan to over-fatten 
ofergetilian to overcome 
oferwīgan to overcome in fight; to conquer 
oferflītan to overcome, beat, confute 
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forswīðan to overcome, conquer; to surpass, excel; to press upon, crush; to repress; 
to drive away, force away 
bedrēosan to overcome, deceive?; deprive of, bereave, despoil 
oferdrīfan to overcome, defeat: to dispense; to cover; to refute, confute, repel, 
outvote 
ofswȳðan to overcome, overpower 
oferhealdan to overcome, overtakē to delay to do, hold over; to neglect 
oferswīðan to overcome, surpass, excel, vanquish; to overpower, conquer 
ofercuman to overcome; to subdue, compel; to conquer; to obtain, attain, reach, 
come upon; to overtake 
oferwinnan to overcome; to vanquish, conquer, subdue; to contend with 
oferdōn to overdo, do to excess 
oferdrencan to overdrench, make drunk, inebriate, intoxicate 
geflōwan to overflow 
ofergrōwan to overgrow, occupy with (its) growth (of a tree) 
oferweaxan to overgrow, overspread 
forhǣtan to overheat 
oferhlēapan 2 to overleap, pass by jumping, jump over 
oferhlæstan to overload 
ofersȳman to overload; to oppress 
unmynegian to overlook, not to demand 
oferscēawian to overlook, superintend 
ādȳfan to overpower with sound, render inaudible 
oferhergan to overrun, ravage 
besceaduwian to overshadow 
oferhelmian to overshadow 
oferscūwian to overshadow 
forebrǣdan to overshadow; to prolongue 
ofersmītan to oversmear with something 
ofersāwan to oversow 
geondsendan to overspread 
oftacan to overtake 
offēran to overtake (an enemy) 
ofrīdan to overtake by riding 
ofirnan to overtake; to tire with running 
ofersēcan to overtax; to press too hard 
oferhrēran to overthrow 
tōwendan to overthrow, demolish, destroy; to upset, subvert, overturn  
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oferweorpan 2 to overthrow; throw upon, sprinkle; to fall down 
oferweorpan 1 to overthrow; to assault, throw upon; to sprinkle; to fall down 
tōhwyrfan to overturn 
gehwierfan to overturn, destroy 
undercerran to overturn, subvert 
oferwrecan to overwhelm 
geðylman to overwhelm 
begrēosan to overwhelm fearfully 
forfeallan to overwhelm, destroy by falling 
genēopan to overwhelm, engulf 
sculan to owe; to be obliged or forced, must, have to; shall, ought, bound to as being fit, 
right or proper; to do appointed work, carry out an agreement 
(ge)āgnian to own, posses, inherit; to appropriate, arrogate, usurp; to make over (to); 
to adopt; to enslave 
stealdan to own, possess 
āgan to own, possess; to have, obtain; to have control over, take charge of; to give, 
deliver, restore; to owe, have to pay 
wærcan to pain, suffer pain, be in pain; to be troubled 
fǣgan to paint 
onmētan to paint, cover as with colour 
āmētan to paint, depict; to adorn 
slecgettan to palpitate, beat, throb 
clæppettan to palpitate, throb 
stenecian to pant 
ðefian to pant, heave, palpitate; to be agitated 
ādǣlan to part, separate, divide 
scilian to part, separate, remove 
forðāgān to pass away 
foregelēoran to pass away 
forðsacan to pass away 
oflēoran to pass away 
forhweorfan to pass away, come to an end, be destroyed 
āweorðan to pass away, vanish, cease to be; to become insipid or worthless 
wiðgān 1 to pass away, vanish, disappear 
wiðgangan 1 to pass away, vanish, disappear; to withdraw, go off; to fail 
forgīeman to pass by, transgress, neglect 
belēoran to pass by; pass over 
bewærlan to pass by; to be free from 
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forðgelēoran to pass forth or away, depart, die 
(ge)strīcan to pass lightly over the surface, stroke, rub, smooth, wipe; to make a 
stroke; move, go, run; to strike 
geonglǣcan to pass one’s youth, grow up 
geondhweorfan to pass over or through, traverse; to go about 
oferlīðan to pass over, cross (water), sail over or across 
ofergangan 2 to pass over, cross, traverse; to conquer; to be over; to come upon 
oferāhebban to pass over, omit, neglect 
gefǣlsian to pass through 
ðurhfēran to pass through or over, traverse; to get into, penetrate 
ðurhlēoran to pass through, penetrate 
oferfaran to pass, cross, go off or over, traverse, go through; to penetrate; to meet 
with, come across; to overcome, overtake, withstand 
oferlēoran to pass, pass away, pass over or by; to transgress, prevaricate; to abandon 
forgangan to pass, pass over by or away; to precede, go before; to abstrain from, 
neglect; to lose 
forgān 1 to pass, pass over, by or away; abstain from, neglect; to lose 
oferwandian to pause, delay 
brycgian to pave, bridge 
dybbian to pay attention to 
ongieldan to pay for (a penalty), be punished for, atone for, undergo; to pay; to 
offer, give an offering 
angildan 1 to pay for, repay, atone for 
forgieldan to pay for, reward, indemnify, requite; to forfeit, pay double (as penalty); 
to give, render; to give up; to make good 
mishȳran to pay no attention to a person, not to listen, hear amiss, disobey 
(ge)recenian to pay; to explain, recount, relate; to arrange, dispose, set in order; to 
reckon 
āgieldan  to pay; to pay back, repay, render, restore, requite; to compensate, 
reward; to offer up, offer oneself; to perform; to allow, permit 
āscealian to peel off 
berindran to peel or strip off the bark 
beflēan to peel, skin, flay, strip off (skin) 
berendan to peel, strip of peel or husk 
gerendrian to peel, strip off bark 
(ge)piporian to pepper, season with pepper 
onfindan 1 to perceive, feel, notice, learn; to experience, suffer, meet with; to find 
out, discover, detect, be aware of; to come across, meet with; to get, obtain 
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ðurhborian to perforate, bore through 
borian to perforate; to bore 
wīcnian to perform an office, do service; to discharge an office; to serve, minister; 
to attend upon, be steward 
āferian to perform carrying service; to provide horses for team work 
(ge)hēgan to perform, achieve; to hold (a meeting); to exalt, worship 
fuldōn to perform, complete, satisfy; to arrange 
stripligan to perfringere; to pluck, pull, snatch; to pluck with a desire 
rēcelsian to perfume with incense 
gringan to perish, sink down 
āēhtan to persecute 
ofēhtan to persecute 
eahtan  to persecute, pursue; to estimate, appreciate 
forðgelǣstan to persevere in, accomplish 
ðurhlǣran to persuade 
forðtihtan to persuade 
geondsprūtan to pervade 
miscyrran to pervert 
miswendan to pervert, abuse; be perverted, err 
pȳcan to pick 
āhaccian to pick out 
āpīcan to pick out 
puslian to pick out (the best bits) 
pīcan to pick, use a pīc, te remove by means of a pīc 
ðurhwundian to piece through, wound badly 
ongefæstnian to pierce 
ðurhholian to pierce 
ðurhðyddan to pierce or thrust through, transfix 
ðurhstingan to pierce or thurst through, prick, stab through 
ðurhðyrelian to pierce through, make a hole through, perforate; to penetrate 
stacan 1 to pierce with a stake; to spit; to roast 
ðurhsmūgan 2 to pierce, bore through; to go or move through carefully or slowly, creep 
through; to go carefully through a subject, go over the details 
ðurhdelfan to pierce, dig through, bore through 
inbestingan to pierce, penetrate, make a thrust 
tōstingan to pierce, prick to pieces, thrust in 
snǣsan to pierce, run through (with an implement or weapon); to spit 
ofstingan to pierce, stab (to death), to wound or kill by a thrust 
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ofstician to pierce, stab (to death), wound or kill by a thrust; to transfix 
tōstician to pierce, stab to pieces, destroy by thrusts 
ðurhsticcian to pierce, transfix; to stick through 
(ge)prician to pierce; to prick, sting; to produce a pricking sensation 
ðurhiernan to pierce; to run through 
unhālian to pine away 
weorpian to pine away 
pīpian to pipe (blow an instrument) 
gepīcian to pitch, cover with pitch 
lissian to pity 
foresettan to place before, precede; to propose; to prefer; to close in, shut in 
foregesettan to place before, precede; to propose; to prefer; to shut in 
oferlecgan to place over, lay over, above or upon something; to overburden, surfeit; 
to cover; to oppress 
(ge)stefnan to place, arrange, fix, institute; to direct, regulatē to alternate, reciprocate 
(ge)medemian to place, assign, allot, mete out, vouchsafe; to estimate, fix the measure 
of anything; to order, regulate, moderate; to respect, esteem, condescend, deign, honour, 
deem worthy; to humble, humiliate 
(ge)lōgian to place, lodge; to arrange, dispose, settle, put in order; to put or bring 
together, collect; to frame; to divide, portion out; to discourse; to occupy, fill a place; to 
put, deposit; to bring; to storage; to write in good style 
(ge)fæstan  to place; to make firm, fast or steadfast, fasten, establish; to commit, 
entrust; to commend; to abstain from food; to atone for; to shut up; to imprison 
(ge)sierwan to plan, deliberate, devise, contrive; to plot. conspire, machinate, lay 
snares for, entrap, lie in wait for; to equi, fit out, arm, furnish with arms, put on armour 
(ge)sierian to plan, devise, contrive; plot, lay snares for, entrap; put on armour 
ācræftan to plan, devise, think out, contrive as a craftsman 
ðilian to plank, board over 
(ge)plantian to plant 
āplantian to plant, transplant 
beclǣman to plaster over, poultice 
sealmian to play on the harp (and sing) 
hearpian to play the harp 
gamenian to play, game, joke, pun 
spilian to play, sport, wanton 
foregeðingian to plead for, interercede, defend 
wellīcian to please well 
welgelīcian to please well; be well pleased 
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(ge)cwēman to please, satisfy, gratify; to propitiate; to serve, comply with, be 
obedient to 
gehagian to please; to be convenient or suitable 
(ge)līcian to please; to be sufficient 
gewedfæstan to pledge 
forweddian to pledge (sth); of property or money 
rihtgehātan to pledge oneself, swear 
(ge)borhfæstan to pledge, to determine, fasten or bind by a pledge or surety 
ymbsierwan to plot, design, deliberate about an evil deed; to lay in wait for 
(ge)rēonian to plot, devise, conspire, frame; to talk low, whisper, murmur, mutter; to 
ordain 
hrycigan to plough into ridges 
onerian to plough up 
erian to plough; to ear 
hnoppian to pluck 
āhnēapan to pluck off 
hnēapan to pluck off 
wīnian to pluck or gather grapes 
ūtālūcan to pluck out 
āpluccian to pluck, gather 
(ge)strūdian to plunder 
copian to plunder, pillage; to steal 
ādrencan to plunge under, submerge, immerse, drown 
gedūfan to plunge, dive, duck, sink, be drowned 
foregetēon to point out 
(ge)ǣtrian to poison, envenom; to become poisonous 
(ge)wīdlian to pollute, contaminate; to defile, profane, violate; to make common 
besmittian to pollute, defile 
forecostian to pollute, profane; to try, test 
ierfian to possess, inherit; honour with a funeral feast 
onsǣgan to postrate; to cause to sink down 
(ge)pīlian to pound in a mortar 
gelan to pour 
forðgēotan to pour forth 
forðsencan to pour forth, give to drink 
onȳðan to pour in 
ingēotan to pour in, fill 
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āgēotan to pour out or forth, shed, strew, spill; to melt, found; to destroy, deprive 
of, consume 
(ge)scencan to pour out, give drink, to skink 
ðurhgēotan to pour over, cover by pouring; to fill, impregnate, saturate; to imbue, 
inspire 
ofergēotan to pour upon, cover by pouring; to flood, suffuse, overwhelm 
geondgēotan to pour, pour about, spread; to soak, saturate, suffuse 
(ge)gēotan to pour, pour forth, shed, cast; to flow, gush, flood, overwhelm; to found 
wīglian to practise divination or sorcery 
wiccian to practise witchcraft 
ymblofian to praise 
loflǣcan to praise 
efenherian to praise together 
samodherian to praise together 
āherian to praise, celebrate enough 
(ge)lofian to praise, exalt; to value, put a price upon 
(ge)herian to praise, extol, commend, honour, glorify; to cry; to help 
(ge)wuldrian to praise, extol, glorify; to be glorified; to boast, brag; to live in glory 
dōmian to praise, glorify; to magnify 
(ge)bēnsian to pray, supplicate, implore 
gebedian to pray, worship 
prēdician to preach 
godspellian to preach the gospel, evangelize 
forestæppan 2 to precede, anticipate, come or go before; to prevent 
forefēran to precede, go before 
forðyrnan to precede, run before; to continue 
rempan to precipitate, to be hasty, to go headlong 
foreweorðan to predestinate 
foregesecgan to predestine 
forestihtian to predestine, fore-ordain 
forecweðan to predict, foresay; to preach 
beforancweðan to predict, foretell 
(ge)wītegian to predict, prophesy; to declare, make known 
foreberan  to prefer 
foredēman to prejudge 
forebisegian to preoccupy 
tōgegearwian to prepare 
beddian to prepare or make a bed; provide one with a bed 
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bȳwan to prepare, adorn, brighten; to furbish up, rub 
foregearwian to prepare, make ready 
foregegearwian to prepare, make ready 
(ge)tāwian to prepare, make ready, dress or prepare material; to make, taw; to 
cultivate, till; to treat badly, afflict, abuse, harass, insult; to reduce, bring to 
(ge)gearcian to prepare, make ready, equip; to procure, supply, present, furnish 
efenstālian to prepare, make ready, execute 
efenstaðelian to prepare, make ready, execute 
(ge)dæftan to prepare, make ready, put in order, arrange 
iarwan to prepare; cook; deck, dress, clothe, adorn; direct 
(ge)scrīfan to prescribe, ordain, decree; to judge, deem; to allot, adjudge, assign, 
appoint; to impose (punishment); to reprehend; to hear confession, shrive; to receive 
absolution; to have regard to, be troubled about, care for; to censure 
(ge)andweardian to present, bring before one 
geandwyrdan to present, bring before one 
gēocian to preserve; to save rescue; to join, yoke 
foresittan to preside, sit before or in front 
tringan to press 
getingan to press against, throng 
forðwecgan to press forward 
beðryccan to press on or down 
onðringan to press on or forward; move, be move 
ymbhȳpan to press round, surround in crowds, assail 
ðurhswōgan to press through; to penetrate; to pervade 
(ge)ðryscan to press, afflict, oppress, depress, press or weigh down 
geðrȳn to press, bind; to express; to restrain, repress 
ðrēatian to press, compel, urge, force; to afflict, torment, vex, trouble, exercise; to 
oppress, attack, harass; to threaten; to reprove, rebuke, check; to restrain 
twingan to press, force 
nīedan to press, force, compel, urge 
ðrēatnian to press, force, urge, compel; to threaten; to reprove, rebuke, check 
(ge)ðȳwan to press, impel, force; to drive, urge; to impress; to stab, pierce, press 
with a weapon; to push, crush, oppress, subjugate, tame; to check; to threaten; to rebuke 
āðryccan to press, oppress 
geðrysmian to press, oppress, stifle 
clæmman to press, pinch 
tengan to press, press towards; to hurry, hasten, proceed with  haste or violence; to join 
forðryccan to press, squeeze, crush, tread under; to oppress, supress, overwhelm 
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ofðryccan to press, squeeze, crush; to repress, cumber, subdue; to afflict, oppress; to 
destroy; to occupy forcibly 
(ge)ðringan to press, squeeze, press forward; to press, force; to crowd, throng; to 
oppress; to advance, rush on, hasten; to pinch (with cold); to gain (by force) 
cnissan to press, toss, strike, hew to pieces, dash, crash (together), beat; overcome; 
overwhelm, oppress 
gegnyssan to press, toss, strike, hew to pieces, dash, crash (together), beat; 
overcome; overwhelm, oppress 
(ge)cnyssan to press; to beat, strike, dash, crash, hew to pieces; to toss; to trouble, 
oppress; to overcome, overwhelm 
(ge)ðrysman to press; to oppress, stifle, suffocate, choke; to keep in subjection 
ðyddan to press; to strike, stab; to thrust 
fortrūwian to presume, be presumptuous, be over confident or rash 
(ge)ðrīstlǣcan to presume, become bold; to dare 
onmēdan to presume, take upon onse’s self 
āðrīstian to presume; to be bold 
bebregdan to pretend 
ofermagan to prevail 
foranswīðrian to prevail 
oferswīðrian to prevail, conquer 
ðurhswīðan to prevail, prove very strong 
forlettan to prevent 
forhradian to prevent, anticipate; to go too quickly, hurry, hasten; to frustrate 
forestæppan 1 to prevent, forestall; to go before, precede, excel 
forestemnan to prevent, hinder, prohibit 
dwellan to prevent, mislead, hinder, delay; to deceive, lead astray; to err, be lead 
astray, wander; to continue, remain; to dwell 
forscyttan to prevent, shoot before; to discharge; to obviate, exclude; to pay off; to 
shut to, bolt 
āpriccan to prick 
pyngan to prick 
anbryrdan to prick, goad; to vex 
gedȳrsian to prize, praise, hold dear, glorify, honour 
forðbecuman to proceed, come forth 
oðrīdan to proceed, ride away 
forðcuman 2 to proceed; to arrive at 
ūtmǣran to proclaim, announce 
foreclipian to proclaim, cry out, declare, proclamare 
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forðroccettan 1 to proclaim, utter (DOE)  
ātȳdran to procreate, beget; to create 
wyrmsan to produce corrupt matter 
forðberan to produce, bring forth, bear or carry forth 
ācennan to produce, bring forth, beget; to attribute to, assign; to renew 
forðātēon to produce, bring forth, draw forth 
(ge)tȳdran to produce, bring forth, propagate, beget; to be prolific; to nourish, foster 
forðbrengan to produce, bring forth; to accomplish, fulfil; to adduce quote 
(ge)cennan to produce, create, bring forth, conceive, beget; to declare, prove, give 
forth (a statement), make known, clear, show oneself; to assign, attribute, give; to 
choose out, nominate 
ūtālǣdan 1 to produce; release 
āwīdlian to profane, defile; to pollute, contaminate 
tōgǣlan to profane, violate, defile 
forððēon to profit 
forweaxan to progress, overgrow, swell; to be overgrown 
scecgan To project, jut out; to be distinguished 
onhātan to promise 
(ge)bēotian to promise, vow; to boast; to threaten 
behātan to promise, vow; to threaten; to certify; to give assurance 
(ge)fremman to promote, further, advance; to do, make, accomplish, perform, effect, 
bring to pass; to commit, perpetrate; to frame; to support, afford; to get good, profit; to 
perfect; to finish 
(ge)fyrðran to promote, further, advance; to get on, improve; to help, support; to urge 
on; to endow, benefit, enrich; to be enriched 
scȳan to prompt, urge, persuade, incite, tempt, suggest 
ūtcȳðan to promulgate, announce 
āwītegian to prophesy 
farnian to prosper 
gesundfullian to prosper, be successful, be made prosperous  
gesyndlǣcan to prosper, cause to prosper 
gesyndgian to prosper, make to prosper 
gespēdsumian to prosper, succeed 
(ge)spōwan to prosper, succeed, thrive, be succesful; to profit, avail; to help 
(ge)spēdan to prosper, succeed; to speed 
āspēdan to prosper, survive; to speed, scape  
forswefian 1 to prosper; to prevail, profit, to perish, kill 
āscildan to protect 
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bescildian to protect 
forðringan to protect or snatch from any one, defend against, rescue from; to 
displace, thrust aside, elbow out, drive out at 
sceadwian to protect, cover with shadow 
(ge)ealgian to protect, defend 
āmundian to protect, defend 
(ge)mundbyrdan to protect, defend, patronize 
(ge)mundian to protect, guard, shelter, watch over; to act as a guardian 
hlēowsian to protect, shelter 
hlēonian to protect, shelter, take care of, cherish 
bebeorgan to protect, take care; to save, save one’s self, guard one’s self against, 
ward off something from one’s self,  
forðrǣcan to protrude 
gescyldian to prove guilty, charge with guilt, render liable to punishment 
(ge)sōðian to prove true, bear witness to 
efneācunnian to prove, demonstrate 
efnegecunnian to prove, demonstrate 
foranscēawian to provide 
gesyflan to provide with flavour or relishes 
ātimplian to provide with spikes 
gesēon to provide. sih ðe lo! behold! 
āmetsian to provision, provide food for 
metian 1 to provision, supply with food 
gebylgan to provoke, anger, make angry; to cause to swell 
(ge)gremian to provoke, excite, irritate, incense, enrage, exasperate; to revile, vex; to 
inflame 
āgrimsian to provoke, irritate 
āscrēadian to prune, lop 
geblǣdan to puff up, inflate 
āpullian to pull 
onwegpullian to pull away 
pluccian to pull away, pluck; to tear 
ātēon to pull or draw out, remove, pluck; to lead out; to protract; to move, journey, 
roam; to use, employ, apply, dispose of; to treat, deal with 
āhlēfan to pull or pluck out 
tōtēon to pull or tear to pieces, draw asunder, rend; to destroy; to pull away, pull apart; 
take to oneself, claim for oneself 
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(ge)tǣsan to pull or tear to pieces; to comb, card, tease wool, pluck; to wound, 
injure, assault; to touch, influence, affect the mind 
ofādōn to pull out, tear out 
ofātēon to pull out, withdraw 
tōtræglian to pull to pieces, pull away, strip 
lūcan to pull up; to pull out; to pluck out 
pullian to pull, draw, pluck, pluck off (wood) 
(ge)træglian to pull, pluck 
plyccan to pull, pluck, scrape; to snatch; to pluck with a desire 
āgeldan 1 to punish 
ofāsēoðan to purge, purify 
āclǣnsian to purify, cleanse or remove impurity of an object 
āfylgan to pursue 
(ge)hentan to pursue, attack; (+/-) appropriate, seize 
befylgan to pursue, follow after; to betake; to persevere with; to stick or cling to; 
to transmit, deliver, consign 
oferfylgan to pursue, persecute; to attack 
onwegāscūfan to push away 
niðerāscūfan to push down 
oðscūfan to push or move away 
ūtscūfan to push out, shut out, exclude 
scūfan to push, shove, thrust; to urge, impel; to push out, expel, deliver up; to display; 
to move to, go 
āðiddan to push, thrust 
hrindan to push, thrust 
bestingan to push, thrust in 
pȳtan to push, thrust, poke; to put out the eyes 
potian to push, thrust, strike, butt, goad 
ðoddettan to push; to strike, batter 
hūfian to put a covering on the head 
geēastrian to put after Easter 
onrettan to put confusion, disgrace 
(ge)orrettan to put confusion, disturb; to put to shame; to disgrace 
mēdan to put courage into a person 
forðdōn to put forth 
getelgian 1 to put forth branches 
(ge)gimmian to put forth buds, adorn with gems 
ingedōn to put in 
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cystian to put in a coffin 
gedrēoglǣcan to put in order, arrange, regulate 
(ge)crimman to put in, cram, insert, stuff 
fǣtelsian to put into a vessel 
unscrȳdan to put off (clothes), undress; to deprive, divest, uncover, strip 
forieldan to put off, delay, defer 
framdōn to put off, stop, interrupt 
onādōn to put on 
ondōn 2 to put on (clothes) 
tyslian to put on, dress 
eftscēogian to put one’s shoes on again 
gesamodlǣcan to put or bring together 
āniðrian to put or cast down; to condemn, damn 
(ge)swebban to put or send to sleep, lull; to kill, put to death 
oðdōn to put out 
āpȳtan to put out (eyes) 
ofdōn to put out, put off, take off (clothes) 
tōgesettan to put to 
tōbesettan to put to 
dȳdan to put to death, kill 
ādȳdan to put to death, kill, destroy, mortify 
forflȳgan to put to flight 
fligan to put to flight 
flȳgan to put to flight, disperse (DOE) 
ofsceamian to put to shame 
ārēodian to put to shame, blush, redden; to stain 
onswebban to put to sleep; to bury 
oferfindan to put to the proof, make trial of 
teofenian to put together, join, associate 
underdōn to put under 
bedūfan to put under, immerse, submerge, drown 
ālecgan to put, lay, place, deposit; to give up, abandon, cease from; to destroy, 
abolish, suppress, allay; to conquer, overcome, overthrow, diminish; to impose, inflict 
upon; to put down; to put off, lay aside 
(ge)lecgan to put, place, lay, set, deposit, postrate; to arrange, dispose, put before; to 
attach, annex; to bury; to submit; to impose; to go, betake oneself; to cast down; to lay 
low; to kill, slay; to establish 
beslēpan to put, place, lay; to cover, slip on, put on, clothe; to impose 
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besettan to put, place, set near; to appoint; to own, possess, keep; to occupy, 
besiege; to cover, surround with, adorn; to beset; to invest; to institute 
stellan to put, place, set; to take place; to stand 
regnian 2 to put, prepare, arrange, dispose, set in order, dress; to regulate; to plan, 
contrive; to adorn, ornament, garnish, trim 
āgrīsan to quake, shudder; to fear, dread 
cīfan to quarrel 
(ge)drysnan to quench, extinguish, put out 
gelīffæstnian to quicken 
hratian to quicken, hasten, rush, accelerate, forward 
(ge)cwician to quicken; to create, come to life 
sprangettan to quiver, palpitate 
rabbian to rage 
wilmian to rage 
rāsettan to rage (of fire) 
rēðian to rage, be fierce 
āgrymetian to rage, be furious 
bremman to rage, roar 
rēðigian to rage; to be fierce or furious 
gerīnan to rain on, wet with rain 
regnian 1 to rain, cause rain to fall 
rīnan to rain; to send down or fall like rain 
ofergetimbran to raise a building, erect 
ūpniman to raise up 
ūprǣran to raise up 
onhebban to raise up, erect, lift up, exalt; to leaven; to begin, take up; to take away, 
remove 
ūpārǣran to raise up, lift up, exalt; excite; introduce 
oðhebban to raise, elevate, lift up, exalt 
ārǣman to raise, elevate, lift up; to arise; to stand up 
(ge)stēpan to raise, erect, build high; to elevate, honour, exalt, consecrate, dignify, 
ennoble; to enrich, adorn; to bereave; to initiate 
āhebban to raise, erect, exalt, heave or stir up; to take away, remove; to support, 
uphold; to leaven, ferment 
gehēhan to raise, exalt, extol 
(ge)hēan to raise, exalt, extol, heighten; to heighten 
ārǣran to raise, lift up, cause to grow; to build, erect; to set up, establish, create; to 
spread, disseminate; to excite, exalt, extol; to disturb, upset; to rear (swine) 
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onstēpan to raise; to initiate 
geondscrīðan 1 to ramble (of the mind) 
æthreppian to rap at, knock, dash about 
fulfæstnian to ratify fully 
woffian to rave, blaspheme; to shout 
wōhhian to rave, go astray mentally; to wander 
(ge)wēdan to rave, rage, be or become mad 
(ge)edstaðelian to re-establish, restore; to repair, rebuild; to repeat 
misrǣcan to reach ot touch wrongly; to abuse 
ūprǣcan to reach up 
gefolgian to reach, attain; to obey, serve, observe 
oferrǣdan to read over or through, peruse; to consider, infer 
ðurhrǣdan to read through 
repan to reap 
gerȳpan 4 to reap 
(ge)rīpan to reap, cut corn 
rǣran to rear, raise, elevate, lift up, move from a lower to a higher position; to build; to 
create; to set up, establish; to begin, give rise to; to offer a prayer; to do, commit; to 
exalt, excite, arouse, rouse, promote, stir up 
wiðsēon to rebel, rise or plot against 
wiðfeohtan to rebel; to fight against, contend with 
(ge)ðrēagan to rebuke, chastise, correct, punish; threaten, menace; attack, oppress, 
torture, afflict, vex, harass 
geedcīegan to recall 
eftgecīgan to recall, call back; to summon 
onniman to receive, take 
underniman to receive, take in; to steal, take surreptitiously; to understand, 
comprehend; to take upon oneself; to resent, be indignant at; to blame 
geðēon to receive, take, get 
gerādigian to reckon with; to arrange; to call to account 
gerādian to reckon with; to prepare, arrange; call to account; to reason, argue 
eftoncnāwan to recollect, recall to mind; to know, perceive again 
(ge)lēanian to recompense, reward, requite; to pay, repay 
eftgeðingian to reconcile, bring together 
friðsumian to reconcile, make peaceful 
(ge)sēman to reconcile, settle, smooth over, put right, pacify; to arbitrate, bring 
about agreement 
ācofrian to recover 
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gemagian to recover (health) 
(ge)edcwician to recover consciousness, revive, requicken 
āwyrpan to recover from illness 
eftscippan to recreate 
rēodan to redden; to stain with blood; to wound; to kill 
eftālȳsan to redeem 
eftgelȳsan to redeem 
besēoðan to reduce by boiling 
nȳdðēowigan to reduce to servitude, exact or compel service from 
āðynnian to reduce, make thin 
oferslēan to reduce, subdue; to overcome 
underðēodan to reduce, subject, subjugate, subdue, render subject, degrade; to add, 
subjoin; to support, cause to endure, render liable;  
rēocan to reek, stink; to emit vapour, steam or smoke 
sinewealtian to reel, be unsteady, not to stand firmly 
geedhīwian to reform, reshape; to conform 
geedhyrtan to refresh; to reanimate; to recruit 
wiðsceorian to refuse 
forhylman to refuse obedience, neglect; to cover over, conceal; to leave 
unperformed 
scorian  to refuse, reject an offer, repudiate; to jut out, project 
wiernan to refuse, reject, decline, deny, withhold, be sparing of; to forbid, prevent 
from, prohibit, keep from 
ætdēman to refuse; to give judgement against 
eftbecweðan to refute (DOE) 
wiðscūfan to refute, repel, thrust or push back, drive away 
bescȳlan to regard, squint at; to look upon; to look askance 
āgȳman to regard; to heal, cure; to take notice of 
geedbyrdan to regenerate, cause to be born again 
gebreadian to regenerate, restore the flesh or body 
besīdian to regulate (the size) 
(ge)temprian to regulate, moderate, control, temper; to prepare, adapt; to curb; to heal, 
cure; to mix, mingle 
rīcsian to reign, govern, bear rule; to tyrannize, exercise violence; to dominate, 
domineer, prevail 
wiðcēosan to reject 
tōspurnan to reject 
wiðhogian to reject, be adverse in thought or purpose, disregard 
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wiðhycgan to reject, despise, scorn, be adverse in thought or purpose 
wiðweorpan to reject, repudiate 
eftādrīfan to reject, repudiate (DOE) 
wiðgȳnan to reject; to reply 
efnegeðancian to rejoice 
sibban to rejoice 
frēaðancian to rejoice greatly, exult 
midblīðsian to rejoice together with (so else) 
efenblissian to rejoice with, to rejoice equally 
(ge)drȳman to rejoice, be joyful, make a joyous sound; to play on an instrument, sing 
a song, sing aloud; to modulate 
myrgan to rejoice, be merry or glad 
rēstan to rejoice, exult 
behlyhhan to rejoice, exult over, laught at, deride 
wynsumnian to rejoice, exult, be joyful 
(ge)hrēðan to rejoice, exult; to triumph, glory 
oferblissian to rejoice, triumph over 
bereccan to relate, explain, recount; to excuse or justify oneself 
onliðian to relax, loosen 
tōslacian to relax, slacken; to make or become remiss 
onwrīðan  to release from a covering, unbind, unwrap 
ālǣtan to release, leave, let go; to give up, lose, renounce, resign; to allow, let; to 
forgive, pardon, remit; to deliver up, return 
ālynnan to release, loose, free from, let go, deliver 
onlǣtan to release, relax; to permit, let a thing go on; to continue; to forbear; to 
relinquish; to let alone 
onlīesan to release, set free, loosen, liberate; to deliver 
(ge)liðian to release, unloose, relax 
līfan to remain 
eftwunian to remain behind 
belīfan to remain, be left; to abide; to die 
belǣfan to remain, be left; to survive; to leave, spare 
āwunian to remain, continue; to abide; to insist 
oðstandan to remain, stand fixed, stand behind; to cease 
onbīdan to remain, wait; to wait for, await, expect; to attend upon; to abide 
eftgemyndgian to remember 
mynegian to remember be mindful of, remind, recall; to intend; to mention, 
commemorate; to mention; to impel, exhort, warn, admonish; to demand payment 
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(ge)myndgian to remember, be mindful of, remind, recall, recollect; to intend; to 
mention, commemorate; to impel, exhort, warn; to demand payment 
ofðencan to remember, recall to mind 
ofmunan to remember, recall to mind, recollect 
(ge)munan to rememeber, remind; to think, consider, meditate; to think about, be 
mindful of; to be careful; to mention, record 
ūtdragan to remove 
āfyrðan to remove 
framāstyrian to remove 
onwegāwendan to remove 
onwegāfirran to remove away 
(ge)ūtian to remove, put out, expel, eject, banish; to alienate (property) 
āsceacan to remove, shake off; to depart, flee, desert, forsake; to shake, brandish 
onsceacan to remove, shake off; to shake 
feorran 2 to remove, take away, turn aside, withdaw; to avert; to proscribe 
rēofan to rend, rive; to break 
(ge)innīwian to renew 
geedlian to renew 
nīwian to renew, renovate, restore; to change; to repeat 
wiðsecgan to renounce 
wiðsacan to renounce, abandon, forsake, give up; to deny, refuse, reject, decline, 
withhold; to oppose, strive against; to declare hostility 
wiðersacian to renounce, be or become apostate; to blaspheme 
forhātan to renounce, forswear; to declare criminal, outlaw, proscribe 
forsēon to renounce, reject, despise, scorn; to be ashamed of; to refrain from; to 
overlook 
(ge)gafolian to rent, seize as tribute; to impose a fine; to confiscate; to proscribe 
ābōtian to repair 
(ge)trēagian to repair, mend, sew together 
bōtettan to repair; to improve 
(ge)edlēanian to repay; to reward, recompense, remit 
geedlǣstan to repeat 
geeftgadrian to repeat 
ofercweðan to repeat 
eftgian to repeat, iterate 
(ge)edlǣcan to repeat, renew 
wiðdrīfan to repel, drive off 
hrēowian to repent 
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(ge)hrēowan to repent, be penitent; to cause sorrow, grieve, distress, vex; to make 
sorry, rue 
dǣdbētan to repent, make amends, atone for, do penance, be penitent 
behrēowsian to repent, rue, feel remorse; to make amends o reparation, compassionate 
spelian to represent, be substitute for, take or stand in the place of another 
āspelian to represent, be substitute for, take the place of 
ofðryscan to repress, beat down; to suppress 
(ge)hindrian to repress, check; to hinder, impede, obstruct 
ādrysnan to repress, extinguish 
ofsittan to repress, press down, oppress; to occupy, sit upon, besiege; to check; to 
hedge in 
eftforðryccan to repress, restrain, hold in check 
hospan to reproach 
āhyspan to reproach 
gemidleahtrian to reproach 
ætgangan 1 to reproach 
ūpbrēdan to reproach with, upbraid 
ūpgebrēdan to reproach with, upbraid 
onlæccan to reproach, blame 
oðwītan to reproach, blame, charge with; to taunt 
lēan 2 to reproach, blame, find fault with; to disapprove, scorn 
edwītan to reproach, blame, revile; to upbraid 
edwitan to reproach, blame; to upbraid 
(ge)tǣlan to reproach, rebuke, reprove, blame, reprehend, scold, accuse, censure, 
condemn; to speak ill of, slander, calumniate, backbite; to mock, jeer at, deride, insult, 
maltreat, abuse, despise, vex,scorn; to dispute 
eftforfindan to reprove 
repsan to reprove, blame 
ðrēapian to reprove, rebuke, reprehend, correct 
forcȳðan to reprove, refute; to rebuke 
eftedwītan to reprove, upbraid again 
forcinnan to repudiate, destroy 
forcrafian to require 
onsēcan  to require, exact 
edgyldan to requite, remunerate 
wiðferian to rescue, redeem, carry off 
oðgrīpan to rescue; to snatch away 
forscrīhan to resign, give up, abdicate 
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wiðerhabban to resist 
strīman to resist, oppose 
wiðwiðerian to resist, withstand 
onhwelan to resound, bellow back 
onscilian to resound, echo 
āswēgan to resound, intone; to thunder 
(ge)ārian to respect, honour, reverence; to care for, regard, favour; to be merciful 
to, pardon, spare; to pity; to endow, present 
(ge)mǣðian to respect, honour; to regard; to bestow, spare 
restan to rest, respose; to cease form toil, be at rest; to remain, lie 
seomian to rest; to be tired, lie at rest; to tarry, stand; to continue; to hang, swim, 
sway; to lower; to lay wait for 
geedstalian to restore 
(ge)edlæsian to restore 
(ge)inlagian to restore or reverse an outlaw to the protection of the law 
geedfrēolsian to restore to freedom; to re-grant by charter 
geedstālian to restore, reestablish, renew, rebuild; to repeat 
(ge)ednīwian to restore, reform, change, renew, renovate,  repeat 
(ge)eftgian to restore, strengthen ; to repeat 
wiðhæftan to restrain 
āhabban to restrain, abstain; to support 
(ge)mīdlian to restrain, bridle, curb 
ymbebǣtan to restrain, curb 
ðrafian to restrain, reprove, rebuke, correct; to press, push, compel, urge; to demand 
ofhealdan to retain withhold, keep back 
æthabban to retain, detain, withhold 
stōwigan to retain, restrain, hold back 
onhupian to retire, draw back; to recoil, step back 
(ge)sweðrian to retire, retreat, withdraw; to abate, vanish, melt away, dwindle, 
decrease, weaken, subside, destroy 
(ge)wīcan to retire, yield, give way; to fall down, give way; to depart 
nebbian to retort upon, rebuke, confront 
wiðstyllan to retreat, leap back 
āgēngehweorfan to return 
hāmsīðian to return home 
āgēncuman to return, come again 
æthweorfan to return, go back 
eftsīðian to return, go back 
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edhwierfan to return, retrace one’s steps 
(ge)edhwyrfan to return, to come to mind, to be remembered; to kick back; to recover, 
get well 
āgēnbewendan to return, turn again 
gēanhweorfan to return, turn again 
agēngecyrran to return, turn again, recur 
edwendan to return, turn back; to cease to affect 
efthwyrfan to return; recur 
āmeldian to reveal, disclose, let out, make known; to betray; to conceal; to 
denounce, inform against 
ongēanwerian to revile in return 
hearmcweðan to revile, speak ill of 
āmagian to revive, be restored to health; to prevail; to recover (health) 
ācwician to revive, come to life, become lively, quicken, vivify, make lively 
(ge)edwyrpan to revive, recover, become better; to amend  
ymbscrīðan to revolve about, go round 
ymbswīfan to revolve round 
(ge)wealcan to revolve, move round, roll, toss; to fluctuate; to consider, reflect, 
scheme, discuss; to turn over, deal with; to go, traverse; to press 
mēdian to reward 
eftðancian to reward, recompense 
hreddan to rid, free from, ake away; to save, liberate, rescue 
ārīdan to ride 
onrīdan to ride (on a raid, etc.) 
oferrīdan to ride across, cross on horseback 
forrīdan to ride before; to intercept 
ūtrīdan to ride or go away 
rīdan to ride; to move about, swing, rock; to float, sail; to chafe (of letters) 
gerīdan to ride; to occupy, seize, take possession of, reach or obtain by riding; to 
ride up 
hospettan to ridicule, mock 
(ge)rihtan to right; to set or put right, rectify, correct, amend, rebuke; to direct, 
guide, rule, govern; to set up, erect; to assign; to restore, replace 
hringan 1 to ring; to sound, clash; to announce by bells 
rīpian to ripen, mature; to grow old 
eftārīsan to rise again 
oferhlīfan to rise high above, tower over or up, overtop; to exceed, surpass; to excel 
uppian to rise or mount up, swell 
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ūpscīnan to rise shiningly 
ūpārīsan to rise up 
ūpspringan to rise up 
onārīsan to rise up (against) 
ūpāstīgan to rise, ascend 
(ge)ārīsan to rise, stand up; rise together; be fit, be proper 
(ge)rīsan to rise, stand up; to be proper, suit, be fit; to take, seize, carry off, snatch 
away 
plēon to risk, expose to danger, adventure oneself 
āswǣman to roam, wander about; to grieve, pine; to be grieved, confounded; to be 
ashamed 
wōrigan to roam, wander; move round, totter, crumble to pieces 
circian to roar 
gyrretan to roar 
āhlōwan to roar or bellow again 
rārian to roar, bellow, cry, lament, mourn 
ðēotan to roar, howl; to sound forth, resound, murmur 
rȳn to roar, rage 
hwelan to roar, rage, bellow 
hwoðerian to roar; to surge, foam; to be tempestuous 
stagan 1 to roast 
āhyrstan to roast, fry 
gerȳpan 1 to rob, plunder; to spoil 
gerīpan to rob, spoil 
(ge)rēafian to rob, spoil plunder, ravage, take by force; to waste; to carry off, 
remove, transport; to robe, provide with vestments  
hlōðian to rob, spoil, plunder, take booty 
roccian to rock (a child) 
(ge)wyltan to roll 
āwilwan to roll 
betrendan to roll 
ofhwylfan to roll away 
awegawyltan to roll away 
fromawæltan to roll away 
bewylwian to roll down, wallow, roll together 
befealdian to roll up  
(ge)wealcian to roll up, muffle up; to curl (with a curling-iron) 
onwylwan to roll up, roll together 
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āwyltan to roll, roll away, revolve; to harass, molest 
tearflian to roll, roll over, turn, wallow 
onwealcan to roll, roll round 
wylwan to roll, roll together; to join, compound, compose 
ātrendlian to roll, trundle 
trendlian to roll, trundle 
trendan to roll, turn, turn round, revolve, move hastily 
wealwian 1 to roll, wallow 
ūtāwyrtrumian to root out 
āwyrttrumian to root out 
unwyrtrumian to root out, uproot, pluck up bu the roots 
āwēodian to root out, weed, rake up; to destroy, extirpate 
wrōtan to root up 
gebælcan to root up 
āwyrtwalian to root up, eradicate, extirpate; to exterminate; to draw away, pluck 
stȳfician to root up, extirpate 
āfūlian to rot, putrefy; to become foul, be corrupt or defiled 
(ge)rotian to rot, putrefy; to get corrupt; to ulcerate 
oðrōwan to row off, to escape by rowing 
oferrōwan to row over, cross by rowing 
berōwan to row round 
gnuddian to rub 
āsweorfan to rub or file off, polish 
bebyrwan to rub over 
begnīdan to rub thoroughly 
gnīdan to rub, rub or grind together; to break, crumble, comminute 
rīcettan to rule 
wealdian to rule, command 
oðiernan to run away, escape 
oðscacan to run away, escape 
foreiernan to run before, out run 
tōrinnan to run in different directions, disperse 
āgnīdan to run off 
oðrinnan to run off, escape 
ārinnan to run out; to pass away, disappear 
geondyrnan to run over or about 
āiernan to run over or away; to pass over; to run out; to go, pass by 
onsnǣsan  to run through, pierce, spit 
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tōiernan to run to, run about, run together; to wander about; to flow away, 
dispersed 
gerinnan 1 to run together, blend, coagulate, congeal, condense; to come together, 
congregate 
underiernan to run under, run beneath 
ðocerian to run up and down or to and fro, run about 
ūpyrnan 2 to run up; rise 
berinnan to run upon or over; to wet, bedew 
(ge)rinnan 1 to run, flow 
scūdan to run, hurry; to shake, tremble, shiver, shudder 
ðrǣgan to run, proceed in a course 
(ge)ærnan 1 to run, race, gallop, ride; to run for, reach by running, galloping or riding, 
gallop up to (sth/sw.) 
ārǣsan to rush 
besīgan to rush 
ðeran to rush 
onrǣsan  to rush (on) 
forðhrēosan to rush forth 
forðrǣsan 2 to rush forth; to rise up, spring up 
berǣsan to rush into; to attack 
āswōgan to rush into; to cover over, invade, overrun, choke 
ūtrǣsan to rush out 
ðurhrǣsan to rush through 
inrǣsan to rush upon 
ongehrēosan to rush upon, fall upon 
rǣsan to rush, hasten; to move violently or impetuosly, enter on rashly, assault, attack; 
to rush (into anything); to press, force one's way 
āhrēosan to rush; to fall, fall down, perish; to be destroyed 
ōmian to rust, become rusty 
hrinlan to rustle 
blōtan to sacrifice, kill for a sacrifice 
efneunrōtsian to sadden, grieve, distress 
(ge)sadelian to saddle 
(ge)seglan to sail 
sigian to sail 
ymblīðan to sail round, circumnavigate 
sealtan to salt 
(ge)syltan to salt, season 
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(ge)sealfian to salve; to anoint 
āsēdan to satiate 
āsadian to satiate, surfeit 
gesēdan to satisfy 
fullcwēman to satisfy, gratify (sth) 
sadian to satisfy, satiate; to be sated or satisfied; to get wearied or tired 
ðurhdrencan to saturate 
indrencan to saturate, soak, steep; to fill to overflowing; to inebriate 
beorgan to save, deliver, spare; to protect, secure, guard, fortify, preserve; to 
shelter; to defend, beware of, avoid; to abstain 
(ge)nerian to save, rescue, liberate, set free; to defend, protect, preserve; to take 
away, deliver 
ānerian to save, rescue; to deliver 
forsecgan to say against, accuse; to pretend, slander; to speak about, discourse on 
niccan to say no, refuse 
(ge)mæssian to say or celebrate mass 
ofersprecan to say too much; to be abusive 
gēatan to say yea, confirm, assent to, grant, consent 
becweðan to say, assert; to speak to, address, exhort, urge; to pray for; to blame, 
admonish; to bequeath, grant by will, leave by kill 
āsecgan 1 to say, tell, express, declare; to explain, narrate, relate, utter; to announce, 
proclaim; to show, manifest, discover 
(ge)secgan to say, tell, speak, inform, announce, declare, relate, give account of; to 
mean, signify; to explain, discuss; to tell a tale, recite a poem, pronounce, utter; to give 
thanks to a person, glory; to deliver; to attribute to, lay to the charge of, accuse of, 
ascribe to 
(ge)cweðan to say, tell, speak, pronounce, call, name, proclaim, declare, announce; to 
order, give orders; to propose, offer; to agree, settle; to consider, regard 
ācweðan to say, tell, utter, express, speak out, declare; to answer, respond; reject, 
banish 
tōgǣnan to say, utter, pronounce, affirm 
oferstīgan 2 to scale, mount, climb over, rise above 
oferstīgan 1 to scale, mount, rise above; to overcome, surmount, surpass, excel; 
transcend, exceed 
hættian 1 to scalp 
āscyhhan to scare away, reject 
tōscearian to scatter 
āstencan to scatter 
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hrȳtan to scatter 
geondsprengan to scatter over or through, besprinkle 
geondstrēdan to scatter, besprinkle, suffuse 
(ge)strēwian to scatter, strew 
āstregdan to scatter, strew, sprinkle 
(ge)sprengan to scatter, strew, sprinkle, sow; to spring, break, burst, split, crack; to 
apply a clyster 
scearpian to score, scarify, make an incision in the skin 
āswingan to scourge 
ofswingan to scourge to death 
scrapian to scrape 
besceafan to scrape thoroughly 
scearflian to scrape, cut into shreds 
screpan to scrape, scratch; to prepare 
gesceorfan to scrape, shred 
bescrepan to scrape; to make level 
tōrȳpan to scratch 
scrǣman to scream 
scriccettan to screech 
ymbscūwan to screen, defend 
beinsiglian to seal up 
(ge)inseglian to seal, place a seal upon 
swæðlǣcan to search for, visit 
(ge)cunnian to search into, seek for, explore, investigate; to try to know, attempt; to 
enquire, ascertain; to try, test, prove; to experience; to afflict, vex 
nēosan to search or find out, seek, inspect; to go or come to, visit; to attack 
ātreddan to search out, investigate, examine, explore 
ðurhsmēagan to search thoroughly, investigate, examine into, inquire into, think out 
geondsēcan to search thoroughly; to pervade 
gecōcnian to season food 
(ge)wyrtian to season, spice; to perfume 
forspennan to seduce, allure, entice 
belytegian to seduce, allure, inveigle 
bepǣcan to seduce, entice, deceive; to draw away 
fortyhtan to seduce, lead astray; to draw away 
forlācan to seduce, mislead, deceive, betray 
āpǣcan to seduce, mislead, lead astray 
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forlǣdan to seduce, mislead, lead astray; to bring out; to bring or lead forth, 
produce 
forlǣran to seduce, misteach, deceive, pervert, corrupt, lead asray 
bedragan to seduce; to draw aside 
ādwellan to seduce; to lead into error, lead astray, wander; to hinder 
forðgesēon to see forth, onward, or in front 
onsēon 1 to see, behold, look on, regard, take notice of 
ongesēon  to see, look on, behold, regard, take notice of 
bewlātian to see, look, behold 
(ge)sēon to see, look, behold; to observe, perceive, discern; to understand, know; 
to inspect, visit; to experience, suffer; to appear; to seem 
besēon 1 to see, look, observe, look about; to look after, behold; to visit, go to see; 
to provide for 
ofsēon to see, observe, behold 
ofersēon to see, observe; to overlook; to survey; to neglect, despise 
behāwian to see, see clearly; to take care; to consider 
(ge)wītan to see; to keep, guard, look after, take heed of; to reproach, blame, 
accuse, impute; to go, go out, depart, leave off; to pass away, die 
geedgyrnan to seek again, return to (sth); to recover (sth) 
friclan to seek for, desire 
(ge)sēcan 1 to seek, search for, look for; to inquire, ask for, enquire about; to try, 
strife after, aim at; to look for, long for, wish, desire; to visit, go or come to, move; to 
approach, attain to, get; to attack, go to war, resort to; to afflict, persecute, beset, invade; 
to follow, pursue, proceed; to appoint, dispose 
āsēcan to seek, select; to search out, examine, explore; to ask, demand, require; to 
penetrate, search through 
(ge)ðyncan to seem appear; to seem good or fit 
onðyncan to seem, appear 
(ge)sēoðan to seethe, boil, cook in a liquid; to be troubled in mind, brood; to afflict, 
disturb, reduce by pain or disease; to feed a person with hopes 
undergrīpan to seize 
ætfecgan to seize 
ætwrencan to seize by fraud, cheat a person out of something 
ætfōn to seize upon, apprehend; to arrest stolen or lost property; to lay claim to 
gegræppian to seize,  
forfōn to seize, clutch, arrest; to anticipate, forestall, prevent; to surprise; to forteit 
forgrīpan to seize, grasp; to attack, assail, overwhelm; to take before, pre-occupy 
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ongietan to seize, grasp; to feel, perceive, see, hear; to know, learn, understand; to 
recognise, distinguish; to consider, judge; to experience; to find out, discover; to know 
carnally 
begrīpan to seize, lay hold of, grip; to reprehend, chide, chasten 
(ge)grāpian to seize, lay hold of; to touch, feel, grope; to reach, attain 
(ge)grippan to seize, obtain 
oferniman to seize, take away, carry of; to take by surprise; to take by violence; to 
violate, ravish; to come over 
bādian to seize, take by way of a pledge or fine 
gehæftnīedan to seize, take captive 
ræpsan 1 to seize, to reprove 
oferfōn to seize; to take prisoner 
becȳpan  to sell 
bebycgan to sell, set or put to sale 
becēapian to sell; to buy, purchase 
forsellan to sell; to lose, give up; to sacrifice 
besendan to send 
forsendan to send away, banish, exile; to send to destruction, destroy 
āgēnsendan to send back or again 
foresendan to send before, 
betwuxsendan to send between 
ofsendan to send for, reach by sending; to summon 
forðsendan to send forth 
āsendan to send forth or away; to give up 
ināsendan to send in 
insendan to send in; to put in 
onāsendan to send into, implant in, impart to 
onsendan to send out or forth, despatch; to transmit, yield up; to emit; to address 
onbesendan to send to 
ongesendan to send to 
forgrindan 2 to send to the bottom; to destroy 
tōsendan to send to; to disperse, send apart, send out, send away, scatter; to destroy 
(ge)sendan to send, send forth, despatch, cause to go; to impel, drive; to throw, hurl, 
cast; to put, place, lay; to utter 
fordēman to sentence, condemn, doom damn; to prejudice; to decide 
forscyrian to separate 
bescierian to separate from, deprive of, defraud 
getwǣfan to separate from, deprive of; to divert, hinder, detain; to put an end to 
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tōgescēadan to separate things; to expound; to interpret 
āliðian to separate, detach, dismember; to set free; to take away 
bescēadan to separate, discriminate; to scatter, sprinkle; to shadow 
āðīedan to separate, disjoin 
āscēadan to separate, disjoin, dissociate, exclude; to distinguish, make distinct; to 
cleanse, purify, make clear 
(ge)āsyndrian to separate, disjoin, take apart, divide, sunder, sever; to distinguish; to 
except 
(ge)āsundran to separate, disjoin, take apart, sunder, divide, sever; to distinguish; to 
except 
tōliðian to separate, disjoint, dismember; to relax; to cancel, discharge an 
obligation, pay a debt 
tōfēran to separate, disperse, go in different directions, go off separately; to deal out; to 
disturb 
tōfaran to separate, disperse, scatter; to depart, go away, part, go off separately, pass off; 
to disappear, become extinct 
tōdrǣfan to separate, disperse, scatter; to expel, dispel, drive away, out or apart 
tōhweorfan to separate, disperse, scatter; to go away, part 
tōdrīfan to separate, disperse, scatter; to repel, drive away; to destroy 
tōscyllan to separate, divide 
āscilian to separate, divide 
āscylian 1 to separate, divide off 
tōhrician to separate, divide, cut up 
tōtwǣman to separate, divide, disjoin, dissever; to distinguish, discern; to break in 
pieces, break up; to disperse, scatter, dissolve; to postpone, defer; to divorce 
dēlan to separate, divide, distribute, dispense, bestow, hand over to, share; to spend; to 
take part in, share with; to be divided; to utter 
tōdǣlan to separate, divide, distribute, share; to disperse, scatter, to cut off, 
dismember, destroy; to discriminate; to distinguish, discern; to utter, express; to be 
divided 
gemidlian to separate, divide, halve; to madiate 
āscirian to separate, divide, part, sever, cut off; to remove, rob; to set free, deprive 
of; to arrange, destine 
(ge)twǣman to separate, divide, part; to cause to cease; to settle, adjust; to postpone, 
defer 
tōscirian to separate, divide, part; to distribute, allot a share; to separate, detach; to 
distinguish 
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(ge)dǣlan to separate, divide, part; to distribute, share, deal, dole, partake, impart, 
dispense, hand over to; to spend; to take part in; to spread, diffuse, bestow; to separate, 
split up, break up, torn to pieces; to part, depart 
tōscēadan to separate, divide, part; to scatter; to differ, distinguish, discern, 
discriminate, set a variance; to decide; to utter, express, discuss 
(ge)syndrian to separate, divide, sunder 
tōsyndrian to separate, divide, sunder; to distinguish, discriminate 
tōniman to separate, divide, take to pieces; to take away 
ārēafian to separate, divide, tear from or asunder 
oferscēadan to separate, divide; to scatter over, sprinkle over 
tōgengan to separate, go different ways 
tōswīfan to separate, move off in different directions 
tōcyrran to separate, part, turn in different directions 
āscyndan to separate, part; to take or drive away, remove 
feorsian to separate, put far, remove, expel; to go beyond, depart 
tōslītan to separate, scatter; to break, tear to pieces, tear asunder, rend, cleave, serrate (of 
leaves), destroy; to wound, bite; to interrupt; to distract; to be different 
forscirian to separate, set apart 
tōbregdan to separate, tear in pieces, wrench apart, pull to pieces, pull apart; to 
break off, start from sleep; to distract; to cast off, shake off; to turn to, turn about 
ālūcan to separate, withdraw, pull out, take away; to pluck up 
ðegan to serve 
onðēowigan to serve 
beðēowan to serve 
fyrdrian to serve in the army 
underðēnian to serve under 
geambihtan to serve, minister 
(ge)ðegnian to serve, minister to, attend upon; to supply, provide; to administer, serve 
an office, perform the duties of an office 
(ge)ðēowian 1 to serve, minister to, be subject to, be devoted to, attend to; to be a 
servant or slave; to enslave, give over into slavery, deprive of freedom 
misbysnian to set a bad example 
niðerāsettan to set down 
ofdūnesettan to set down 
niðersettan to set down 
efenwrītan to set down, present, state (something in writing), conscribere 
onbeornan to set fire to, kindle, inflame 
onbrinnan to set fire to; inflame 
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forðasettan to set forth; to make, appoint 
āheordan to set free 
ārǣfan to set free, unwrap 
(ge)fylcian to set in order for fighting, array or marshal troops 
(ge)rēnian to set in order, arrange, dispose, prepare; to adorn, ornament, garnish, 
trim; to plan, contrive; to mend 
(ge)fadian to set in order, dispose, arrange, regulate; to guide, direct; to adorn, 
ornament 
(ge)endebyrdan to set in order, ordain, dispose, place, arrange, adjust; to narrate 
ǣcgan to set on edge 
ātendan to set on fire, inflame, kindle; to excite; to trouble, perplex 
āhlǣnan to set oneself up 
(ge)horsian to set or mount on a horse; to provide with horses 
ofergesettan to set over 
ofersettan to set over; to overcome; to oppress 
ymbgesettan to set round, surround, beset, encompass; plant 
tōsettan to set things apart; to dispose 
onāsettan to set upon, place on, impress upon 
gryndan to set, descend, come to the ground, sink; to found 
(ge)settan to set, place, put, lay, deposit, cause to take a certain position; to occupy, 
be situated; to set or put down, establish, settle, confirm, institute, fix, implant, decree; 
to assign, appoint, ordain; to make, create, form, compose, base, found; to prepare, set 
off; to build, erect; to sow, plant; to abate, subside, sink; to compose, write, set down, 
compile; to lay in wait; to garrison a place with; to possess; to expose, allay 
wyrtwalian to set, plant, root; to root up, eradicate 
āstellan  to set, put, appoint, display; to rush, leap, fly off; to supply, afford; to set 
up, establish, institute, found, confirm, order; to start, begin, undertake; to undergo 
āsettan to set, put, place, plant; to store up; to fix, establish; to set up, erect, build; to 
appoint, design; to take away; to transport oneself over, cross; to apply 
(ge)sehtian to settle, bring about agreement, conciliate 
(ge)sehtlian to settle, come to an agreement, reconcile 
āsittan to settle, dwell together; to starve out; to run aground 
setlan to settle, seat, place, put; to set (the sun) 
sēowan to sew, knit together, link, unite 
āsēowan to sew, stitch 
scūwan to shade 
hūdenian to shake 
wifrian to shake (a weapon) 
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winclian to shake (a weapon) 
framswengan to shake from or away, shake off, swing away 
tōhrȳran to shake in pieces 
āhræscian to shake off 
framāscæcan to shake off 
ofāsceacan to shake off; excuse 
tōsceacan to shake to pieces, shake violently; to disperse, drive asunder; to drive 
away, shake off 
forcwȳsan to shake violently 
brogdettan to shake, brandish, tremble, quake; to pant for fear; to glitter 
swengan to shake, cause to swing; to shatter; to fling, rush, dash, strike, cause 
rapid movement; to fly out 
cwacian to shake, quake, tremble, chatter (of teeth) 
hriðian to shake, quake; to be feverish, have a fever 
scelfan to shake, quiver, totter 
scacan to shake, quiver; to flee, hurry off, go forth, depart; to move quickly, be flung, 
be displaced by shaking; to pass, proceed; to weave, brandish 
āðweran to shake, stir up, churn 
āhrisian to shake, stir up; to shake off; to excite, arouse 
tealtrian to shake, totter, stagger, shake, stumble, waver; to be in an uncertain or a 
precarious condition; to be untrustworthy; to amble 
(ge)scendan to shame, put to shame, disgrace, discomfit; to disturb, insult, harm, 
injure; to abuse, spoil, mar, corrupt; to disfigure; to confound, abash; to blame, rebuke 
(ge)scieppan to shape, form; to make, create; to order, arrange; to destine, adjudge, 
assign 
efengedǣlan to share alike 
āscirpan to sharpen, make acute; to dress, make ready  
(ge)scierpan 2 to sharpen, whet; to arouse, rouse, invigorate, strengthen, make active 
(ge)scafan to shave, scrape, plane; to shred; to polish 
āsceafan to shave, shave off 
scēaðian to sheathe 
tȳran to shed tears, run with tears 
tēarian to shed tears, weep 
atāwian to shew 
onfægnian to shew gladness, fawn on 
ætēowian to shew, manifest, display, declare; to appear 
bescyldian to shield, defend 
forðeccan to shield, protect 
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āscīmian to shine 
lȳman to shine 
blician to shine  
āscīnan to shine forth, radiate, beam; to be clear or evident 
ymbscīnan to shine round, surround with brightness 
ðurhscīnan to shine through, be transparent 
geondscīnan to shine upon, illuminate 
beorhtian to shine, brighten; to listen; to sound clearly or loudly 
scīnan to shine, flash; to be resplendent 
(ge)scīnan to shine, flash; to illuminate, be resplendent 
blīcan to shine, gleam, glitter, twinkle, dazzle, sparkle; to appear 
glisnian to shine, glisten, gleam 
scīmian to shine, glisten; to dim, grow dark or dusky; to be dazzled or bleared 
glæterian to shine, glitter 
āblīcan to shine, glitter, be white; to astonish, amaze; to appear 
glisian to shine, glitter, glisten 
glitenian to shine, glitter, glisten; to be disstinguished 
scimerian to shine, shimmer, glisten 
tȳtan to shine, sparkle; to stand out, be conspicuous 
bēamian to shine, to cast forth rays or beams like the sun 
blyscan to shine; to be red 
āblycgan to shine; to grow pale, be white, get dismayed; to get astonished, amazed, 
get affected by wonder; to get affected by fear; to make afraid 
(ge)scēon 2 to shoe 
scōgan to shoe, put on (one’s) shoes, furnish with shoes 
strǣlian to shoot 
scītan to shoot (of a plant), flourish 
ðūfian to shoot forth, grow luxuriously, become leafy or bushy 
ðurhscēotan to shoot through, pierce, transfix 
(ge)scēotan to shoot, cast or hurl missiles; to hit, strike, push, thrust, press forward, 
send forth; to move quickly, run, rush, dart, plunge; to pay, contribute; to refer to, 
appeal to (law); to assign, allot; to happen, occur, fall to, befall 
āscēotan to shoot, strike; to fall, drop out; to move rapidly; to make prominent, 
thrust out; to eviscerate 
ofscotian to shoot, wound or kill with an arrow or spear 
(ge)scotian to shoot; to shoot a weapon at a person, hurl a javelin; to move rapidly 
(ge)scyrtan to shorten, make short; to decrease, lessen, contract, run short, fail 
gecyrtan to shorten; to cut off 
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frēadrēman to shout for joy, rejoice exceedingly, exult 
forðascūfan to shove forth, drive forward 
inscūfan to shove in 
bescūfan to shove, thrust; to throw, cast ,hurl, precipitate; to impel; to force 
foregyrnan to show before 
ārfæstian to show mercy 
(ge)mǣðrian to show respect to, honour 
(ge)īewan  to show, display, point oput, reveal, disclose, discover; to manifest; to 
bestow, confer 
gehȳwan  to show, display; to disclose, reveal; to point out 
(ge)wīsian to show, instruct, direct, lead; to teach, guide; to point out 
torhtian to show, make clear 
(ge)sweotolian to show, make clear, make known or manifest; to reveal, declare, 
publish; to explain, state; to prove 
onȳwan to show, manifest, demonstrate; to appear 
(ge)tācnian to show, mark, indicate, point out, make a mark upon something; to 
instruct; to betoken, denote, signify, represent, symbolise; to portend; to demonstrate, 
prove, express; to witness; to seal 
(ge)tǣcan to show, present, declare, demonstrate; to teach, instruct, train; to direct, 
appoint, assign, prescribe, enjoin, impose; to warn, persuade; to indicate, signify; to 
transfer, translate; to send 
ācȳðan to show, reveal, proclaim, announce; to prove, confirm 
oðīewan to show, to appear 
onīwan to show; to appear 
forclingan to shrink up, wither 
scrimman to shrink, contract; to draw up 
(ge)scrincan to shrink, contract; to wither, shrivel up, dry up; to pine away, become 
weak 
āscrincan to shrink, shrivel up 
grīsan to shudder, be frightened 
ofscacan to shudder, shake with fear 
(ge)scunian to shun, avoid; to fear, be afraid; to abhor, detest 
bedōn to shut 
inbelūcan to shut 
stigian to shut into a sty or pen; to mount 
awegalūcan to shut or lock out, separate 
besparrian to shut up, bolt, bar 
gepyndan to shut up, impound 
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gesparrian to shut, bar 
scȳn 1 to shy 
(ge)sīclian to sicken, become ill or weak, be infirm 
(ge)temesian to sift 
āsiftan to sift 
siftan to sift, pass through a sieve 
hrīdrian to sift, winnow 
reodian to sift? search out? 
sworian to sigh 
āsīcan 1 to sigh 
sīcian to sigh 
onsīcan to sigh, groan 
sicettan to sigh, groan; to mourn 
sīcan to sigh, groan; to yearn for, long for 
swōrettan to sigh, pant, breathe hard, draw a deep breath; to yawn 
geocsian to sigh, sob 
seofian to sigh; to lament, complain of 
(ge)segnian to sign, make the sign of the cross, cross oneself; to bless, consecrate; to 
offer, dedicate 
scyldigian to sin 
āsyngian to sin 
forsyngian to sin greatly 
scyldian to sin, commit a fault 
(ge)syngian to sin, make a mistake, err, transgress, perpetrate crime, commit adultery 
(ge)gyltan to sin, offend, commit guilt or sin; to be or become guilty 
(ge)firenian to sin; to revile; to commit adultery 
fullsingan to sing in full 
sealmlofian to sing psalms 
salletan to sing psalms; to play on or sing to the harp 
orgnian to sing to an instrumental accompaniment 
efenhlēoðrian to sing together 
(ge)singan to sing, chant, intone, celebrate in song; to read, recite, narrate, relate 
musically or in verse; to write, compose verse; to crow, sing (of birds); to sound, 
resound, ring, clank 
(ge)galan to sing, sing charms; to call, cry, scream; to enchant, practise incantation 
āsingan to sing, sing out; to compose; to deliver (a speech), recite verse 
besingan to sing; to utter or sing charms; to enchant, charm; to bewail 
sengan to singe, scorch, burn slightly; to afflict 
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besincan to sink 
besǣgan to sink  
forgrīwan to sink (in vice) 
āsincan to sink down; to fall to pieces 
sīpian to sink low, wane, decline 
(ge)sincan 1 to sink, become submerged; to subside; to digest easily, act as an aperient 
āsencan to sink, immerse 
(ge)sencan to sink, plunge, immerse, submerge; to drown, flood with water 
(ge)sīgan 1 to sink; to set (of the sun); to descend, decline, ffall, all down; to move, 
go, advance, approach, move towards a point; to ooze, run as matter; to strain, filter, act 
as a filter 
ætsittan to sit by, stay, remain; to wait 
eftsittan to sit down/up, sit again; to reside 
besittan to sit round, by or near, surround; to occupy, besiege; to possess; to beset 
(ge)sittan 1 to sit, sit down, be seated; to recline, lean; to rest, remain; to continue; to 
be situated; to stay, settle, encamp, dwell, inhabit, reside, sojourn, occupy; to encamp; 
to possess; to lie in wait, besiege, invest; to preside over; to perch, roost; to ride 
āflēotan to skim 
behyldan to skin, flay 
pilian to skin, peel 
hlēapettan to skip, leap up, jump about 
sleacian to slacken, delay, retard, relax efforts 
āslæccan to slacken, loosen; to remit 
tēoncwidian to slander, calumniate, abuse, reproach, revile 
cwedelian to slander, to abuse, to curse 
oncwealdan to slay 
ongeslēan to slay 
beslǣpan to sleep 
slēpan to sleep 
ætslāpan to sleep beside 
onslǣpan to sleep, fall asleep, go to sleep 
hnappian to sleep, slumber, doze, get drowsy 
swefan to sleep, slumber, rest; to sleep in death; to cease 
(ge)slǣpan to sleep; to lie with a person; to be benumbed, motionless, inactive; to 
die, rest in the grave 
slīdan to slide, slip, glide; to fall, fall down; to fail, err, make a mistake; to lapse; to 
pass away; to be transitory, unstable or perishable 
āslīdan to slide, slip; to fall into sin, lapse, relapse; to be hurt or destroyed 
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(ge)unweorðian to slight, treat with contempt, dishonour, disgrace; to become 
dishonoured, become worthless or vile 
slincan to slink,crawl, creep 
slēfan 1 to slip (clothes) on; +slēfed furnished with sleeves 
tōslūpan to slip away; to be relaxed; to fall to pieces; to dissolve, melt; to be 
undone or loosed; to get powerless or paralysed 
ūtāslīdan to slip forwards, fall (into) 
ūtāwindan to slip forwards, fall (into) 
slīfan 2 to slip or put a garment on a person 
slīpan to slip, glide 
slūpan to slip, glide, move softly 
ætslīdan to slip, glide; to fall 
slȳpan to slip, put something on or off 
gelīsian to slip, slide 
slidrian to slip, slide, slither 
slīfan 1 to slive 
smeortan to smart; to burn 
betyran to smear over, stain a dark colour 
ðurhsmyrian to smear, anoint 
(ge)āsmirian to smear, anoint 
(ge)smittian to smear, befoul; to pollute, infect; to defile 
(ge)dēcan to smear, daub, plaster 
smītan to smear, daub, smudge; to soil, pollute, defile 
(ge)clǣman to smear, plaster, caulk, anoint 
geswæccan to smell 
hrenian to smell of; to be redolent of 
(ge)stincan to smell; to stink; to exhale, emit a smell or vapour; to sniff; to rise (of 
dust, vapour, etc.) 
ongratian to smile, grate with the teeth 
ongrindan to smile, show the teeth, grind with the teeth 
smearcian to smile, smirk 
tōfyllan to smite in pieces 
ofāslēan to smite off 
ðurhslēan to smite or strike through; to wound; to afflict, attack, kill 
geondrēcan to smoke throughly, fill with smoke 
besmocian to smoke, envelop with incense 
berēocan to smoke, fumigate 
ymbstrīcan to smooth or rub round 
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(ge)smeðian to smoothen; to become smooth 
āsmorian to smother, choke, suffocate, strangle 
fnēosan to sneeze 
gefnēsan to sneeze  
snīwan to snow 
sniwan to snow; to wet, rain 
socian to soak, steep, lie in a liquid 
āhlǣnsian to soak, steep; to make or become lean 
(ge)wēsan to soak, steep; to suppurate, ooze 
(ge)gīdsian to sob, desire 
onmeltan to soften 
(ge)hliðian to soften, calm, mitigate, assuage, appease; be mild 
geleoðuwācian to soften, mitigate, render gentle; to make pliant or flexible, 
restore the activity of 
līðercian to soften, smooth down; to flatter, charm 
tōhnescan to soften, soften away 
(ge)līðigian to soften, soothe, calm, mitigate, appease, relieve, assuage; to be mild or 
yielding 
(ge)ðwǣnan to soften; to wet, moisten 
solian to soil, make or become defiled or foul 
besmītan to soil, pollute, contaminate; to dishonour, defile 
(ge)unclǣnsian to soil, pollute, defile 
sylian to soil, sully, pollute, defile 
āswebban to soothe, appease, lull, set at rest; to destroy, put to death 
ōleccan to soothe, caress, treat gently; to charm, please, gratify; to flatter, allure, 
fawn upon, pay court to; to propitiate; to be submissive 
(ge)smēðan to soothe, soften, appease; to smooth, polish 
soppian to sop, soak 
sorgian to sorrow, care, grieve, be sorry for, be anxious about 
hlagolian to sound 
onāswēgan to sound forth 
āgalan to sound forth; to sing, chant 
hāshrīman to sound harshly or hoarsely 
scrallettan to sound loudly 
swinsian to sound melodiously, make melody or music, sing 
bȳmian to sound or play on a trumpet 
nēomian to sound sweetly, produce harmonious sounds 
wēman to sound, be heard; announce 
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ðȳtan to sound, blow (a horn) 
sciellan to sound, make a noise 
hlynnan to sound, make a noise resound; to shout, roar 
hlȳdan to sound, make a noise, clamour, vociferate; to speak loud, cry, chatter 
swēgan to sound, make a noise; to roar, crash; to signify, import; to rush 
āhlēoðrian to sound, resound 
hlynsian to sound, resound 
cracian to sound, resound, crack 
clynnan to sound, resound, ring; to knock 
hlimman to sound, resound; to clang, clash; to roar, rage 
hlēoðrian to sound, resound; to speak, exclaim, cry aloud, sing, bark; proclaim 
swōgan to sound, roar, howl, rustle, whistle, rattle; to rush; to invade, enter with 
force, move with violence 
giellan to sound, sing; to yell, shout, chirp 
āðȳtan to sound; to blow, wind; to expel 
gyrran to sound; to chatter; to gnash; to snarl, grunt; to grate, creak 
leoðian to sound; to sing; to emit, release 
sūrian to sour 
āsāwan to sow 
besāwan to sow 
ofergesāwan to sow (over) 
sǣdian to sow, provide seed for land 
(ge)sāwan to sow, strew seed; to implant, disseminate, originate, do an action which 
produces a result 
onsāwan to sow; introduce into, implant 
(ge)sparian to spare, be indulgent or merciful to; to preserve, save, use sparingly, not 
to use, leave alone; to forbear, abstain from, refrain from 
spearcian to sparkle, emit sparks 
spircan to sparkle; to fall in drops 
wordian to speak 
mæðlan to speak (only used in poetry) 
ymbsprecan to speak about 
besprecan to speak about, mention; to speak against,  blame, accuse of, claim at 
law; to complain 
wiðcweðan to speak against, contradict, gainsay, oppose, resist; to reply; to deny, 
reject,refuse, renounce, not allow 
miscweðan to speak amiss or incorrectly; to speak ill, curse 
gieddian to speak formally, discuss; to recite; to sing 
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unreordian to speak ill of, abuse 
lǣðan to speak ill of, revile, acuse, abuse, execrate; to destest, hate; to cause to be 
hateful, cause to shun 
forcweðan to speak ill, abuse; to refuse, reject; to censure, reprove; to rebuke; to 
boast 
yfelcwedolian to speak ill, curse 
forsprecan  to speak in vain or negatively; to denounce, state amiss; to deny; to lose 
(a case) 
foresprecan 1 to speak out, be surety for, intercede for; to answer for 
sōðsecgan to speak the truth; to declare 
(ge)mōtian to speak to or about, converse with, address, harangue; to discuss, argue, 
dispute, moot a question; to plead 
onmǣlan to speak to, address 
(ge)nǣgan 1 to speak to, address; to approach, accost; to attack, assail, assault 
unhierwan to speak very ill of, calumniate 
maðelian to speak, make a speech, harangue, declaim 
reordian to speak, say, talk, discourse; to read 
cwiddian to speak, say, talk, discuss, report; to make claim against 
(ge)sprecan to speak, say; to utter, make a speech; to converse; to declare, tell off; to 
agree; to settle 
āsprecan to speak, speak out 
(ge)spellian to speak, talk, converse, discourse; to announce, proclaim, relate, tell, 
utter; to conspire 
wordrian to speak, talk, discourse; to commune; to conspire 
(ge)mǣlan to speak, talk, harangue 
(ge)clipian to speak, to call; to call upon, summon, invoke; cry out; implore, cry to 
forspēdian to speed forward, prosper 
spendan to spend 
foresellan to spend, advance (money) 
forspendan to spend, consume, squander; to give out, spend entirely 
āspendan to spend, expend, consume, squander; to distribute, bestow, lay out 
ūtāspīwan to spew forth 
āspīwan to spew up, vomit 
spiwian to spew, vomit, spit up 
spīwan to spew, vomit, spit, spit up; to spit out 
āspinnan to spin 
nestan to spin 
(ge)spinnan to spin; to twist, writhe 
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spigettan to spit 
hyran to spit 
(ge)spittan to spit 
speoftan to spit 
spittian to spit (for cooking) 
onspǣtan to spit on; to spew into 
geondspǣtan to spit or squirt through 
spātlian to spit out 
āspeoftan to spit out 
gespeoftian to spit upon 
bespǣtan to spit upon 
efengespittan to spit upon so, conspuere 
spǣtlan to spit, emit saliva, foam 
spǣtan to spit, spew; to syringe, squirt 
splātan to split 
āsplǣtan to split 
tōclǣfan to split, cleave 
āclēofan to split, cleave 
tōslīfan to split, cut to pieces, cleave 
tōhlīdan to split, split asunder, spring apart, break, crack, burst; to open; to gape, 
yawn 
(ge)strūdan to spoil, ravage, destroy; to defraud, plunder, pillage 
strȳndan to spoil, waste 
splottian to spot, blot 
sprēawlian to sprawl, move convulsively 
teldian to spread (tent, awning, net, snare, etc...); to set (trap); to entrap 
(ge)teldan to spread a covering 
geondspringan to spread about, be diffused; to penetrate 
(ge)wīdmǣrsian to spread abroad, divulge, publish, promulgate, proclaim; to 
celebrate, become widely known 
geondsāwan to spread abroad, scatter, strew, sow 
āsprēadan to spread forth, stretch out, extend 
tōsprǣdan to spread out, extend, expand 
āreccan to spread out, put forth, stretch out, strain; to raise up, erect, lift or build 
up; to say, tell out, speak out, expound, declare, relate, recount, explain, translate; to 
excite, astonish; to set in order, adorn, deck 
streccan to spread out, stretch, extend, reach; to hold out, extend 
oferbrǣdan to spread over; to cover over, put a covering over, suffuse; to overshadow 
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underbrǣdan to spread under 
tōgēotan to spread, diffuse; to pour away, spill; to exhaust 
stregdan to spread, disperse, scatter, extend, strew, sprinkle; to lay in order  
tōsāwan to spread, disperse, scatter; to disseminate opinions, distribute favours, 
sow dissension; to scatter seed, sow broadcast 
sprǣdan to spread, expand 
bebrǣdan to spread; to cover with 
tōspringan to spring apart, sping asunder, fly to pieces, crack, burst open  
flocgian to spring forth  
ofcuman to spring from, be derived from 
ætspringan to spring or spurt out, rush forth 
āspringan to spring up or forth, break forth, spread; to arise, originate, be born; to 
fail, diminish, dwindle, cease; to lack, run out 
ūpāspringan to spring up, arise 
(ge)springan to spring, burst forth, rise; to fly; to jump, leap, bound; to spread, grow, 
be diffused; to want, lack 
stancrian to sprinkle 
onstregdan to sprinkle 
eftāstregdan to sprinkle sth 
sprūtan to sprout 
ūtāscēotan to sprout forth, burst forth; to pierce out 
ūpāspryttan to sprout forth, germinate 
āsprūtan to sprout or break forth 
āspryttan to sprout out, bring forth 
spryttan to sprout, spring, germinate, come forth; to put forth a shoot, bring forth 
fruit; to incite 
spearnlian to spurn, kick; to strike out with the feet; to sprawl 
spornettan to spurn, kick; to strike with the feet 
twengan to squeeze, pinch, twinge 
gebaswian to stain red, dye purple or crimson 
āgleddian to stain, smear 
besylian to stain, soil, sully, defilede 
beswylian to stain, soil; to cover with liquid, drench, flood 
(ge)wemman to stain, spot, blemish, mar, disfigure, spoil; to profane, defile, pollute, 
corrupt, degrade, besmirch; to ill-treat, abuse, revile, injure, destroy 
stillan to stall 
gestællan to stall, stable  
stamerian to stammer 
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stammetan to stammer 
wlæffian to stammer, speak indistinctly 
ābracian to stamp, engrave, emboss 
stempan to stamp, pound; to bray 
ymbstandan to stand about or around; to surround 
anstandan to stand against, resist, withstand, to be firm or steadfast; to dwell, 
inhabit 
tōstandan to stand apart, be distant, stand aloof, not to be forthcoming; to differ, be 
different, be discordant; to be put off, not to occur 
framstandan to stand away from, stand aloof 
ætwunian to stand by 
bestandan to stand by or near, support; to stand round or about, surround; to beset, 
harrass; to attend; to occupy; to detain 
stefnettan to stand firm 
oferstandan to stand or beover or  above 
hlīfian to stand out prominently, rise high, tower up, overhang 
hlīfan to stand out prominently, tower up 
strūtian to stand out stiffly or projectingly; to struggle 
ðunian to stand out, be prominent; to be proud; to be lifted up, stick up; to make a noise, 
sound, resound, creak, roar, thunder, groan; to crash 
ofergestondan to stand over or above 
gestedigian to stand still 
ætstandan to stand still, stay, remain; to resist, check; to cease, stop 
undergestandan to stand under 
āstandan to stand up, rise, rise, up, get up; to continue, persist; to insist; to support, 
endure 
(ge)standan to stand, occupy a place; to remain, continue, stand firm, stand up, be 
upheld; to reside, abide; to be valid, stand good; to be, exist, take place, last; to oppose; 
to oppress, attack, assail; to resist attack; to reprove; to stop, cease tu move, stand still; 
to appear, arise, come; to be present to, come upon (of fear); to be fixed as a law or 
regulation; to urge; to seize 
styrtan to start; to leap up, jump up 
(ge)stalian to steal 
(ge)stelan to steal (with dat. of person from whom), rob 
forstalian to steal away 
ūtætbregdan to steal out 
forðēofian to steal, thieve 
stīeman to steam, exhale, emit vapour or scent 
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tremman to step 
wiðtremman to step back 
forðgestapan to step forth, onward or in front 
wiðstæppan to step or go out of 
ætstæppan to step up to, approach 
(ge)stæppan to step, go, advance, proceed 
felan to stick, adhere 
(ge)stician to stick, pierce, prick, transfix, stab; to goad; to thrust out, gouge out; to 
kill; to be placed, lie, remain, fixed; to be prevented, be hampered, lie encumbered; to 
project; to be involved; to be inherent; to lurk, to be in possession of (of demoniacal 
possession); to run 
stearcian to stiffen, become or grow stiff or hard 
āstīfian to stiffen; to grow or wax stiff 
āstillian to still, quiet 
stingan 1 to sting, pierce, stab; to thrust, push through; to exercise authority, thrust 
one's self into the affairs of another 
ymbstyrian to stir about, overturn, upset 
(ge)ðweran to stir, churn, beat or mix together, twirl; to soften, render malleable; to 
forge 
āstyrian to stir, move, agitate; to raise, move forward; to be roused; to become 
angry 
geierfian to stock with cattle 
oftyrfan to stone 
hǣnan to stone  
ofstǣnan to stone to death, kill 
oftorfian to stone to death, kill 
(ge)stǣnan to stone, cast stones at; to adorn with precious stones 
stūpian to stoop, bend the back; to slope 
fortrendan to stop an opening, obstruct by rolling 
forclǣman to stop or plaster up 
oðswīgan to stop speaking, become silent 
hemman to stop up, close 
stoppian to stop, close an aperture 
oðstillan to stop; to still, put a slop to 
hordian to store, hoard 
ȳstan to storm, rage; to be stormy 
styrman to storm, roar, rage; to cry out, shout, make a great noise 
āsēon 2 to strain 
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sēon 1 to strain, filter; to run, ooze, trickle, drop, drip 
wyrgan 1 to strangle, throttle, worry 
gestrengan to strengthen 
(ge)ðrȳðian to strengthen, arm 
(ge)strangian to strengthen, confirm, make strong; to comfort; to grow or be strong, 
prevail, flourish; to press (after); to establish; to move or act with energy, vigour or 
force  
trymian to strengthen, fortify, become strong; to step; to confirm; to comfort; to 
incite, exhort; to set in order, arrange, prepare, array, arm; to give (hostages); to testify, 
attest 
(ge)hierdan to strengthen, harden, fortify; to encourage, embolden; to confirm 
gecræftgian to strengthen, make powerful 
(ge)swīðan to strengthen; to establish, confirm, support; to prevail, be strong, use 
force against; to comfort 
āstreccan to stretch out or forth, extend; to lay low; to bow down, prostrate 
āðenian to stretch out, extend, distend; to draw out, expand; to apply (the mind); 
to prostrate 
(ge)tyhtan to stretch, draw, pull (+) ; to incite, exhort, provoke, prompt, urge, 
seduce, persuade, attract, solicit; to invite; to instigate, lead astray; to suggest, bring to 
the mind; to talk over; to instruct, teach, train 
tinnan to stretch, extend; to desire; to long for; to burn 
(ge)ðennan to stretch, spread out, extend; to bend (a bow); to prostrate, overthrow; to 
strain, make an effort, exert one's self, press on; to magnify, exalt, spread the fame of 
strēgan to strew 
understrēdan to strew under 
āstrēowian to strew, cover (DOE) 
strīdan to stride; to rob, get by force, pillage; to mount a horse 
hnæppan to strike 
beaftan to strike (the hands) together; to lament 
(ge)spurnan to strike against, kick; to spurn, reject; to tread upon, perch; to stumble 
onspurnan to strike against, stumble 
oðspurnan to strike against; to dash against, stumble; to go wrong 
offyllan to strike down, kill by felling, destroy 
breodwian to strike down, trample; to postrate 
(ge)ēarplættan 1 to strike on the ear, to box the ear, buffet 
andspurnan to strike or stumble against 
ūtāslēan to strike outwards, break out 
āstrīcan to strike severely 
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oferswingan to strike through 
tōslēan to strike to pieces, knock to bits, destroy; to drive away 
hnātan to strike together, clash 
getyrfan to strike, afflict; to attack, assault, assail with missiles 
hnossian to strike, beat 
āslēan to strike, beat, hammer, paralyse; to make way; to cut; to erect 
sliccan to strike, beat, slap, lick 
ābēatan to strike, beat; to break to pieces, make to fall 
(ge)drepan to strike, kill; to overcome 
pucian to strike, poke; to creep 
slæhtan to strike, smite, slay 
spyrran to strike, spar 
(ge)slēan to strike, strike down, beat, smite, quell; to win, conquer; to stamp, coin 
(money), forge (weapons); to make a mark, sound or signal by a stroke; to throw, cast; 
to sting (snake); to pitch (tent); to strike across a country or into a path, dash, break, 
rush, come quickly; to slay, kill; to cast into chains 
hnītan to strike, thrust, butt; to gore; to encounter, knock, come into collision with 
swipian to strike, whip, scourge, beat, lash 
gerēafian to strip 
strīpan to strip 
āflēan to strip off, flay 
berȳpan to strip, despoil of, rob, spoil 
nacian to strip, lay bare 
ābarian to strip, make bare; to disclose, lay bare 
āryddan to strip, plunder 
bestrīpan to strip, spoil, bereave, rob 
gehrespan to strip; to spoil, tear; to plunder 
gewesan to strive, contend; to soak, steep; to dye 
sacian to strive; to wrangle, brawl 
strācian to stroke 
stroccian to stroke 
sacan to struggle, strive, fight, contend; to disagree,  wrangle, act in opposition, 
discuss, dispute; to accuse, blame; to bring a suit; to lay claim to; to refuse, deny 
ūðwitian to study philosophy 
(ge)cneordlǣcan to study, examine; to apply oneself to learning, be diligent, 
endeavour earnestly 
spyrnan to stumble 
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(ge)ēaðmēdan to subdue, humiliate, humble, humble oneself, postrate oneself; to adore, 
worship; to deign, condescend;  
onbīgan to subdue, subjugate, cause to bend 
underbēgan to subject 
underbeðēodan to subject 
besencan to submerge, immerse, sink, drown; to cause to sink; to plunge into (fire) 
underbūgan to submit (to) 
sessian to subside, grow calm 
forðcuman 1 to succeed; come to pass, come true; be born 
dēððan to suck 
(ge)dēon to suck 
forsūcan to suck up or in 
āsūcan to suck, drain; to consume 
sūgan to suck, suck in, fall in as the cheeks do when sucking; have hiccough 
(ge)sȳcan 1 to suckle, cause to suck; to wean 
āðrōwian to suffer 
ofðyrstan to suffer from thirst, be thirsty, thirst (for) 
forlīðan to suffer shipwreck 
ācwylmian to suffer, be tormented 
(ge)ðrōwian to suffer, endure; to die; to pay for, atone for; to sympathise 
āðolian to suffer, endure; to hold out, sustain 
cwylmian to suffer; to kill, torment, crucify 
genyhtsumian to suffice, abound 
genugan to suffice, not to lack 
ofðylman to suffocate, choke 
āðrysemian to suffocate, smother, stifle 
forsmorian to suffocate, stifle; to smother, choke 
ofsmorian to suffocate, strangle, choke 
forðrysman to suffocate, strangle, choke; to becloud 
besēon 2 to suffuse, sprinkle, strain upon 
ǣfengereordian to sup or take supper 
ofergenihtsumian to superabound 
oferbecuman to supervene 
underhlystan to supply an omitted word, subaudire 
āfercian to support 
andwreðian to support 
gebolstrian to support with pillows, prop up 
underlūtan 1 to support, bear; to sustain, submit to 
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underberan to support, endure 
bilēofian to support, feed, nourish 
geedwistian to support, feed; to make to share 
ontȳdran to support, nourish, foster 
understingan to support, prop up, under-prop 
underlecgan to support, prop, underlay 
stæððan to support, stay, make staid 
underscēotan to support, sustain, prop up, underprop; to pass under, move to a place 
beneath; to intercept 
(ge)wreðian to support, sustain, uphold, prop; to stay 
āwreðian to support, sustain, uphold, underprop 
underwreðian to support, sustain, uphold; to establish; to strengthen 
(ge)hwelian to suppurate, cause to suppurate; to turn to matter, inflame with foul 
matter 
oferhlēapan 1 to surmount, overcome; pass over 
oferðēon to surpass, excel 
undersmūgan 1 to surprise, come upon unawares 
besierwan to surprise; to deprive, rob, plunder; to oppress, ensnare, entrap; to 
deceive, defraud 
ymbberan to surround 
ymbwīcigan to surround, beleaguer 
berīdan to surround, besiege; to seize; to invest; to overtake; to pursue, ride after; 
arrest 
ymbhlennan to surround, crowd about 
hringan 2 to surround, encircle 
behringan to surround, encircle  
ymbsellan to surround, enclose, beset; to endue, clothe 
betrymman to surround, enclose, besiege 
ymbtȳnan to surround, enclose, hedge round 
ymbfōn to surround, encompass, embrace, envelope; to seize, grasp, clasp; to 
conceive, comprehend 
beðringan to surround, encompass, encircle, throng or press around; to oppress, 
beset; to burden 
ymbgyrdan to surround, encompass, enclose, encircle, gird about 
ymblicgan to surround, encompass, enclose; to lie about or along 
ymbhringan to surround, encompass, fence round; to wind round 
ymbgangan to surround, encompass, go round; to go about or through 
ymblǣrigian to surround, encompass, provide with a rim 
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behlǣnan to surround, encompass; to beset by leaning anything against another 
behȳpan 1 to surround, encompass; to cover over; to heap 
ymbhabban to surround, encompass; to include, contain; to hold, detain 
belicgan to surround, encompasss, hedge in; to lie round, lie or extend by or about; 
to appertain 
fæðman to surround, envelop, embrace; to fathom; to clasp; to contain; to devour 
ymbiernan to surround, go or run round 
befēran to surround, go round, pass by; to go about; to come upon; to overtake; to 
feed; to get, fall among 
ymbgān to surround, go round; to go about or through 
ymbweaxan to surround, grow round 
ymbhegian to surround, hedge round 
ymbsittan to surround, set round, besiege, invest; to be around or neighbouring; to 
reflect upon; to sit at council, be engaged about 
ymbsettan to surround, set round, encompass, beset; to plant with something 
ymbðringan to surround, throng about, crowd or press round 
ymbweorpan to surround, throw round 
ymbhōn to surround; to clothe, deck, drape 
besellan to surround; to cover; to bring on; to hand over 
ymbtrymian to surround; to protect, fortify, support 
ymbfaran to surround; to travel round 
oferbīdan to survive, outlast, outlive 
oferlibban to survive, outlive 
forwēnan to suspect, think ill of; to think to highly of 
onhōn to suspend, hang, crucify 
bewreðian to sustain, support 
cwolstan to swallow 
forcwolstan to swallow down 
beswelgan to swallow up 
forswelgan to swallow up, consume, devour; to absorb 
ofswelgan to swallow up, devour 
forglendrian to swallow up, eat greedily, devour; to cast down 
glendran to swallow, devour 
(ge)swelgan to swallow, drink; to absorb, accept, imbibe (wisdom), take in the mind; 
to consume, devour, engulf; to incorporate 
besūpan to swallow, sup up 
swirman to swarm (of bees) 
swaðian to swathe, wrap up 
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āswerian to swear 
forswerian to swear falselly, perjure 
mānswerian to swear falsely, commit perjury; to forswear 
(ge)ǣðan to swear, make oath 
swerian to swear, make or take an oath, swear in (to an office); to speak, talk 
(ge)swǣtan to sweat, exude; to labour, toil; to weld; to bleed; to oppress; to forge 
together 
beswǣtan to sweat; to toil 
āswāpan to sweep away, clean; to remove 
forswāpan to sweep away, drive off 
onswāpan to sweep on, blow on; sweep away, banish 
(ge)swāpan to sweep, swing, rush (of wind), drive; to wrap; to take possession of 
swētan to sweeten, make sweet; to season; to make pleasant 
(ge)swellan to swell 
ðrintan to swell 
āswellan to swell 
āðrūtan to swell 
tōswellan to swell out, grow big 
ūpðyddan to swell up 
forðindan to swell up 
āðrintan to swell up 
tōðindan to swell up, inflate, puff up; to grow big; to be arrogant, swell with pride 
onðunian to swell up; to exceed bounds 
ðrūtian to swell with pride or anger; to threaten 
ðindan to swell, swell up; to melt, pass away; to be angry 
oðswimman to swim off, to escape by swimming 
oferswimman to swim over or across 
ðurhswimman to swim through or over, pass by swimming 
(ge)swimman to swim, float 
āswengan to swing or shake off, cast forth 
onswīfan to swing, turn; to put or turn aside, divert, push off 
swingan to swinge, beat, strike, smack, whip, scourge, flog, give a blow with the 
hand; to chastise, afflict; to swing oneself; to strike, dash; to beat the wings 
sumsian to swish, splash 
onemnðrōwigan to sympathise 
midðolian to sympathise, compassionate 
efenðrōwian to sympathise, compassionate, commiserate, suffer together 
efengefēon to sympathise, rejoice together 
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efensārgian to sympathize, condole, commiserate, sorrow 
(ge)sūpan to take (fluid) into the mouth, sup, sip, absorb, suck, drink; to swallow, 
taste 
wīfian to take a wife, to marry 
gewiglian to take auspices, divine; to practise sorcery 
ongeniman to take away 
tōlynnan to take away 
genǣman to take away 
ofāniman to take away 
oðtēon to take away 
aweganiman to take away 
aweggeniman to take away 
fromgenimma to take away 
ongenǣman to take away (from) 
ætgeniman to take away by force, to pluck out, withdraw, deliver, rescue 
æthebban to take away or out, remove, withdraw; to hold back; to exalt oneself 
ætwegan to take away, carry off; to bear away 
ætdōn to take away, deprive 
benǣman to take away, deprive of, rob of 
forniman to take away, deprive of; to seize, plunder, ransack; to devastate, destroy; 
to consume, waste, devour;to annul; to disfigure, deform; to overcome 
gebregdan to take away, pull out, draw, withdraw, unsheath; to breathe, draw breath; 
to pretend, feign; to scheme; to bind, knot; to bring a charge against a person, braid 
oðfeorrian to take away, remove  
āfeorsian to take away, remove, expel, dispel; to go or drive away, depart 
āfierran to take away, remove, withdraw, estrange from; to expel, deliver; to drive 
away, depart 
oðbrēdan to take away, withdraw, carry off, snatch away, remove; to rescue 
wiðtēon to take away, withdraw, draw back; to restrain 
oftēon to take away, withdraw; to withhold, deny, keep back 
oðferian to take away; to bear off; to save (life) 
forefōn to take before, anticipate, prevent 
nȳdniman to take by force, abduct, ravish 
nȳdnǣman to take by force, ravish; to force a woman 
forsǣtian to take by surprise; to surround; to beset; to cath by lying in ambush  
reccan to take care of, be interested in; to desire, care; to give; to go, stray; to tell, say, 
narrate, recite; to explain, expound, interpret; to give a solution, unravel a difficult case; 
to guide, direct, rule; to correct 
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begīman to take care of, look after, keep, guard; to observe, regard; to take heed; 
to attend, do service; to govern 
carian to take care, be anxious or solicitous, regard, heed; to sorrow, be troubled; to 
care about, be interested in 
ābeornan to take fire, burn 
prōfian to take for; to esteem or regard as, assume to be  
ætniman to take from or away, deprive of 
oððicgan to take from, take away 
gēopan to take in, receive; to take up 
becēpan 1 to take notice of, be observant or heedful 
eftscēawian to take notice of, have regard for (sth) 
gehālsian to take oath, swear; to entreat, adjure; to exorcise 
frambringan to take or bring from or away 
befeohtan to take or deprive by fighting 
dǣlniman to take part, participate 
steallian to take place 
gelustian to take pleasure, delight in 
(ge)hæftnian to take prisoner; seize, detain 
(ge)wyrttrumian to take root; to establish, fix firmly, root; to root out 
scypian to take shape 
(ge)scipian to take ship, embark; to man or equip a ship; to provide with ships 
fullflēon to take to flight, flee away, escape completely 
ætbefōn to take to, attach 
herebeorgian to take up one’s quarters, lodge 
āstundian to take upon oneself 
forewarnian to take warning beforehand; forewarn 
oferdrettan to take with violence 
āniman to take, accept, retain; to take away, remove, deprive of 
āparian to take, apprehend; to discover 
ālæccan to take, catch, get hold of 
(ge)fōn to take, catch, seize, grasp; to capture, entrap, arrest, make prisoner; to receive; 
to accept, assume, undertake; to meet with, encounter; to bring, carry 
beniman to take, catch; to obtain; to assume; to take away from, deprive of, 
bereave, rob; to contain; to comprehend; to apprehend 
(ge)niman to take, get, obtain, receive, accept, assume, undertake; to keep, hold, 
seize, catch, grasp, remove, take away; to adopt, appropriate; to suffer, tolerate, 
experience; to carry, bring, bear; to deduce, infer; to go, move or betake oneself, 
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proceed, get on, develop, flourish; to take place, occur; to understand, comprehend, 
apprehend; to give, deliver, hand over; to include; to promote 
ðecgan to take, receive, accept; to consume, eat, drink 
(ge)ðicgan to take, receive, accept; to partake of; consume, take food, eat, drink, 
taste 
onfōn 2 to take, receive, accept; to take hold of; to stand sponsor; to harbour, 
favour unrighteously; to begin, undertake; to undergo; to conceive; to allow to come, 
not to exclude 
āfōn to take, receive; to seize, lay hold of; to hold up, support 
tacan to take, seize 
(ge)læccan to take, seize, catch, grasp, capture, snatch up, apprehend; to get, receive; 
to comprehend; to rescue 
(ge)grīpan to take, seize, grasp, get hold of, lay hold of, snatch, apprehend; to 
obtain, acquire; to attack, assail 
(ge)hæftan to take, seize, lay hold of; to bind, fetter; to detain, arrest, take captive, 
imprison, cast into prison, confine; to condemn; to restrict, restrain 
cēpan 1 to take, seize; to seek after, look out for; to desire, await; to receive; to 
keep, bear, guard; to watch, observe, attend, take heed, be on the look-out for a person; 
to avail oneself of; to betake oneself to; to take to; to meditate; to regulate by 
ādōn to take, take away, remove; to send away, cast out, expel, banish; to destroy; to 
put, place; to set free 
(ge)bryidan to take; to seize property improperly held by another 
wæflian to talk foolishly 
wordlian to talk, discourse; to commune; to conspire 
tamcian to tame, soothe, render gentle 
getaccian to tame, subdue 
ātemian to tame, subdue, render quiet, make gentle 
(ge)temian to tame; to suffer; to allow, permit; to subdue passion 
tæppian to tap; to open a cask, put a tap or spout into a cask 
tyrwan 2 to tar; to make like tar 
(ge)smæccan to taste 
onbītan 1 to taste of, partake of; to feed upon 
ongebyrigean to taste, eat 
ālǣran to teach 
mistǣcan to teach amiss 
mislǣran to teach wrongly, give bad advice to; to persuade a person to do what is 
wrong 
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(ge)lǣran to teach, instruct, educate; to guide, show the way, direct; to preach, 
teach a particular tenet or dogma, give religious teaching; to convert; to order, prescribe, 
enjoin a rule; to suggest, advise, exhort, urge; to persuade; to admonish; to declare, 
proclaim 
gehwyrftnian to tear 
āteran to tear away 
tōrendan to tear in pieces, rend apart 
framāteran to tear in pieces, snatch away 
ārendan to tear off 
ārȳpan to tear off, strip, rip 
gehrifnian to tear off; to become rapacious or ferocious 
tōteran to tear to pieces, cut out, lacerate, bite; to destroy; to harass 
tōclifrian to tear to pieces, scratch 
tōlūcan to tear to pieces, wrench asunder, pull apart, dislocate; to root out; to destroy 
(ge)teran to tear, lacerate, rend; to bite 
rendan to tear, rend, cut down 
(ge)slītan to tear, slit, split, divide, break, rend to pieces, cleave; to irritate, wound, 
bite, sting; to shiver; to consume, waste, destroy; to carp at backbite 
forbrēdan to tear; to pull, snatch away; to cover; to draw over; to change, transform 
geǣrendian to tell, ask, intercede; to succeed, speed; to go on an errand 
(ge)meldian to tell, declare, announce, proclaim, reveal; to accuse, inform against 
meldan to tell, declare, announce, proclaim, reveal; to accuse, inform against 
(ge)bodian to tell, make known, announce, proclaim, publish; to preach; to foretell, 
prophesy; to boast; to promise 
(ge)tellan 1 to tell, narrate, relate, state, announce, recount, state a case; to count, 
reckon, calculate, estimate, compute, number, ennumerate; to think, consider, account, 
believe, esteem, value;  to assign, ascribe; to argue; to charge against, impute to 
(ge)mǣnan 2 to tell, relate, declare, mention, speak of, announce, communicate to; to 
utter, pronounce; to complain of, mona, groan; to lament, sorrow, grieve, mourn, bewail 
(ge)cȳðan to tell, relate, make know, manifest; to inform, announce, proclaim, give 
notice, report; to show, reveal, declare, confess, testify; to prove; to perform, practise, 
exercise; to to make celabrated, renowned, famed 
efengemetgian to temper equally 
stȳlan to temper, harden, steel 
forcostian to tempt 
forcunnian to tempt, try 
fundian to tend to; to intend, aspire to; to endeavour, strive after; to desire, wish 
for; to hasten; to go, set out, go forward 
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tōsēðan to test, prove 
gelǣstfullian to testify, prove by witness 
fortrymman to testify, to confirm 
(ge)ðancian to thank, give thanks; to recompense, reward; to rejoice, feel gratified 
ðacian to thatch 
ðāwian to thaw 
ðiccian to thicken, make or become thick; to crowd together, throng 
(ge)ðēofian to thieve, steal 
foresmēagan to think beforehand, premeditate 
twihycgan to think differently, disagree, dissent 
āhogian to think out, be anxious about 
mamrian to think out, design, be deep in thought about anything 
āðencan to think out, invent, devise, contrive; to intend 
āhycgan to think out, invent, devise; to search 
ðancmettian to think over, consider, deliberate 
oferðencan to think over, consider, reflect 
geondðencan to think over, reflect over, consider, contemplate 
beðencan to think, consider, bear in mind; to remember; to reflect; to look out, take 
care of, care for; to trust, confide in, entrust to  
behycgan to think, consider, bear in mind; to trust, rely, confide; to depend upon 
(ge)hycgan to think, consider, concieve, meditate, study; to search out; to understand; 
to determine, purpose; to remember; to hope; to devise, to care, to resolve; to intend 
(ge)smēagan to think, consider, reflect, ponder, examine, penetrate, scrutinze, look 
closely into; to meditate on, discuss, deliberate; to inquire; to search; to seek an 
opportunity 
rǣswan to think, consider; to suppose, suspect, conjecture 
(ge)ðencan 1 to think, meditate, reason, consider, conceive, intend, bear in mind; to 
perceive; to suppose, hold as an opinion of belief; to imagine; to remember, recollect; to 
attempt, pursue; to devise; to learn; to invent, resolve; to determine; to mean, intend; to 
seek, look to, expect to, desire; to wish, desire, long for; to weight 
(ge)hogian to think, mind, reflect, consider; to know, understand, resolve; to intend, 
purpose; to strive, wish for; to be troubled or anxious; to be wise or prudent 
ðyrstan to thirst 
(ge)ðerscan to thrash (corn); to strike, beat, flog, scourge; to pound, batter 
beðerscan to thrash, thresh, winnow 
hwōpan to threaten 
ðēowracian to threaten, menace 
āðerscan to thresh out; to spoil 
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framāweorpan to throw away, cast from or away 
niðertorfian to throw down 
geglendrian to throw down, precipitate 
gleddian to throw over, spatter, sprinkle 
āweorpan to throw, cast away or out, expel; to take away, reject, degrade, renounce, 
divorce; to trouble, cast down; to degrade, depose 
forweorpan to throw, cast, cast away, reject, drive off; to squander 
beweorpan to throw, cast, cast down, plunge; to beat; to surround 
(ge)weorpan 1 to throw, cast, fling; to throw upon; to cast out, drive out or away; to 
open; to sprinkle; to hit; to charge with, accuse of 
worpian to throw, cast, pelt 
(ge)torfian to throw, scatter; to cast, stone (a person), shoot, strike with a missile; to 
be tossed 
atorfian to throw; to throw forth 
(ge)ðrāwan to throw; to turn, twist, curl; to rack, torture 
beðȳn to thrust 
wiððyddan to thrust back 
onbescēofan to thrust out 
ūtāðȳdan to thrust out, cast out 
(ge)ðunrian to thunder 
hlynrian to thunder 
tonian to thunder 
ðurhwrecan to thurst through 
tinclian to tickle 
citelian to tickle 
(ge)wrīðan to tie, fasten, fetter, bind, bind up, wrap, wrap around, bandage; to give a 
curved form, twist; to connect; to restrain, prevent; to tormen, vex 
(ge)tēorian to tire, weary, exhaust; to be tired or exhausted, become weary; to faint, 
fail, cease, perish, come to an end 
(ge)cnyllan to toll a bell, knell; to strike, knock, clap 
becwylman to torment 
(ge)pīnian to torment, punish, torture 
(ge)tintrian to torment, torture, punish 
gecwealmbǣran to torture; to kill 
āhrīnan to touch, handle 
ātillan to touch, reach 
onhrīnan 1 to touch; to lay hold of 
getillan to touch; to reach, attain 
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(ge)hrīnan to touch; to seize, take hold of, lay hold of, reach; to strike 
hrepian to touch; to treat (a subject); to attack 
torrian to tower 
oferhrǣgan to tower above; to cover over 
geswæðian to track or trace out, investigate  
(ge)spyrian to track, go, pursue, travel, journey; to follow out; to ask about, enquire, 
investigate, examine; to search, seek; to know about 
āspyrian to track, trace out; to search, find out, explore, discover; to study, 
investigate, examine 
(ge)mangian to trade, traffic; to act as a monger; to mix 
cēpan 2 to traffic, barter, buy, sell 
ofstæppan to trample upon 
ofertredan to trample upon, tread under foot 
oferhīwian to transfigure; to paint over 
ðurhfæstnian to transfix 
onfæstnian to transfix, pierce 
æthīwian to transform 
(ge)unwlitegian to transform, unform, disfigure, destroy the beauty of; to become 
disfigured 
ofergǣgan to transgress 
oferbrecan to transgress, infringe, violate 
ofergān 1 to transgress, overstep, overreach; to overspread; to conquer, overrun; to 
overcome, overtake; to seizē to attack: to traverse, pass away, pass off; to come to an 
end 
ofergangan 1 to transgress, overstep, overreach; to overspread; to conquer, overrun; to 
overcome, overtake; to seizē to attack; to pass off or away 
ofersendan to transmit 
oferferian to transport, carry over 
treppan 1 to trap 
fulfaran to travel, perform a journey 
wræcsīðian to travel, wander; to be in exile 
oferspyrian to traverse 
oferfēran to traverse, cross, pass over, or though, pass along; to meet with, come 
upon 
begangan to traverse, go over; to get to, come by, fall into; to go to, attend to, visit; 
to observe, care for; to cultivate; to inhabit, occupy; to surround, go round; to do, 
perform, commit, practise, exercise, engage in; to use; to worship, profess, serve, 
honour 
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ofergān 2 to traverse, pass away, pass off, cross; to be over, come to an end 
pæððan to traverse, travel over, pass along, tread (a path) 
treppan 2 to tread 
fortredan to tread down or upon, tread under foot, trample on 
fortreddan to tread down, destroy by treading 
oftredan to tread down, trample upon, injure or destroy by treading 
treddan to tread on, tread upon foot, trample, trample upon; to examine, 
investigate 
oftreddan to tread to death 
tōtredan to tread to pieces, trample upon 
treddian to tread, step, walk 
(ge)tredan to tread, tread down, step on, trample upon; to traverse, pass over; to 
tread upon, step upon, walk upon; to enter upon, roam through; to press with the foot, 
hold the foot on something 
(ge)trahtnian to treat, comment on, expound, consider; interpret, translate 
(ge)trahtian to treat, deal with, consider, comment on, expound; to discuss; to 
translate, interpret 
ātrahtnian to treat, explain, expound, discuss 
broccian to tremble 
ābifian to tremble, be moved or shaken; to quake, shake 
ācwacian to tremble, quake 
gefyxan to trick 
āhyltan to trip up, make to halt 
intrepettan to trip, hop, dance 
ðrifildan to triple 
ðrifyldan to triplicate 
gesigfæstnian to triumph, be crown as victor 
sigefæstan to triumph; to crown as victor, make triumphant 
(ge)earfoðian to trouble 
āmierran  to trouble, disturb, injure, mar; to prevent, obstruct, hinder, impede, 
check, distract; to lose, consume, waste, spoil, destroy; to corrupt, misguide, defile, lead 
astray; to spend, scatter, dissipate 
behyhtan to trust in, set hopes on 
ofertrūwian to trust too much to 
getryccan to trust, confide 
rōmian to try to obtain, strive after; to possess 
(ge)fandian to try, attempt, tempt; to provoke; to explore, examine, test, prove; to 
seek, search out; to experience, visit 
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(ge)costian to try, prove, test; to try, tempt; to examine; to afflict, vex 
ācostnian to try, test, prove 
ācostian to try, test, prove 
ācunnian to try, test, prove, ascertain by trial; to experience  
āfandian to try, test, prove; to find out, experience 
ymbwærian to turn (oneself) about, turn towards 
wiðercerran to turn against, prance 
forcierran to turn aside, prevent, avert; to avoid; to escape, turn oneself away; to 
pervert;to subvert 
wandian to turn aside; to hesitate; to flinch, shrink; to desist from; to omit, 
neglect; to refrain from; to fear, stand in awe; to care for, have regard to  
āhwierfan to turn away or from, avert 
oðcyrran to turn away, be perverted 
oðwendan to turn away, divert; to deprive of 
eftcyrran to turn back, return 
efthweorfan to turn back, return 
doxian to turn dark, become dark-coloured 
framāhyldan to turn from or away 
framāwendan to turn from or away 
frambūgan to turn from or away, leave 
framācyrran to turn from or away; to take from 
framcyrran to turn from, avert; take from 
ongēanhwyrfan to turn or change again, return 
gīnan 2 to turn or drive back 
blācian to turn or grow pale 
awegonwendan to turn or move away 
onweorpan to turn or throw aside; to cast in one’s teeth; to begin the web 
misweorðan to turn out amiss 
ymbcyrran to turn round or about, revolve round, make the circuit of; to turn away, 
avert; to change, overturn; to move, stir 
betyrnan to turn round; to bend the knee, prostrate oneself 
ymbtyrnan to turn round; to surround 
ūpāwendan to turn towards, raise 
(ge)cierran to turn, change, convert, be converted; to go, proceed, come; to return, 
turn oneself, turn back; to regard; to translate; to persuade; to agree to; to submit; to 
reduce 
behweorfan to turn, change; to arrage, prepare, put in order; to practise, exercise; to 
treat, attend to, see to, direct; to spread about; to bury 
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(ge)hweorfan to turn, change; to move, go, come, go away, depart; to proceed; to go or 
wander about; to return, turn back; to die; to exchange, be converted, pass as property, 
fall as a lot; to roar 
geceorran to turn, change; turn oneself, go, come, proceed, turn back, return; 
regard; translate; persuade, convert, be converted, agree to; submit; make to submit, 
reduce 
behwirfan to turn, convert, change; to prepare, instruct, exercise; to exchange, 
change for; to surround, encompass 
(ge)wendan to turn, direct, return; to wend, go, proceed; to bring about; to cause to 
move, incline; to change, shift, vary, convert, alter; to interpret, translate 
hwærfan  to turn, revolve, change, transfer, convert, return; wander, move, go, 
depart; exchange, barter 
tyrnan to turn, revolve, move round; to run 
hwearfian to turn, roll or toss about, revolve; to change; to move, wander, pass by 
efnegecyrran to turn, turn around (DOE) 
becierran to turn, turn around; to pass by, avoid; to twist, wind; to pervert, seduce, 
beguile; to give up; to deceive, betray 
ācirran to turn, turn over, turn away or aside, avert, turn oneself, change; to go, return 
bewendan to turn, turn round or about, convert 
āwrīðan 1 to turn, wind; to bind up; to unbind, loosen 
āhweorfan to turn; to convert, turn away or over; to turn aside; to avert 
twinclian to twinkle, wink 
beðrāwan to twist 
tōwrīðan to twist apart, distort 
ðurhdrāwan to twist through 
gehlencan to twist, bend 
hrimpan to twist, coil; to wrinkle, rumple; to contract 
āðrāwan to twist, twine, curl; to throw forth, spill 
slingan to twist, wind, worm, creep into 
(ge)ðrǣstan to twist, writhe, roll about; to press, force; to oppress, crush, smash; to 
constrain, bind; to afflict, hurt, distress, torment, harass, torture, plague, vex, destroy 
wrencan to twist; to spin or devise plots, practise tricks 
wreccan 3 to twist; to strain 
togettan to twitch, be spasmodic 
togian 2 to twitch, be spasmodic 
twiccian to twitch, pluck; to gather; to catch hold of 
āspannan to unbind, unclasp 
unbindan to unbind, untie, loosen; to free or release from a bond; to pay 
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uncnyttan to unbind, untie, unknot, loosen 
ungierwan 1 to unclothe, strip, divest of 
unðeccan to uncover 
unwrēon to uncover, disclose; to expose, reveal, discover, make known to open; to 
explain 
unhelian to uncover, reveal 
unwindan to uncover, unfasten, loosen, unwind, unwrap; to retire, retreat 
undergangan to undergo 
(ge)ðolian to undergo, bear, suffer, endure, sustain; to bear with, tolerate; to allow; 
to persevere, hold out, survive; to continue; to lose, lack, forfeit, dispense with, be 
deprived of; to remain, wait; to stop; to stick, cleave 
undergān to undermine, ruin 
underetan to undermine, subvert, sap, eat away 
understandan to understand, know, perceive; to observe, notice, consider; to conceive 
of; to accept as correct, take for granted 
forgedōn   to undo, bring to naught, ruin, destroy,abolish, kill; to corrupt; to seduce, 
defile 
unwyrcan to undo, destroy 
tōlȳsan to undo, loosen, release, relax, relieve; to dissolve, dissipate, put to an end to; to 
separate, break; to desolate, destroy; to unhinge; to pay 
undōn to undo, open; to separate, loosen; to cancel, abrogate; to discharge, release, 
absolve; to destroy  
unscyttan to undo, unbolt, unshoot 
unlīesan to undo, unloose; to  release, set free; to release from a restrictive 
condition; to put on a free footing 
fordōn  1 to undo; to  bring to nought, ruin, destroy, kill; to seduce, defile, corrupt 
geunfæstnian to unfasten, detach 
ongyrdan to unfasten, unbuckle, ungird 
unfealdan to unfold, unroll, open; to explain, unfold by narrating 
onfealdan to unfold, unwrap 
unhādian to unfrock, deprive of orders 
unscennan to unharness, unyoke 
geānian to unite 
gefērscipian to unite, accompany  
limplǣcan to unite, connect 
hlecan to unite, join, cohere 
(ge)mengan to unite, join, combine, mix, mingle; to associate with, consort; to cohabit 
with; to disturb, stir up; to converse; to confuse, confound 
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unlūcan to unlock, unclose, open, unfold; to reveal, disclose 
onslūpan to unloose, untie 
ārāfian to unravel, disentangle, unwind 
uninseglian to unseal 
unseglian to unseal 
unscēaðian to unsheath 
unscōgan to unshoe, take off the shoes 
unsǣlan to untie, unfasten, unbind; to loose 
eftongēnbīgan to untwist again, to unwreathe 
unwriðan to untwist, unbind 
ungeocian to unyoke 
ūpāstreccan to uplift 
ongēanstandan to urge, insist upon, stand toward or against 
benotian to use, consume 
nēotan to use, employ, have the use of; to enjoy, have the benefit of 
nyttian to use, enjoy; to eat 
(ge)brȳcsian to use, enjoy; to profit, benefit 
(ge)brȳcian to use, enjoy; to profit, benefit; to do good 
hloccettan to utter a sound; to sigh, groan 
indrīfan to utter, impel, send forth, ejaculate 
(ge)eahtian to value, estimate, esteem; to consider, meditatem deliberate, deem, 
consult about; to watch over; to speak of with praise 
tōðwīnan to vanish away, disappear; to burst 
ācwincan to vanish, become extinguished or quenched; to be eclipsed 
swindan to vanish, consume, languish, pine or waste away; to grow languid, be 
consumed 
fordwīnan to vanish, dwindle away 
forweorðan to vanish; to become nothing, perish, pass away, die; to deteriorate, 
sicken 
nȳðan to venture on, dare, risk 
fersian to versify 
gehǣgan to vex, harass; to surround as with a hedge 
ðrēotan to vex, weary 
ræscan to vibrate; to glitter, quiver (of light) 
(ge)hāwian to view, look at, gaze on, notice; to observe, regard, inspect, survey; to 
look after 
(ge)tīeman to vouch to warranty 
āðswerian to vow with an oath, curse 
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wecgan to wag, move, agitate, shake, drive hither and thither; to be moved 
forbyrdian to wait for; to endure; to forbear 
bidian to wait, look forward to sth 
(ge)anbidian to wait, wait for, await; to expect; to stay; to abide 
tōweccan to wake (trans.) up, arouse, stir up, excite 
(ge)weccan to wake, waken; to awaken, arouse; to produce, bring forth, give life or 
rise to; to recall; to encourage, exhort, stimulate, enliven, refresh; to excite, stir up; to 
move, set in motion; to kindle 
fēðan to walk, go or travel on foot 
weallian 2 to wall 
wōrian to wander about, ramble, be a vagabond 
wāðan to wander, flee 
wǣðan to wander, roam about; to hunt 
wandrian to wander, rove, roam, proceed without plan, follow an uncertain course; 
to fly around, hover; to stray; to err; to change 
āswīfan to wander, stray 
dwelsian to wander, stray 
weallian 1 to wander, travel, roam, go abroad; to go as a pilgrim 
swician to wander; to depart, turn; to deceive, be treacherous, cheat; to give 
offend, blaspheme; to be offended 
benugan to want, need, require; to enjoy 
(ge)wyrman to warm, make warm 
gewærlǣcan to warn 
(ge)warnian to warn, caution; to take warning or heed, guard oneself against, put on 
guard; to ward off; to abstain, avoid, deny 
aðierran to wash off or away, clean, rinse; to clear, purge 
spylian to wash oneself 
bebaðian to wash, bathe 
(ge)lafian to wash, bathe, lave; to refresh; to ladle out, pour water on 
āwascan to wash, bathe; to immerse 
onðwēan to wash, cleanse by washing 
āspylian to wash, cleanse, purify 
(ge)ðwēan to wash, cleanse; to anoint 
āðwēan to wash, cleanse; to baptize, anoint 
wascan 1 to wash, cleanse; to bathe, lave 
(ge)baðian to wash, lave, bathe; to give baths (to others) 
swilian to wash, wash out, swill, gargle 
forweosan to waste away 
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scrēpan to waste away, wither; to become dry, withered 
cwīnan to waste or dwindle away 
misbegān to waste, cultivate badly; to disfigure 
spildan to waste, destroy, ruin, mate away 
āgītan to waste, destroy; to seize, take away 
oferwacian to watch over, act as a guard 
behȳdan to watch, guard, shelter; to cover, hide, conceal; to heed 
bewacian to watch, keep, guard, bewake 
(ge)wæccan to watch, wake 
wacian to watch; to remain or keep awake, not to sleep; to watch, be awake or active, be 
alert, be on guard; to open (the eye); to keep a vigil for prayer or religious observance 
(ge)wæterian to water, moisten, irrigate, supply water (to); to lead (cattle) to water 
leccan 1 to water, wet, moisten, irrigate; to slake 
wafian to wave 
wancian to waver 
āwrǣnsian to wax wanton 
(ge)weaxan to wax, grow, increase; to be produced; to prosper, flourish, grow in 
honour, become powerful; to take shape 
(ge)wǣcan to weaken, afflict, oppress, trouble, vex; to affect; to weary, exhaust 
geunhǣlan to weaken, debilitate 
sleccan to weaken, enfeeble, disable; to make slack or slow, delay 
tōhǣlan to weaken, enfeeble; to castrate, emasculate 
āwǣcan to weaken, fatigue 
gewanhǣlan to weaken, impair the health or soundness of something 
āhnescian to weaken, make nesh; to become soft or effeminate 
onwǣcan to weaken, soften, mollify, cause relaxation of sevity, shake (a 
resolution) 
lissan to weaken, soften, subdue, tame 
āsīcan 2 to wean 
āwenian to wean from, disaccustom 
ætwenian to wean or deliver from 
āðrēotan to wear, irk; to be tiresome to; to dislike, disgust, loathe, displease 
āðrīetan to weary, loathe 
ðrīetan to weary; to press, force, urge 
āwefan to weave 
(ge)wefan to weave 
webbian to weave, contrive, devise 
fleohtan to weave, plait 
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flustrian to weave, plait; to flatter 
wefan to weave, plan, arrange, device, contrive, construct, put together 
wēodian to weed 
(ge)wēnan to ween, think, suppose; to think, believe; to imagine, fancy; to opine; to 
expect, hope; to fear (for); to despair (of); to esteem; to wonder 
bewēpan to weep, bewail, mourn 
rēotan to weep, wail, shed tears; to mourn, lament 
pundernian to weigh 
pinsian to weigh, estimate, examine, consider, judge; to reflect 
heolorian to weigh, ponder; to consider 
āheolorian to weigh; to consider, balance 
(ge)wilcumian to welcome, greet, salute, bid welcome 
ūtweallan to well out, flow forth 
ūpgēotan to well up 
ūpāweallan to well up, steam up, boil up 
geondleccan to wet through, water; to moisten thoroughly, irrigate 
(ge)wǣtan to wet, moisten, bedew, water; to become wet; to emit moisture 
beðwēan to wet, moisten, bedew; to wash 
(ge)swǣslǣcan to wheedle, flatter, cajole, speak fair 
āhwettan to whet, excite, kindle; to povide, hold out to; to reject, cast or drive 
away 
hwinsian to whine 
hwǣstrian to whisper, murmur, mutter 
hwisprian to whisper, murmur, mutter 
ðwastrian to whisper, murmur, speak low 
fleswian to whisper; to profess to do something; to dissemble 
hwistlian to whistle, hiss 
hwīnan to whistle, hiss, whizz 
āhwītian to whiten 
gecealcian to whiten 
āblǣcan to whiten, bleach 
blǣcan to whiten, bleach, fade 
(ge)hwītan to whiten, make white; to polish, brighten 
wīdian to widen, become wider, grow wide 
willan to will, wish, be willing, desire, want; to be used to; to be about to; to think, 
mean, intend, purpose; to order, command, ordain; to allow, permit, grant, consent to; to 
claim, profess; to tend 
(ge)willian to will, wish, desire 
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gewrinclian to wind about 
āwindan to wind, twist, weave, plait, bend; to withdraw, slip from; to become 
weak 
wincettan to wink 
beprīwan to wink 
oferwintran to winter, pass the winter, go through the winter 
wullian to wipe with wool 
wīpian to wipe, cleanse 
āwilnian to wish for 
(ge)wilnian to wish, desire, long for, will; to seek, expect, strive for; to ask for, 
petition for, beg for, supplicate, entreat; to tend towards, tend to an end 
(ge)wȳscan to wish, desire; to adopt 
wȳscan to wish, desire; to wish for 
fromswīcan to withdraw, desert 
āclingan to wither 
forewealwian to wither up, wither away 
clingan to wither, pine, shrink; to cling, stick close 
forsēoðan to wither; to consume by affliction, boil away 
āsēarian to wither; to dry up, sear 
oðhealdan to withhold, keep back 
wiðbregdan to withhold, restrain, check, hold back; to oppose; to take away 
wiðsettan to withstand, oppose, resist; to condemn 
wiðercweðan to withstand, resist 
wiðerstandan to withstand, resist 
wiðstandan to withstand, resist, oppose, be hostile; to obstruct, prevent, be a 
hindrance; to stand off, keep away, be absent; to be lacking 
wiðhabban to withstand, resist, restrain, oppose, hold out against 
wisnian to wizen, wither, dry up, waste away 
āwundrian to wonder, admire, magnify; to be astonished 
(ge)wundrian to wonder, be astonished; to admire; to magnify, make wonderful 
āwōgian to woo 
wōgian to woo, court; to marry 
besmiðian to work (in metal), forge 
forewyrcan to work for, do anything for anyone 
efnegewyrcan to work together, cooperate; to collect, put together; to compose 
(ge)wyrcan to work, labour; to do, make, perform, effect, produce; to be the source or 
product of; to form, build, construct; to use (tools); gain, acquire, win, deserve; to 
constitute, dispose; to amount to; to strive after 
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tirgan to worry, pain; to provoke, irritate, vex, exasperate; to excite 
(ge)wundian to wound 
(ge)bennian to wound 
(ge)dolgian to wound 
forwundian to wound badly, ulcerate 
ofscēotan to wound, hit, shoot down, kill 
ātǣsan to wound, injure; to strike, smite; to wear out 
ongefealdan to wrap 
oferwriðan to wrap round, cover up with a wrapper 
besweðian to wrap up, bind up, swathe, wind round 
wǣfan to wrap up; to clothe 
rǣfan to wrap, involve 
sweðian to wrap, swathe 
bewindan to wrap, wind or bind around or about, envelop, entwine, clasp; to 
surround, encircle; to brandish (a sword) 
āwrǣstan to wrest from; to extort 
āðrǣstan to wrest or twist out 
(ge)wrǣstan to wrest; to bend; to twist or bind together; to twang 
wraxlian to wrestle 
āwringan to wring, squeeze out; to express 
wringan to wring, twist; to squeeze together; to squeeze out moisture 
gerifian to wrinkle 
underwrītan to write at the foot of, sign, subscribe 
gebrēfan to write down shortly, state briefly, epitomize 
bewrītan to write down, record, inscribe; to write after or out of, to copy; to score 
round 
āwrītan to write down, transcribe, describe, compose, copy; to mark, inscribe, 
carve; to draw, delineate 
oferglēsan to write glosses over, to make an interlinear gloss 
miswrītan to write incorrectly 
(ge)wrītan to write, compose, be the author of; to draw, engrave, incise; to bestow or 
convey by writing 
ādihtian to write, compose, edit; to arrange, order beforehand 
gīnan 1 to yawn 
ginian to yawn, gape; to utter a sound 
rācsian to yawn, strech oneself after sleep 
gānian to yawn; to gape, open 
(ge)ēanian to yean, bring forth (usually lambs) 
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gylian to yell, shout out 
onlīðigan to yield, become pliant 
(ge)gieldan to yield, render; to pay, pay for; to reward, requite; to serve, worship, 
sacrifice to; to punish; to restore 
oferplantian transplantare 
 


